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Abstract
Despite the mathematical intricacy, the natural circulation loop (NCL)
proposes a convenient route of energy and species transport from a hightemperature source to a low-temperature sink, without them in direct contact.
The buoyancy force originating from the density gradient is the prime driving force
of any natural circulation system. Operating regime of single-phase NCLs is
limited by the constraints of saturation temperature and low flow rate, whereas
the possibility of dry-out and appearance of different flow regimes with contrasting
heat transfer behavior are of great concern in two-phase loops. Supercritical fluid
offers a potent alternative due to its good heat transport capability and large
volumetric expansion, thereby coupling the advantages of single- and two-phase
versions. Accordingly the concept of supercritical natural circulation loop (SCNCL)
has evolved in the present millennium as one of the most important initiatives
under generation-IV nuclear reactors.
Both numerical and experimental appraisal of SCNCL is presented in the
current thesis. Thorough numerical investigation have been performed to explore
the steady-state, as well as transient, behaviour of SCNCL. The mode of heating
is a critical factor on steady-state thermalhydraulics of SCNCL. Both Dirichlet and
Neuman type modes are of equal importance, according to the design of system.
Thus, several subsequent steady-state studies have been performed, where,
heating is envisaged in both constant temperature and constant heat flux modes
and cooling is always through a constant temperature sink. To find out a complete
observation on the thermalhydraulic of SCNCL, influence of various operating
parameters, like system pressure, source and sink temperature, working fluids,
inclination angle, heating power, and various geometric dimensions have been
studied meticulously. Steady-state analysis of SCNCL begins with the study of
thermalhydraulic comparison of water, CO2 and R134a as the working fluids
under identical set of operating conditions. Effort is made to identify the best
working fluid from heat transfer point of view.
An interesting observation was found for the variation in loop flow rate
with power under steady-state. Mass flow rate was identified to increase with rise
in heater power till a maxima, followed by a rapid deterioration in both flow rate
and heat transfer coefficient, and a hike in the fluid temperature level. This
phenomenon was identified as a natural circulation version of heat transfer
deterioration (HTD), which is a well-explored topic for forced flow channels. For
such systems, it is common to have tubes or annular channels with known wall
heat flux, and the HTD is characterized by a rapid increase in the wall
temperature, owing to the failure in the wall-to-fluid heat transfer mechanism.
For SCNCL, however, the nature of the phenomenon is different, the similarity
being in the deterioration of the heat transfer coefficient and occurrence around
the pseudocritical point. To recognize this difference, and also the role of the
reduction in flow rate in lowering the heat transfer coefficient, the terminology is
modified as the flow-induced heat transfer deterioration (FiHTD). That leads to a
drastic deterioration in heat transfer coefficient and hence can be identified as a
practicable limit of operation. Power level corresponding to the appearance of
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FiHTD can be increased by raising pressure and lowering sink temperature. A
mechanism can also be devised to maneuver the sink temperature with heater
power for delaying the appearance of such deterioration. Supercritical CO2 based
SCNCL can be a superior choice, as long as the power level can be limited to the
FiHTD, owing to the higher flow rate and lower fluid temperature levels. However,
if the expected power range of operation goes beyond the FiHTD constraint, singlephase water-based loops are a safer option, due to the consistent behavior.
Asymmetric temperature and velocity profiles can be observed across flow
sections, particularly with larger source-to-sink temperature differential, due to
the local buoyancy effects.
It is apparent that the steady-state thermalhydraulics of an SCNCL is
dominated by the geometric parameters. That necessitates a comprehensive study
to understand the role of geometric variables on the thermalhydraulic
characteristics of SCNCL in general and FiHTD in particular. Influence of several
parameters, including loop diameter, height, width, inclination angle, heating and
cooling length and their orientation, has been explored with the objective being
the identification of a set of guidelines corresponding to a safer design.
SCNCLs being prone to system instabilities, systematic stability appraisal
is mandatory to identify the condition for stable operating zone. In the present
thesis, therefore, a comprehensive transient analysis and dynamic performance
evaluation have been carried out to observe the stability performance of SCNCL.
Consequently, a 2D computational model of rectangular NCL is developed and
used to explore the transient nature of the same. The system exhibited both stable
and unstable performance. Despite the absence of exclusive phase change,
SCNCL can experience a huge density variation for a small temperature change
around the pseudocritical point. This is the likeliest of reasons that may push the
system towards instabilities quite similar to the two-phase versions. Influence of
sink temperature on transient analysis of SCNCL is thoroughly investigated and
a stability map is prepared accordingly. A Lorenze like chaotic flow is observed in
the unstable zone of operation of SCNCL.
To enlarge the corresponding experimental database for SCNCL,
experiments have been performed using R134a as the working fluid. R134a
exhibits a low critical pressure, which makes it relatively easier to achieve
supercritical condition with compared to water. The motivation of the present
experimental study is to identify the thermalhydraulic characteristic and stability
behaviour of SCNCL. Influence of sink temperature, operating pressure, tilt angle
and input heating power are thoroughly investigated. Pressure and sink
temperature are found to be the most influencing parameters for operation of
SCNCL. Loop mass flow rate has been found to increase with the increase in power
for all chosen conditions. Mass flow rate gradually changes with tilt angle, with
the highest mass flow rate appearing for the vertical loop. There is no instability
observed for the selected range of operating condition.
This dissertation reports, both numerical and experimental evaluation of
the thermalhydraulic behavior and stability aspects of SCNCL. Several gaps from
the literature have been identified and effort is made to address a few, with the
identification of FiHTD being the most significant contribution. The goal of
transient analysis is achieved by producing a detailed stability map for sink
temperature. Both experimental observations and numerical predictions are
found to be in consensus, with the maximum deviation being limited to 15%.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Basic Physics of Natural Circulation Loop
The cause of fluid flow from one point to another point is the effect of
various driving forces. When this driving potential is generated by the use of
external energy sources like, pump, compressor, then that type of flow is
classified as forced flow. On the other hand when so called change engendered
due to the gradient of fluid temperature/density, then it falls to the family of
natural convection flow. If the initial and final position of fluid in a flow field
is same then it is recognized as a circulation flow field and corresponding
forced and natural flow fields are referred to forced and natural circulation
respectively. The water cycle and human blood circulation (Figure 1-1) are the
most

common examples

of natural

and forced circulation

systems

respectively. The first cycle is purely completed by generation of density
gradient of water, whereas, later one have a pumping system in the form of
heart and that create sufficient pressure difference to build the flow field.
Natural circulation refers to the ability of a fluid in a system to circulate
continuously. The difference of density or precisely available buoyancy force
is the prime driving force of any natural circulation system. A fluid system
designed for natural circulation will have a heat source and a heat sink and
it has to be ensured that the position of the heat sink is always at a higher
elevation than the heat source. The heat source and heat sink are connected
in such a way that it forms a continuous circulation path or loop of fluid
motion and that type of configuration is categories as natural circulation loops
(NCLs) (Figure 1-2).
The primary physics behind the NCL is like, most of the materials are
expanded when they are heated and becomes less dense and opposite
phenomenon occurs when they are cooled. Fluid get heated at the heat source
section of NCL and becomes lighter than the surrounding fluid and then rises.
While, at heat sink section fluid extract heat and becomes denser than nearby
fluid and then it drawn downward by gravity. Together, these effects produces
a flow field of fluid motion from the heat source to the heat sink and back
again. The generated flow filed is purely buoyancy driven.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1-1. (a) Water cycle (natural circulation) (https://goo.gl/4suUqJ) and
(b) human blood cycle (https://goo.gl/XTa1za).
NCLs, despite the mathematical intricacy, proposes a convenient route
of energy and species transport. The density differential can be accomplished
either by introducing a lighter phase into the primary fluid or by modulating
fluid temperature through complementary energy interactions with the
surrounding in different segments of the flow path. The later contrives a
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proficient option of energy transport from a high-temperature source to a lowtemperature sink, without them in direct contact. Warmer fluid from the
source can rise to the sink owing to buoyancy, to dispense the accrued energy
there, and return as a cooler medium, prepared to accumulate energy from
the source again. Therefore it is obligatory to place the sink at a higher
elevation than the source to establish the favorable buoyancy field, as is
shown in Figure 1-2, and that is the only constraint for NCL configuration.
Such simplicity in construction to suit any physical silhouette and enhanced
reliability due to the absence of rotating machinery have stimulated
innumerable engineering innovations, ranging from gigantic power cycles,
nuclear plants and automobiles, through domestic refrigerators, chemical
processes and solar heaters, to miniature chip cooling, with undisputed
success.

g

DOWN COMER

RISER

SINK

SOURCE
Figure 1-2. Schematic representation of a generalized natural circulation
loop, with sink mounted at a higher elevation than the source.
It is improbable to converge on any initiation period for commercial
utilization of NCLs as heat transport systems. One of the pioneering
application can be identified in early-1950s for turbine rotor cooling. Several
arrangements have historically been proposed and developed with varying
nature of the working medium, shape and imposed body force. Zvirin, 1981
and Greif, 1988 are presented general reviews on NCLs which are the pioneer
article on categorization of loops and basic understanding of the phenomena
of NCLs. A complete list of classification is shown in Figure 1-6. While the
other factors are typical to a situation, the selection of operating fluid is
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generally governed by the operation convenience and range of parameters
explored. Single-phase, mostly liquid-based, loops are favored in PWRs, solar
heaters and electronic cooling applications; whereas two-phase systems,
comprising distinct boiling and condensing sections, are prevalent in power
cycles, refrigerators and heat pipes. Both are well-explored devices and under
scrutiny since the very inception of the concept of NCL. The supercritical NCL,
however, is a relatively new concept, with the pioneering research paper being
publicized only in late 1990s. Significant count of theoretical and
experimental studies have followed over next one and half-decades, only to
propose several contradicting theories about the system performance, on both
thermalhydraulic and stability aspects, leaving a reasonably thin knowledge
base.

1.2. Application of NCL
Due to simplicity of design and inherent passive safety, NCLs are widely
used in various engineering applications (Figure 1-3). Common applications
of NCL are in solar water heater, nuclear reactors, geothermal power
extraction plant, cooling of transformer, and rotating machineries etc. A recent
application can be the cooling of electronic devices, like new-generation
computer processor. Absence of any rotating machinery for driving the flow
makes it geometrically simpler and economic, and also promises enhanced
reliability and protection against power failures. Such advantageous features,
aided by the flexibility of selecting from a wide range of fluids based on the
desired conditions, often supersede the drawbacks of low driving head and
stability-related apprehensions. Accordingly NCLs have encroached assorted
application fields, encompassing solar heaters (Koffi et al., 2008; Zerrouki et
al., 2002), geothermal power extraction (Atrens et al., 2010), high-temperature
reactor cooling (Choi et al., 2011; IAEA, 2009), cryogenic refrigerators (Chang
et al., 2003) and miniature electronic cooling (Haider et al., 2002), just to
name a few.
The demand of energy is directly related with the total population of the
world, which is escalating every day and hence the same is true for the
demand of energy. The coal and natural gases are the conventional sources of
energy all over the world, but unfortunately, none of them are renewable in
nature and will relinquish in near future. Therefore the natural tendency is to
focus on renewable sources, where the lack of complete understanding about
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the concerned technology, location dependence and intermittent nature of
power production, and high infrastructural cost act as major hindrances.
Nuclear energy is one of the cleanest, safest and reliable option precisely in
this context. Figure 1-4 shows the growing capacity of nuclear power
generation in India upto 2016.

Cooler

q1 q2 q3

qN

qn

Heater
Nuclear power plant

Solar heater

Geothermal system

Figure 1-3. Applications of NCL
A significant amount of energy were produced from nuclear source of
energy. Common people have several concern about the nuclear power plant,
particularly about the safety of the system and radioactive waste disposal.
Due to dealing with radioactive material, safety aspect of nuclear power plant
is a most important issue. Any comparison of accidental effect of nuclear and
conventional power plant is not satisfactory, because the amount of loss is
huge for nuclear plant accident. The notable nuclear disasters are Three Mile
Island accident in 1979, Chernobyl accident in 1986 and Fukushima Daiichi
accident in 2011. All of the above said disasters are occurred due to the failing
of the safety system of the plants, by intentionally or accidentally. Thus the
researchers are worked extensively from some decades to make a modified
system, which can able to operate naturally. In the context of that natural
type cooling systems are comes in to the picture. According to basic principle
of NCLs, there is no requirement of any moving element to generate the flow
field in the system, which is the prime efficacy to use of NCL for nuclear
reactor cooling.
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Figure 1-4. Nuclear power generation in india (https://goo.gl/gJT141)

1.3. Advantages of NCL
Various advantages of NCL are pointed out and discussed in the
following section.

1.3.1. Simplicity
The primary advantage of NCL is, its simplicity in design and in
operation. There is no requirement of any active prime mover and rotating
machinery to construct an NCL, thereby greatly simplifying the construction,
operation and maintenance of the system. As long as the sink is mounted at
a higher elevation than the source, any geometric orientation is possible.

1.3.2. Safety aspects
Buoyancy is the driving force of any NCL, which is a natural
consequence of change in fluid temperature. Therefore the circulation in NCL
will continue even with the smallest possible heat interaction, consequently
eliminating any possibility of LOCA-type accidents, like those happened in
TMI-2 or Chernobyl. This feature of NCL has allowed its application in many
systems, where safety is of utmost importance. In all modern designs of
nuclear power reactors, particularly in Generation-IV concepts natural
circulation is a backup for the removal of decay heat in the event of a pumping
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power failure. Besides this, the requirement of driving force for natural
circulation systems is rather low compared to forced circulation systems. As
a result, the thermal response of NCL is slow, which gives more time to the
operator for responding to the plant disorder.

1.3.3. Better flow distribution
The flow distribution in parallel channel cores is much more uniform
in a natural circulation system compared to a force circulation one. Use of
pumps restrict the uniform distribution of pressure in the headers, which may
cause maldistribution of flow in the parallel channels.

1.3.4. Flow characteristics
Due to the absence of any prime mover, the two phase region of the
loop need not be restricted to a specified zone in case of natural circulation
system. In principle two phase flow may occur throughout the entire length of
the loop.

1.4. Challenges of NCL
With numerous advantages, NCL have some challenges also, which are
listed below.

1.4.1. Low driving force
One of the main constraint with NCL is the low driving force. The most
effective ways of increasing the driving force is either to increase the loop
height or to decrease the loop resistance, with both incurring additional
construction cost. Moreover, use of tall risers can make NCL slender in
structure and may raise seismic concerns.

1.4.2. Low mass flux
Generally,

the

generated

mass

flux

through

a

NCL

is

low.

Consequently, the allowable maximum channel power is low leading to a
larger core volume with comparison to a forced circulation system of the same
rating. In addition, handling of large volumes can result in zonal control
problems and stability (Vijayan and Nayak, 2005).
1.4.3. Instability effects
Instability is common to both forced and natural circulation systems,
with the latter being inherently less stable than former. This is pertinent to
the nonlinear nature of the natural circulation phenomenon, where any
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alteration in the driving force affects the flow, which in turn affects the driving
force itself, often stimulating to a continued oscillatory behavior. In addition,
due to the low driving force, the stabilizing effect is limited in NCL.

1.4.4. Specification of a start-up and operating procedure
The initial conditions to startup of any natural circulation systems are
commonly stagnant low pressure and low temperature. During the pressure
and power raising process, the system commonly passes through an unstable
zone, which has to be avoided as instability can cause premature critical heat
flux occurrence. Thus, it is essential to specify a start-up procedure that
avoids the instability. Selection of the pressure at which to initiate boiling and
appropriate procedures for raising pressure and power is central to the
specification of a start-up procedure. Furthermore, it may become essential
to control the inlet subcooling as a function of power (Vijayan and Nayak,
2005).

1.4.5. Low critical heat flux
The critical heat flux depends on the geometric and operating
parameters of the system. The prime operating parameters of concern are the
pressure, flow, exit quality, inlet subcooling and heat flux distribution. The
low mass flux also has an impact on the critical heat flux of the system. Since
flow in natural circulation reactors is low, hence tends to use the maximum
allowable exit quality to minimize the size. In the process, critical heat flux
value tends to be significantly lower than that of forced circulation systems
(Vijayan and Nayak, 2005).

1.5. Classification of NCL
According to the requirement of user for study purpose and
implementation in real life system, NCLs are classified by many different ways.
Consistent with physical shape and size of heat source and sink the NCLs are
categorized as

Heat points,

Toroidal

and Rectangular (Figure

1-5).

Furthermore, NCL can have various configurations based on the state of
working fluids, interaction with the surroundings, inventory, number of
channels and body force field. A detailed classification of NCL is shown in
Figure 1-6.
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Imposed cooler temperature 𝑇𝑐

g

g

g

Imposed heat flux 𝑞 ′′ or temperature 𝑇ℎ
(a) Point heat source
& sink

(b) Toroidal

(c) Rectangular

Figure 1-5. Different types of NCL
Interaction with the
surroundings

(a) Closed loop
(b) Open loop

Number of heated/cooled

(a) Single channel

channels

(b) Multi channels
(a) Single phase

System inventory

(b) Two phase
(c) Reflux

Body force field
NCL

(a) Gravity
(b) Centrifugal
(a) Toroidal

Shape of the loop

(b) Rectangular
(c) Figure-of-eight
(a) Single-phase

State of the working fluid

(b) Two-phase
(c) Supercritical

Figure 1-6. Detailed classification of NCL
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1.6. Supercritical Natural Circulation Loop (SCNCL)
In order to exploit the enormous energy potential of nuclear fission,
modern reactor designs are increasingly adopting higher temperature levels,
to expand the thermal efficiency limit. While the single- and two-phase
systems are constrained by the saturation temperature criterion, advances in
material

research

allows

sustained operation

at high

temperatures,

approaching the borders of 800°C or even higher, and also at higher
pressures. That encouraged the scientists to explore the supercritical state
and led to the conceptual development of the supercritical water reactor
(SCWR), which is an integral constituent of the generation-IV initiative of
reactor design. While the US reference design of SCWR primarily adopts
forced-flow channels, a few schemes have also recommended embracing NCL
as the primary coolant circulation mode, such as the high-temperature
CANDU reactor (Bushby et al., 2000) and B-500 SKDI design (Silin et al.,
1993). Implementation of natural circulation for reactor core cooling during
normal, as well as accidental, condition promises a significant gain in
thermodynamic efficiency. The once-through design also eliminates bulky
components like separating drum, dryer and recirculation channels,
warranting a compact structure. The possibility of employing a variety of fluid
to suit the requisite temperature range makes supercritical loop a lucrative
technology.
Single-phase liquid is characterized by large thermal conductivity
compared to vapor and quite regularized heat transfer behavior. A boiling loop,
on the contrary, can exhibit substantial volumetric expansion, yielding
considerably large flow rates. Supercritical fluid can integrate the advantages
of both the mediums. While the change in density around the pseudocritical
point is comparable to liquid-to-vapor phase change, Prandtl number exhibits
a peak there, registering excellent heat transport characteristics as a
consequence. Accordingly the SCNCLs are characterized by large flow rates
and significant heat transfer coefficient, and are anticipated to demonstrate
traits of both single- and two-phase NCLs. Vijayan et al., 2010 reported the
steady-state behavior of SCNCL to be similar to the two-phase loops, while its
stability characteristics followed the single-phase version. However the drastic
variation in the thermophysical properties of any supercritical fluid is confined
to a small region around the pseudocritical point (Figure 1-7), typically
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covering a temperature span of about 30°C, with fairly monotonous
representation away from the pseudocritical temperature (𝑇𝑝𝑐 ). Consequently
the benefits of supercritical fluid in an NCL can be harnessed only by
operating around that particular zone and hence the performance of SCNCL
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can deviate a lot depending on the regime of operation.

Temperature (K)
Figure 1-7. Variation in thermo-physical properties of CO2 with temperature
at 8 MPa (NIST, 2011).
Following

the

conceptual

development

of

CANDU-X

reactor

(https://goo.gl/yNDUME) around 1998, which was proposed to operate with
supercritical water at 25 MPa pressure level as coolant in both forced and
natural circulation mode, Chatoorgoon, 2001 was the first to propose an
analytical model of SCNCL to envisage the stability and thermalhydraulic
characteristics. While most of the conclusions from their simplified approach
has been found to veer from real-world, their study served as an excellent
launching pad for research on SCNCL. Several semi-analytical and
computational studies followed, with limited number of experimental efforts
as well. While the initial efforts concentrated mostly on the overall
performance, gross discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental
results were observed. That shifted the focus towards the local behavior of
supercritical fluid in different segments of the loop, which has consequently
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been found to play a major role on the overall behavior. More on this issue will
be elaborated in the subsequent discussion.
There are some concerns to be taken care of before the commercial
implementation of SCNCL. Due to the high operating pressure and
temperature the selection of material is a challenge for SCNCL. Stability of the
system also needs to be ascertained from thermalhydraulic, neutronic, as well
as, structural interaction point of view. Due to high operating parameters,
laboratory experimentation equipment’s are more expensive than single-phase
or two-phase NCL experimentations.

1.7. Motivation behind the Present Work
The tremendous potential of supercritical fluid as a heat transport
medium is the main inspiration of the present research work. Merely, by
altering the operating condition, the single- and two-phase NCL becomes
SCNCL and which can able to perform prominently than preceding versions.
The term ‘SCNCL’ itself describing the operating condition of the system,
nature of the flow field and physical geometry of the system. The prime
motivation to take SCNCL as a research topic is originates from all of the above
mentioned fields. The operating condition of the said system is supercritical,
and it has been knowing to us that at near pseudocritical point the
thermophysical properties of fluids are extremely sensitive with the
temperature. The value of both volumetric expansion coefficient and specific
heat are maximum at pseudocritical point. As a result, the system can able to
produce an extremely large driving force and consequently much more heat
transfer than conventional system. The geometry of the system is a closed loop
and the generated flow field is natural circulation type. The driving force of
the system is available buoyancy force in the system and hence there is no
requirement of any moving elements. This elimination of rotating machineries
enormously simplified the system and eradicates all safety issues related with
the particular items. The system is also simplified due to the supercritical
operating condition, because at this condition fluid is in supercritical singlephase state and hence there is no requirement of bulky components like,
steam generator and steam separator. SCNCL is a compelling technology for
cooling

of

modern

nuclear

reactors,

which

promises

enhanced

thermalhydraulic performance in a simple design. Due to simplicity of design,
thermal efficiency of SCNCL is higher than the conventional system. From last
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few years, significant amount of theoretical and experimental work is reported
on the same. However the knowledge base is still far from complete and hence
a thorough study over SCNCL have been documented in the present
dissertation.

1.8. Outline of the Thesis
This thesis contains nine chapters: an introduction, state-of-art,
conclusion and six technical chapters. Each chapter has its own introduction
and conclusions, and more or less read independent from the other chapters.
Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction and historical background of
NCL, classification, practical application, advantages and challenges of NCL
and SCNCL.
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive appraisal of the relevant
literature. The available literatures are subdivided into different categories
like, heat transfer aspect, steady state and transient, numerical and
experimental study of SCNCL. Detail literature review help to find out or fixed
the thesis objectives.
Chapter 3 presents the details of numerical modeling for SCNCL. The
meticulous discussion over numerical scheme, grid generation, boundary
conditions, validation of numerical models are included here.
Chapter 4 presents a computational investigation for thermalhydraulic
comparison of water, CO2 and R134a as working fluids in a temperaturecoupled rectangular natural circulation loop. Influence of different working
fluids, operating pressures and temperatures are studied.
Chapter 5 presents a steady state analysis of SCNCL with different
working fluids. Heating is provided in constant heat flux mode, whereas
cooling is through a constant temperature sink. Effect of different source
power, sink temperature and operating pressures are examined.
Chapter

6

presents

the

effect

of

thermalhydraulic characteristics of SCNCL.

geometric

parameters

on

Accordingly a computational

model of a rectangular loop is developed and employed to explore the influence
of geometric variables, including diameter, height, width, inclination, corner
bends, and heating and cooling lengths and their orientations.
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Chapter 7 presents the design and development of experimental setup.
Experimental studies have been executed to recognize the steady state and
transient behavior of the SCNCL employing subcritical as well as supercritical
R134a. Effect of source power, sink temperature, operating pressure and tilt
angles in two different planes have been experimentally investigated.
Experimental results compared with computational results for identical
operating conditions.
Chapter 8 presents the detail transient analysis of supercritical CO 2
based SCNCL. Particularly, for this study a two dimensional computational
model developed with identical dimensions of base model. To complete the
transient analysis a thorough dynamic performance study have been
documented here.
Chapter 9 presents the major conclusions and recommendations for
future work. The dissertation accomplishes with important outcomes based
on the present study.
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2.1. Preamble
SCNCL is a compelling technology for cooling of modern nuclear
reactors, which promises enhanced thermalhydraulic performance in a simple
design. Use of supercritical fluids promises a simplified design, along with
higher thermal efficiency for heat transport systems. Characteristics of such
loops

are

markedly

different

from

its

single-phase

and

two-phase

counterparts, while carrying quite a few similarities with both as well.
Therefore significant number of research studies have been carried out on
SCNCL in the present millennium. Present chapter attempts to present a
state-of-the-art summary of all relevant observations. The review study begins
with the categorization of available literatures of SCNCL. Most of the reported
studies are theoretical in nature, with only a limited number of experimental
works being reported. Therefore, at the beginning of study literatures are
divided into two major groups, namely numerical and experimental. In both
the approaches, the main objective of the study is steady-state and transient
analysis of thermalhydraulic and stability aspect of SCNCL. The study of flow
characteristic and heat transfer aspect are the most vital segments for steadystate analysis. In the stability analysis section, the time-domain and
frequency-domain approach of stability analysis are discussed separately.
Available experimental works are described, with exhaustive discussion on
the novelty of the concerned facility and major observations. Finally a few
topics are ear-marked as the possible guidelines for future research. Several
gaps are identified from a meticulous review study and accordingly, finalized
the objectives of the present thesis.
The concept of SCNCL is an important inclusion in Generation-IV
nuclear reactors. Use of supercritical fluids promises a simplified design,
along

with

higher

thermal

efficiency

for

heat

transport

systems.

Characteristics of such loops are markedly different from its single-phase and
two-phase counterparts, while carrying quite a few similarities with both as
well. Low driving head and possibility of thermalhydraulic instabilities,
however, are major concerns and hence lots of research studies have been
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reported on such systems, particularly in relation with the working medium.
The loop fluid continues to be in the same phase, commonly liquid,
throughout the flow path for single-phase NCLs, which are used for heat
removal in solar heaters (Close, 1962; Shitzer et al., 1979), PWRs (Delmastro,
2000) and electronic chip cooling (Kim et al., 2008), to name just a few of
many possible applications. Higher rate of heat removal and larger circulation
rates are associated with two-phase NCLs due to the presence of boiling
and/or condensing sections, and hence found application mostly in power
industries. Two recent examples can be Economic Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (Rohde et al., 2010) and Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (Sinha and
Kakodkar, 2006).

Figure 2-1. U.S. Supercritical water cooled reactor (Buongiorno and
MacDonald, 2003).
Supercritical Water Reactor (SCWR) is one of most important concepts
of generation-IV initiative of nuclear reactors (Buongiorno and MacDonald,
2003). The schematic of U.S. version of SCWR is shown in Figure 2-1 . SCWRs
are basically light water reactors and operating at above the thermodynamic
critical point of water (374 ℃, 22.1 MPa). The involvement of higher operating
parameters of SCWR, enhances the thermal efficiency around 44% or more
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(IAEA, 2005; Yamaji et al., 2005). Furthermore, the higher steam enthalpy
allows to reduce the size of the turbine system and hence the capital costs of
the conventional island reduced markedly. The notable examples of
experimental facility of SCNCLs were developed by the group of ‘Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre’ in India and the group of ‘Nuclear Power Institute of
China’ and ‘China Institute of Atomic Energy’ in China (Chen et al., 2012b,
2012c, 2013e, Liu et al., 2015, 2016a, 2016b, 2017, Sharma et al., 2010a,
2012, 2013, 2014). The concept of SCNCL is relatively new, with lots of
potential for application to nuclear industry in near future. Hence it is
essential to summarize the research outcome till date to present a
comprehensive picture of the state-of-the-art of SCNCL and current work
focuses precisely on the same, providing a systematic development of SCNCL
and ascertain the key topics for future investigations.

2.2. Steady-state Flow Characteristics
Steady-state implies a condition where the system parameters are
invariant with time. Assessment of steady-state characteristics is important
both for system design and performance comparison point of view and hence
various theoretical models have been proposed Chatoorgoon, 2001 was
probably the first one to develop an analytical model of single-channel SCNCL,
as he presented numerical results using SPORTS (Special Predictions Of
Reactor Transients and Stability) code (Chatoorgoon, 1986). He studied both
distributed and point heat source and sink, with the point source being a
simplified representation to eliminate nonlinear effects. Solving conservation
equations for mass, momentum and energy, steady-state flow rate was found
to increase with power supply till a maxima and decrease afterwards (Figure
2-2). He postulated that the stability threshold for such system can be
determined through steady-state analysis using the following criterion.
𝜕𝐺
=0
𝜕𝑄

(2-1)

Therefore the location of maximum flow rate was identified as the
threshold. The value of power corresponding to that maxima was termed as
the bounding power. Integration of steady-state momentum equation around
the loop also provided a closed-form expression of mass flux having the
following form,
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𝐺2 =

2𝐷𝑔𝐻(𝜌1 − 𝜌1 )
𝑓1 𝐿1 + 𝑓3 𝐿3 𝑓2 𝐿2
+ 𝜌
𝜌1
2

(2-2)

Here 1 refers to the section between entrance and heat source, 2 is the
hot leg between heat source and sink and 3 is the cold leg of the loop. 𝑓𝑖 and
𝜌𝑖 indicates the friction factor (inclusive of obstruction coefficient) and fluid
density in the 𝑖 th section. A simple equation of state was considered with
density being a sole function of enthalpy and no pressure dependence. Couple
of non-dimensional parameters were introduced as,
𝑄𝑏∗ =

𝑄𝑏
𝐴𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 ℎ1

∗
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
=

𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜉𝜌1

(2-3)

Here 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum steady-state mass flow rate, 𝑄𝑏 is the
bounding power corresponding to maxima of mass flow rate and 𝜉 =
√2𝐷𝑔𝐻⁄𝑓2 𝐿2. 𝐿𝑡 refers to the total length of the loop, whereas ℎ1 is the fluid
enthalpy in the cold leg. These parameters were found useful for scaling
analysis and experimental design, and were also used for stability analysis.

Figure 2-2. Effect of power on steady-state flow rate with distributed heat
source and sink Chatoorgoon, 2001.
The same methodology was extended in the subsequent numerical
studies of Chatoorgoon et al., 2005a, 2005b, as they analyzed the relative
influence of various geometrical parameters (heater and cooler lengths, loop
height, inlet and outlet restriction coefficients) on the stability behavior with
different fluids like water, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Steady-state profiles
of flow rate for different fluids were found to be quite similar in nature, but
with considerable magnitude difference. It was also observed that the flow rate
corresponding to the stability threshold can be predicted using the peak
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steady-state flow rate with about 95% accuracy. Another computational model
named FIASCO based on implicit finite difference scheme was proposed by
Jain and Rizwan-uddin, 2006 using constant pressure drop boundary
condition, along with constant inlet conditions. Predicted steady-state profile
of mass flow rate with heater power was found to be quite similar to the
observations of Chatoorgoon et al., 2005b.
Vijayan et al., 2010, proposed a general 1-D theoretical model of a
closed rectangular NCL of uniform diameter with horizontal-heaterhorizontal-cooler (HHHC) configuration along with adiabatic connecting pipes
to compare the steady-state and stability performances of geometricallyidentical single-phase, two-phase and supercritical loops, all using water as
the working fluid. Boussinesq approximation was used for single-phase loops,
whereas equivalent expansion coefficients were defined for two-phase and
supercritical

loops.

Finite

difference

discretization

was

followed

for

supercritical systems, with an equation of state defining density as a function
of enthalpy and pressure. Single-phase flow rate monotonically increased with
power, whereas two-phase loop exhibited a maxima after initial increase.
Steady-state flow behavior of SCNCL was found to be similar to single-phase
loops at lower power. But, with increase in power supply, profile behaved akin
to the two-phase system. The reduction in flow rate corresponded to the
pseudo-critical zone, as thermal expansion coefficient showed a rapid
reduction. That approach was extended by Sharma et al., 2010c, 2010b on a
similar model, but having different dimensions, to develop two contrasting
computer codes, namely, SUCLIN and NOLSTA. The first one employed
frequency-domain approach to perform linear stability analysis, whereas the
second one followed time-domain non-linear. Both predicted nearly identical
steady-state performances. Effects of various parameters like pipe diameter,
system pressure, heater inlet temperature and loop height were investigated.
Loop flow rate was found to increase rapidly with the increase in diameter and
height (Figure 2-3) and moderately with system pressure, whereas it
decreased significantly with higher heater inlet temperature. In subsequent
studies (Sharma et al., 2013, 2010a), NOLSTA was applied to an open loop in
HHHC orientation with 13.88 mm inner diameter and 2 m height. Steadystate results exhibited decent comparison with the experimental study of
Lomperski et al., 2004 performed with CO2 at 8 MPa and 297 K. Effect of loop
orientation on mass flow rate was numerically evaluated. HHHC configuration
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was found to have the maximum flow rate for any given power input, whereas
the vertical-heater-vertical-cooler (VHVC) configuration experienced the least.

(a) Effect of loop diameter

(b) Effect of loop height

Figure 2-3. Influence of (a) loop diameter and (b) height on steady-state mass
flow rate (Sharma et al., 2010a).
A 3D computational model was developed by Yadav et al., 2012a using
Fluent for steady-state simulation of a rectangular NCL with specified source
and sink temperatures. Implicit finite volume algorithm was followed with
second-order upwind discretization for convective terms and PRESTO for the
pressure term. PISO scheme was used to solve the coupling model between
velocity and pressure and RNG 𝜅 − 𝜀 turbulence model was employed. Both
water and CO2 were considered as the working fluids at three different
pressures and temperatures to compare their heat transfer and fluid flow
aspects. Comparison of velocity contours with water at 1.013 bar and CO 2 at
100 bar at some selected locations of the loop are presented in Figure 2-4. The
asymmetry in velocity profile at any cross-section is clearly evident, which
originates due to local buoyancy effects, more on which is discussed later on.
CO2 continually exhibited greater velocity magnitude than water at any given
power condition. Analyzing the simulated results, they also proposed
correlations for estimating friction factor (𝑓) and Reynolds number (Re) in
terms of Grashof number (Gr) in the following form.
𝑓 = (0.7907 𝑙𝑛(𝑅𝑒) − 1.868)−2
1
𝐷 ⁄2.77
𝑅𝑒 = 2.066 (𝐺𝑟𝑚 )
𝐿𝑡

(2-4)

The proposed relations are applicable in the range of 27,000 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤
180,000, with an R2-value of 0.9387, thereby showing a good regressed fit. A
maximum deviation of 6.5% was observed with all the simulated results.
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Figure 2-4. Velocity contour plot for water and CO2 respectively at the centre
of (a) source, (b) riser, (c) sink and (d) downcomer (Yadav et al., 2012b).
Swapnalee et al., 2012 used their experimental data to propose a
general correlation to estimate the steady-state flow in SCNCL in terms of a
relationship between dimensionless density and dimensionless enthalpy. The
definitions proposed by Ambrosini and Sharabi, 2008 were used for the
dimensionless quantities, as those can provide a unique profile of
dimensionless

density

against

dimensionless

enthalpy

for CO 2.

The

correlation was found to be applicable for CO2, H2O and a few other fluids.
The relationship was proposed by a sigmoidal curve relationship in the
following form.
𝜌∗ = 𝐴 +

𝐵
1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝(1.5181 ℎ∗ + 0.5689)

(2-5)

Here 𝐴 = 0.15704 and 𝐵 = 2.4785. The dimensionless quantities are
defined as,
𝜌∗ =

𝜌
𝜌𝑝𝑐

ℎ∗ =

𝛽𝑝𝑐
(ℎ − ℎ𝑝𝑐 )
𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑐

(2-6)

The proposed relationship is independent of system pressure and
applicable for different supercritical fluids.
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2.3. Heat Transfer Aspects of SCNCL
Present focus of SCNCL being in the nuclear field, it is important to
ensure a high heat transfer rate, as any deterioration in heat transfer can be
fatal for the plant operation. Very high rate of fission heat generation
necessitates a high value of heat transfer coefficient throughout the heating
channel and hence it is an active area of research to avoid such loss-ofcoolant-accident (LOCA). Working fluid remains as liquid in single-phase NCL,
which provides high thermal conductivity. But low fluid velocity results in low
heat transfer coefficient. Two-phase NCL can provide much higher heat
transfer coefficient, but the separation of phases can be difficult in natural
circulation systems, as incorporation of any mechanical separators can
introduce undesirable pressure losses. Supercritical loops can integrate the
advantage of high conduction heat transport of single-phase loops and high
flow rate of two-phase loops, without requiring the separation of phases.
However supercritical fluids exhibit drastic changes in thermo-physical
properties around the pseudo-critical point, as is shown in Figure 1-7 for CO2
at 8 MPa, which may induce sharp deterioration of heat transfer coefficient.
Hence a comprehensive knowledge about the heat transfer and flow aspects
of SCNCL is important and number of recent research studies have focused
on the system thermalhydraulics, mostly to characterize the relative influence
of various geometric and operating parameters. Following sections present a
systematic approach to summarize the observations from related studies.

2.3.1. Temperature differential between heat source and
sink
The temperature difference between the thermal source and sink is
probably

the

most

influencing

parameter

in

deciding

the

loop

thermalhydraulics. The phenomenon of natural circulation is generally
decided by an interplay between buoyancy and friction, with inertia having
negligible effect. The buoyancy force in single-phase NCL linearly increases
with increased temperature differential and hence induces near-linear
increase in mass flow rate and heat transport capability. But properties of
supercritical fluid being strongly temperature-dependent, development of
buoyancy field depends on the temperature range involved. Density drops
rapidly around the pseudo-critical point, resulting in a peak of the volumetric
expansion coefficient. Hence, if the fluid temperature crosses the pseudo-
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critical region during its passage through the heater, a high density
differential is developed, providing a strong buoyancy field. Concerned
increase in flow rate also enhances the frictional resistances. Fluid viscosity
can also drop sharply, altering the frictional forces. The combination of these
two opposing effects resolves the loop flow rate and associated rate of heat
transfer.
When the cooler temperature is near the pseudo-critical temperature,
viscous forces are dominated by buoyancy force and causes enhanced mass
flow rate and heat transfer. The reverse condition occurs at very high loop
temperatures, particularly for CO2. Nusselt number decreases with high
temperature differential between heater and cooler, because of increase in
thermal conductivity (Cao and Zhang, 2012). Pseudo-critical temperature
being dependent on system pressure, such drastic property variations occur
at higher temperature levels for higher pressures, which causes enhanced flow
rate and increased heat transfer rate (Yadav et al., 2012c, 2012b). For high
temperature differential between heater and cooler, mass flow rate can
decrease as well (Yadav et al., 2012a, 2012c), whereas similar effect can be
found with increasing heater power (Chen et al., 2013b). Mass flow rate, on
the other hand, can decrease with increasing coolant temperature near
pseudo-critical zone, if the heater temperature or heating power is kept
constant.
Heat transfer coefficient of supercritical CO2 has been found to increase
with increase in operating pressure and produce a maxima with increasing
temperature (Yadav et al., 2012c). Due to stable temperature of cooler,
concerned heat transfer coefficient is nearly unchanged with enhancement in
bulk temperature. But heat transfer coefficient at heater is greatly affected
due to rapid deterioration of thermal conductivity around pseudo-critical
point (Chen et al., 2013c). Level of heat transfer coefficient can be found to be
significantly higher than single-phase system and nearly comparable with
boiling loops. Experimental study of Tokanai et al., 2010 on CO2-based SCNCL
also reported high heat transfer coefficient, as large as about 1.6 kW/m2K.
Following the argument of Zhang et al., 2010, fluid near the wall of the
heater is at a higher temperature and lower density, compared to the cooler
bulk fluid near the centerline. This density difference locally generates a
strong buoyancy force, leading to an upward radial flow velocity. The same
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phenomenon occurs at the cooler also, but with downward radial velocity, due
to cooler and denser fluid near the wall. As a result, fluid near the upper wall
of the cooler and lower wall of the heater directly drives the heat and mass
transfer into the main flow field, resulting in enhanced heat transfer. The
reverse situation appears for lower wall of the cooler and upper wall of the
heater, restricting the corresponding heat transfer. Figure 2-5 presents the
variation of wall Nusselt number at four specific locations of a rectangular
loop. Here wall 1 and 2 refers to the upper and lower wall of the cooler,

Figure 2-5. Evolution of average Nusselt number at four different sections of
a rectangular loop in one typical cycle (Zhang et al., 2010).
whereas 3 and 4 indicates the upper and lower walls of the heater (Zhang et
al., 2010). Throughout the cycle, heat transfer coefficients at wall 1 and 4 are
significantly higher than the other two. That leads to asymmetric velocity and
temperature distribution across a cross-section anywhere in the loop, as was
reported by Yadav et al., 2012c. Similar to Nu, other flow parameters also
exhibit periodic variation at any particular location of the loop and such
periodic change in pressure difference across any flow section can cause flow
reversal, along with other influencing factors like symmetric geometry,
turbulence and higher heating wall temperature. Large change in density
causes greater buoyancy force and reduction in fluid thermal conductivity
does not allow sufficient cooling in the cooler section, which can reverse the
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flow direction. Reynolds number increase with increase in heater temperature
near Tpc, because of decrease in fluid viscosity and increase in fluid velocity
(Chen et al., 2010; Yadav et al., 2012a). But when the heater temperature is
far away from Tpc, Re decreases due to gradual increase of fluid viscosity,
despite no drastic change in velocity. So it can be concluded that the profile
of mass flow rate and Nu with changes in temperature differential between
heater and cooler are quite similar qualitatively, as can be emphasized from
Figure 2-6 for CO2 at 9 MPa pressure and constant sink temperature of 310
K. Both of them increase rapidly when heater temperature is around Tpc, but
decreases for larger temperature differential, whereas heat transfer coefficient
continually increases with temperature differentials.

Figure 2-6. Variations of mass flow rate and average Nusselt number with
the temperature difference between heater and cooler (∆T) (Cao and Zhang,
2012).

2.3.2. Heater and Cooler orientation
Orientation of heat addition and removal do have significant influence
on the loop characteristics, both from thermalhydraulic and stability point of
view. With relocation of heating or cooling section, magnitude of buoyancy
force gets altered, due to the change in effective rising height of the lower-
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density fluid or falling height of the higher-density fluid. Buoyancy being the
sole driving force, it distinctly modifies the loop flow rate and heat transfer
aspect gets affected accordingly. Chen et al., 2014 considered four different
orientations of heater, at middle and left of bottom horizontal arm and middle
and down of left vertical arm. Cooler was considered to be fixed at the middle
of top horizontal arm. Nusselt number was found to increase with heat flux.
Either of the vertical configurations produced nearly the same value of Nu over
the entire range of heat fluxes. For higher heat flux levels, however, both the
horizontal configurations showed a phase-lag in Nu prediction with time and
considerable deviation from each other at lower heat fluxes. Swapnalee et al.,
2012 experimented with both heater and cooler in horizontal and vertical arms
of a rectangular loop. It has been found that HHHC configuration can produce
higher values of Re and Gr than other orientations. Flow reversal occurs more
frequently in HHHC loop because of higher level of instability and symmetric
geometrical orientation, whereas asymmetric configuration mostly results in
flow in pre-defined direction (Chen et al., 2013a). It is clearly evident from the
limited literature that the orientation of heater and cooler has more obvious
influence on flow rate than heat transfer characteristic in SCNCL. However
further studies are desired before drawing any final conclusion.

2.3.3. Effect of inclination angle
Inclined loop lowers the vertical distance between heat source and sink
in comparison to an upright loop, which can effectively simulate a reducedgravity scenario. When loop is inclined by some angle θ to the vertical
direction, the buoyancy force will reduce by a factor cos θ. Accordingly the
mass flow rate through the loop is reduced, other parameters remaining the
same. Nu was found to decrease with an increase in inclination angle, which
indicate an inferior heat transfer performance of SCNCL for inclined loops (Cao
and Zhang, 2012). At high heat flux conditions, effect of inclination angle on
heat transfer is less pronounced (Chen et al., 2013a). For such cases Nu
increases with increased heat flux and reduces slightly with increasing
inclination. But at lower heat input conditions, inclination angle has relatively
significant influence on the heat transfer rates (Chen et al., 2013d). With 15°
inclination to vertical, average Nu for heat flux conditions of 60,000 W/m2,
6000 W/m2 and 600 W/m2 was reported to be 2145, 184.5 and 21.61
respectively, showing the sharp deterioration at lower fluxes.
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2.3.4. Effect of tube diameter
Tube diameter is directly related to the heat transfer surface area at
both heating and cooling sections and also to the resistance offered to the
flow. So higher heat flux is required for larger-diameter tubes in order to
maintain the same level of temperature and flow rate. Figure 2-7 shows the
variations of cooler and heater Nu number with heating wall temperature for
two different tubes at 9 MPa pressure for a CO2-based loop. Nu drastically
increases with increase in tube diameter and decreases with higher of heating
wall temperature (Cao et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013a; Chen and Zhang,
2011). Heat transfer coefficient at the cooler section is found to be
considerably higher than the same at heater section, apart from lower heating
wall temperature.

Figure 2-7. Variation of Nusselt number with diameter for (a) 6 mm and (b)
15 mm (Chen et al., 2013a).
Yadav et al., 2012b also numerically concluded that both mass flow
rate and heat transfer rate increase with increase of loop diameter. Loop
Reynolds number decreases with the increase in heating wall temperature and
increases with tube diameter. Major variation in Re is, however, due to the
change of viscosity, particularly around pseudo-critical point. Due to low
viscosity at supercritical temperature, reverse flow can also occur for lower
diameter loops. For larger diameter loops the chance of flow reversal is
significantly low due to high flow velocity and resultant higher acceleration.
Sadhu et al., 2018a numerically observed that, heat input can be amplified
by increasing diameter of the loop for maximum mass flow rate. The heat
transfer performance is greatly alter with varying diameter than height of the
loop. Larger diameter loop has better performance than longer height loop.
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2.4. Investigation on Flow Instability
Keller, 1966 was the first to theoretically find the periodic motion in a
one dimensional model of rectangular NCL with point heat source and heat
sink. He showed that under certain operating conditions, the system behaves
like a self-excited oscillator. The effect of inertia was very negligible on such
oscillations. That type of oscillations can occur simply requiring an interplay
between frictional and buoyancy forces. The cause of instabilities in NCLs are
meticulously discussed by Welander, 1967. The presence of thermal
irregularities in the fluid is the reason of formation of unstable motion in the
system. The irregularities amplify through the correlated variations in flow
rate. A warm pocket of fluid creates maximum flow rate through the upper
part and minimum flow rate going through the lower part of the loop.

Flow

rate in any natural circulation system being dependent on the interaction of
forces and extremely sensitive to all involved system parameters, NCLs are
always susceptible to instabilities. It can also be attributed to the non-linear
nature of the phenomenon, as any change in the driving force affects the flow,
which in turn affects the driving force itself, possible leading to either a selfcorrecting action or an oscillatory behavior. It is highly desirable to identify
possible zones of instability in SCNCL operation, as unstable fluctuations can
lead towards severe consequences in nuclear systems. Hence most of the
studies on SCNCL have focused on stability evaluation and some of the
important conclusions are summarized below.

2.4.1. Numerical Investigations
Two contrasting approaches have generally been followed for stability
analysis. The linear or frequency-domain approach is based on developing the
linearized version of perturbed conservation equations and identifying the
nature of corresponding eigen values. On the contrary, the non-linear or timedomain approach numerically solves the complete transient form of governing
equations and follow the temporal evaluation of system variables. Different
research codes like SPORTS (Chatoorgoon, 2001), SUCLIN (Sharma et al.,
2010c), NOLSTA (Sharma et al., 2010b), FIASCO (Jain and Rizwan-uddin,
2008, 2006), NAFA-LOOP (Archana et al., 2015) etc. were proposed with
varying objectives. Use of system codes such as ANSYS-Fluent (Yadav et al.,
2016a, 2016b, 2014) and RELAP5 (Debrah et al., 2013a, 2013b) can also be
found for detailed transient analyses and non-linear stability characterization
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respectively. To study the effect of heating structures and numerical diffusion
on the dynamic behavior of SCNCL, 1D numerical codes following both the
approaches were developed by Ambrosini, 2016; Carbone and Ambrosini,
2016, while Cheng and Yang, 2008, developed a theoretical approach named
point-hydraulic model (PHM) for predicting the flow oscillation at supercritical
operating condition of the system. More detailed discussion on concomitant
literature is presented below.
Time-domain approach
Non-linear stability analysis generally involves the application of a
small perturbation over the steady-state solution and subsequent evaluation
of the transient equations over a prolonged duration of time. If the disturbance
amplifies with time, the system is considered to be unstable. On the contrary,
if the disturbance leads to decaying oscillations resulting in convergence of
flow and other field variables back to the initial steady-state, corresponding
system is considered to be stable. If the flow oscillations remain unchanged
with time after a period of initial development, system is considered to be
neutral, thereby predicting the threshold power for the system stability.
Stability analysis code SPORTS was developed by Chatoorgoon, 1986 for
investigating stability of two-phase flow systems, mostly at low pressure. It
determines flow stability by introducing a perturbation in the inlet flow rate
and executing real-time transients. The same code was modified by
Chatoorgoon, 2001 to study the stability response of a rectangular loop with
both distributed and point heat source and sink. The point heat source
predicts instability much earlier than the distributed source. For identical
conditions, stability threshold for point heat source and distributed source
were found to be 3 MW and 4.5 MW respectively. In subsequent studies,
Chatoorgoon et al., 2005a, 2005b examined the effects of several geometric
and operating parameters on supercritical flow stability. They also included
the effects of different working fluids, like CO2 and H2. Based on their results,
it is concluded that stability characteristics of supercritical CO2 were quite
similar to the same of supercritical H2O.
Jain and Rizwan-uddin, 2008 developed another nonlinear stability
analysis code FIASCO using implicit finite difference scheme. Control-volumebased discretization in space and forward-difference scheme in time is
employed, along with constant pressure drop boundary condition and
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constant inlet conditions. Most of the transient analyses was carried out with
a spatial grid size of 0.1 m and time step size of 0.35 s. Figure 2-8 presents
the stable, neutrally stable and unstable time response for three different
input power with CO2 as working fluid. It was found that reduction in spatial
grid size did not produce any significant changes on system stability, as the
system remained stable at finer spatial resolutions producing spatially
converged solutions. A shift in oscillations was observed, while the magnitude
and frequency of oscillations remained nearly the same. Choice of time step,
however, was identified to be very important, as a larger value can induce
artificial stability. It was suggested to choose the time step in such a way that
Courant number is close to unity. Similar role of tolerance in pressure
boundary condition was also mentioned and a value of 10-6 MPa or less was
prescribed, as a larger tolerance might suppress smaller perturbations.
Predictions from FIASCO code deviated from the results reported by
Chatoorgoon et al., 2005a, as the stability threshold was not obtained around
the peak of mass flow profile, and such disagreement was attributed mostly
to the undesirable dissipative and dispersive effects induced by large time
steps.

Figure 2-8. Transient responses for three different power levels (Jain and
Rizwan-uddin, 2006).
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Sharma et al., 2010c employed two different computer codes SUCLIN
and NOLSTA to study the stability behavior of the loop with water as the
working fluid. Control volume discretization in space using upwind scheme
and forward difference in time were employed to discretize the conservation
equations in NOLSTA. An obstruction coefficient was employed to consider
minor pressure losses. Transient solution identified a stability threshold at
73.2 kW for 25 MPa system pressure and 633 K heater inlet temperature. In
a subsequent study (Sharma et al., 2010a), NOLSTA code was applied for
determining the stability characteristics of an open CO 2 loop used by
Lomperski et al., 2004. The loop orientation was HHHC having ID of 13.88
mm and height of 2 m. Simulation results were validated with the
experimental data of mass flow rate and heater outlet temperature. A stability
threshold of 7.5 kW was predicted at 8 MPa and 297 K, while there was no
instability found in the experiments. This deviation was attributed to the effect
of wall capacitance. A sensitivity analysis was also carried using the code for
investigating the effect of grid size and time step size. Instability increases in
the system with increase in diameter, as that reduces the stabilizing frictional
forces. It was also observed that power step-down increases instability,
whereas unstable oscillations dies down with power step up. Dynamic
response of a water-based SCNCL under transient variation in heater power
was investigated by Tilak and Basu, 2015. Here, 1D conservation equations
are solved numerically and stability threshold is estimated by following the
nonlinear

stability

analysis

approach.

Step,

ramp,

exponential

and

sinusoidal-type of excitations were imposed on the heater power. The stability
of the system is greatly fluctuated for each type of excitation imposed on the
system. Rai et al., 2017, reported a numerical study of Ledinegg and density
wave oscillation (DWO) in a vertical heater and vertical cooler configured loop.
They were able to identify DWO under certain set of operating conditions, but
Ledinegg instability was not observed.
2D numerical simulation of a supercritical CO2 loop was carried out by
Chen et al., 2010 to investigate the flow transitions and instabilities. Second
order upwind scheme was used to discretize the conservation equation in
finite volume method. Laminar flow model was considered with no-slip wall
boundary and a structured non-uniform grid system was used to mesh the
whole volume. Heat source temperature was varied in the range of 310-1023
K at a pressure of 9 MPa, while maintaining sink temperature constant at 298
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K. A transition fluid average temperature was identified where the system
changes from unstable repetitive-reversal flow to stable one-directional flow
with further increase in temperature. Such critical transition fluid
temperature was found to be near the second “pseudo-critical temperature”
(defined as the average input wall temperature at which flow reversal
frequency increases) at around 375 K, where the fluid properties experience
major transitions with rise in temperature. Chen et al., 2012a extended the
same model to investigate the effect of heat input condition on velocity and
temperatures on supercritical and trans-critical CO2 system. Numerical
investigation was made with three different types of unsteady heat input,
namely, sudden/quick increase, gradual/slow increase and sudden decrease.
RNG k–ε model was included to introduce turbulent effect and heat sink was
maintained at 290 K at an operating pressure of 9 MPa. It was found that slow
increase of input heat flux induced less flow instability in the system than
quick increase of the same, as quick increases could lead to greater velocity
and temperature fluctuations. For sudden decrease in heat input, transcritical CO2 flow was found to be capable of quick slow-down, thus
contributing to a safe system load-off implying less fluctuations. A similar
supercritical/transcritical CO2-based loop was also studied by Chen et al.,
2013a in the pressure range of 7.5 MPa to 9 MPa. Source temperature was
varied within 323.15 K to 1200 K, whereas sink temperature was also varied
within 290 K to 300 K for different studies. Effects of heat source temperature,
loop aspect ratio, loop diameter and its coupling effect with heat source
temperature on system stability were investigated, along with the effect of
constantly changing heat input condition during unsteady input. Unit value
of aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of height to width of the loop, resulted in
unstable system behavior, whereas the system was found to be more stable at
higher and lower aspect ratios, as was reported by Cammarata et al., 2004.
They considered aspect ratio in the range of 0.67 to 10.
RELAP5 was probably used for the first time by Debrah et al., 2013a to
observe the stability phenomenon in a natural circulation loop with
supercritical fluids. A simplified loop was considered with pipe diameter of
4.62 mm, similar to the one used by Chen et al., 2012b for experiments. Nondimensionless scaling parameters introduced by Ambrosini and Sharabi,
2008 were also employed for the stability analysis and developed stability
maps in terms of dimensionless numbers were confirmed by RELAP5
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simulations. Two dimensionless groups were used, namely, 𝑁𝑆𝑃𝐶 representing
the dimensionless power-to-volume ratio and 𝑁𝑇𝑃𝐶 representing nondimensional fluid subcooling at heater inlet. Their mathematical expressions
are given below.
𝑁𝑆𝑃𝐶 =

𝛽𝑝𝑐 𝑞 " Πℎ 𝐿
𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑐 𝜌𝑖𝑛 𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 𝐴

𝑁𝑇𝑃𝐶 =

𝛽𝑝𝑐
(ℎ − ℎ𝑖𝑛 )
𝐶𝑝,𝑝𝑐 𝑝𝑐

(2-7)

So-obtained stability maps (Figure 2-9) exhibited the dependence of a
perturbation amplification factor on the dimensionless power-to-flow ratio and
dimensionless heater inlet enthalpy provided a quantitative evaluation of
degree of stability of the loop. For the addressed boundary conditions, the
neutral stability line was found to be close to the line of maximum Froude
number, though it is located at lower values of NTPC. Presence of heat
structures was found important to determine the level at which the unstable
behavior could be reached. RELAP5 code suggested lower values of heat
transfer coefficient compared to Dittus-Boelter correlation, which allowed to
obtain unstable behavior closer to the observed operating conditions.

Figure 2-9. Stability maps obtained by RELAP5 simulation for the CIAE loop
with 336 nodes (Debrah et al., 2013a).
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Frequency-domain approach
In frequency-domain or linear approach, time-dependent conservation
equations are perturbed over the steady-state operating point and linearized
assuming the perturbation to be infinitesimally small. Real part of the eigen
values of the resultant linearized perturbation equation determines the
stability characteristics. If any of the eigen values has a positive real part, that
indicates an unstable system, whereas a neutrally stable system has purely
imaginary eigen values. A stable system has only negative real part for all
eigen values. Stability predictions are then made by applying such well known
methods as Bode plot, Nyquist plot, and root-locus technique. A linear model
was developed by Chatoorgoon et al., 2005b and, comparing the results with
the ones obtained from the SPORTS code, a difference of about 5% was
indicated between the linear and non-linear methods. Sharma et al., 2010c
used the same loop geometry as employed by Vijayan et al., 2010 for
developing the linear stability code SUCLIN and the code was benchmarked
for the loop of Chatoorgoon, 2001. Corresponding Nyquist plot at the inlet
conditions of 25 MPa and 623 K is shown in Figure 2-10, which indicates a
stability threshold at 4.2 MW.

Figure 2-10. Nyquist plot developed by Sharma et al., 2010c for 25 MPa
operating pressure and 623 K heater inlet temperature
A comparison was also made with predictions made by non-linear
stability code NOLSTA. They were found to match qualitatively, but with a vast
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quantitative difference. Unstable zone predicted by NOLSTA was found to be
significantly greater than SUCLIN, as is shown in Figure 2-11 for a 14 mm
diameter loop. The probable reasons behind the differences were identified as
the followings.
 All the fluid properties were perturbed in non-linear analysis, whereas
only enthalpy and specific volume perturbation was considered in linear
stability analysis.
 Non-linear analysis accounts for friction factor perturbation, which was
neglected in stability analysis.
 Perturbation induced in specific volume due to perturbation in enthalpy
was considered in linear stability analysis, but not the perturbation due to
pressure fluctuations.

Figure 2-11. Comparison of stability maps developed by SUCLIN and
NOLSTA for 14mm diameter loop (Sharma et al., 2010c).
The same code SUCLIN was employed by Sharma et al., 2010b to
compare the simulated steady-state characteristics of UW-Madison loop with
the results reported by Jain and Corradini, 2006. Stability maps created for
the UW-Madison loop and for their in-house experimental facility were
presented. It was observed that increase in loop diameter enhances the
unstable zone, whereas increase in height showed similar effect. Local losses
considered in cold leg stabilize the system better than that in hot leg. As
increase in pressure increases the pseudo-critical temperature, both power
and heater outlet temperature maps were seen to be moving slightly upwards.
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2.5. Experimental Investigations
As per open literature, only limited number of experimental
investigations was attempted with SCNCL, mainly due to the concern of
handling high pressure and temperature in the laboratory environment.
Before developing an experimental setup, scaling analysis is essential to
identify the dimensions of setup. A fluid-to-fluid scale-down methodology was
proposed by Marcel et al., 2009. It was observed that the variation in
dimensionless enthalpy with dimensionless density for an appropriate
mixture of R-125 and R-32 could accurately match the same for supercritical
water. Another scale-down approach was proposed by Rohde et al., 2011,
considering R-23 as the working fluid. As a subsequent extension, Joen and
Rohde, 2012 developed an experimental facility named DeLight applying the
above procedure and with HPLWR as the prototype. R-23 at 5.7 MPa was
employed as the working fluid to study the coupled thermalhydraulicneutronic stability of SCNCL. Accordingly, an artificial neutronic feedback
scheme

and a model for the

heat transfer was implemented. No

thermalhydraulic instability was observed over the chosen power range. But,
within the operational plane, a clear zone of instability was found for the
coupled neutronic–thermo-hydraulic mode.
One important test facility was set up in Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre (BARC), India (Sharma et al., 2014, 2013, 2012, 2010a), in the form of
a uniform diameter rectangular loop with 14 mm inner diameter and 21.34
mm outer diameter. Heating and cooling sections were provided on both
horizontal and vertical arms, in order to avail the option of operating in either
of four possible orientations. Experimentation was performed in the pressure
range of 8-9 MPa with supercritical CO2 to study the effect of orientation on
both steady-state and stability behavior. No instability was observed with
secondary-side coolant flow rate of 34 lpm. But, with lower coolant flow rate
around 10-15 lpm, unstable oscillations were found at 500 W. Power step
down from 1900 W to 300 W at 7.7 MPa and 10 lpm coolant flow rate, was
found to have destabilizing impact. But instability died down with increasing
power (Figure 2-12). Instability was observed in all the cases with heater inlet
temperature near the critical point.

A similar facility was developed by

Swapnalee et al., 2012, as they observed sharp change in density around the
pseudo-critical region leading to instability. Such instability was indicated
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either to be of density wave or excursive type. The threshold of excursive
instability was judged by checking for the occurrence of multiple steady-state
solutions. Static instability was observed with supercritical water, whereas no
instability was found with supercritical CO2. Pressure was found to have a
stabilizing effect, as it reduces the size of unstable region. At high pressures,
instability was observed with very low inlet temperature. Yu et al., 2011,
however, concluded that no Ledinegg instability could occur at supercritical
pressure through the loop, as they experimented on a rectangular loop with a
preheater and a heater, preheater being placed horizontally and heater
vertically. The design pressure of the loop was 40 MPa and both the heaters
were capable of providing 20 kW power. Cold-side temperature was
maintained with secondary coolant flow rate. Numerical results obtained
using the formulation of Chatoorgoon, 2001 were verified using their
experimental data and less than 4% error was reported, which was attributed
to the local loss coefficients. Kiss et al., 2017 developed a small-sized closed
test

facility

and

investigated

the

steady-state

thermalhydraulics

to

understand the various cause of pressure drops in the system. Local pressure
losses were found to depend strongly on the inlet temperature, but remained
invariant to the system pressure.

Figure 2-12. Experimental results obtained for pressure difference across a
heater (a) at 300 W during power step-down and (b) at 700 W during power
step-up (Sharma et al., 2013).
Chen et al., 2013c also developed a facility of SCNCL in the form of a
uniform diameter rectangular loop with 8 mm ID and 10 mm OD. A DC
electrical heat source was provided, along with a counter-flow cooler with
maximum coolant flow rate of 15 lpm. The loop was designed to sustain a
maximum pressure of 20 MPa. It was found that the flow pattern can change
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from unstable sub-critical two-phase flow to stable liquid flow, and then to
stable supercritical circulation with the increase of system initial pressure,
the basic trend of stability response being dependent on initial pressure.
Temperature difference between heater and cooler was found to be dependent
on initial charging pressure of the loop and showed proportional effect on final
system pressure. A higher temperature differential stabilized the loop. In the
stable supercritical zone, the heat transfer performance of the cooler exhibited
hardly any dependence on the bulk mean fluid temperature, whereas the
heater showed better heat transfer performance for conditions close to the
pseudo-critical point. In a further extension, Chen et al., 2013b employed the
same facility to investigate the flow and heat transfer behavior of supercritical

Figure 2-13. Stability map for CO2 based SCNCL Chen et al., 2016.
and transcritical CO2 system. Such systems were found to be capable of
sustaining larger mass flow rate and heat transfer capacity compared to subcritical fluid systems. Based on experimental observations, the flow in SCNCL
was classified into three categories, namely, sub-critical single-phase gas flow
with fluid temperature above boiling point and pressure below critical point,
sub-critical liquid-gas two-phase flow with fluid temperature ranging across
boiling point and pressure below critical value, and trans-critical or
supercritical flow with both temperature and pressure above the critical value.
The second category was found to be unstable, while no instability was
observed for the supercritical flow. Stability for single-phase gas was found to
be dependent on working pressure and temperature. Chen et al., 2016,
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developed a general stability map for SCNCL (Figure 2-13), using the same
experimental setup. It has been found that the reduced pressure lines divided
the stability map to three different sections; stable, boundary and unstable
flow region.
An experimental facility was developed by Chen et al., 2012b at China
Institute of Atomic Energy in the shape of a vertical rectangle with 2.4 m width
and 1.77 m height. Heat was supplied through an Inconel-625 electrical
heater of 1.37 m length, located at the vertical right arm of the loop. Cooling
was achieved by an annular heat exchanger of 20 mm outer diameter and 1.7
m length, mounted around the top horizontal arm. Their loop had an inner
diameter of 4.62 mm and outer diameter of 6.46 mm. Operating at a pressure
range of 24.2-25.2 MPa and heat flux range of 0-0.9 MW/m2, they observed
that, with linear increase in heater power, unstable fluctuations appeared
around the maximum flow rate. That vividly characterized the separation
between buoyancy-dominated and friction-dominated regimes. Reynolds
number reached around 68,000, with mass flux of about 420 kg/m2s at the
maximum power level. Comparing the estimated heat transfer coefficient with
Dittus-Boelter correlation, severe deterioration heat transfer deterioration was
observed, with maximum degradation appearing while the order of buoyancy
force and pressure gradient becomes the same. The highest degradation of
50% was reported for the value of buoyancy parameter around 2×10-6.
Comparisons were also made with four other forced-convection relations
taking into account the property variations, with the Bishop’s relation showing
the closest predictions. Mostly dynamic instability was observed, which was
attributed to the pressure pulses generated by the contact of subcooled liquid
with superheated wall.
Their work was subsequently extended to a test section with 10.89 mm
inner diameter (Chen et al., 2012c), as they experimented over the pressure
range of 23.5-24.9 MPa and maximum wall heat flux of 0.45 MW/m2. Onset
of instability was found to shift to around 16 kW power supply and 380 °C
outlet water temperature, compared to 11.6 kW and 370 °C respectively for
the previous case. Oscillation amplitude was also found to be much lower,
indicating towards a stabilizing role of increased inner diameter. Heat
transfer, however, was found to get enhanced due to the larger diameter and
lower mass flux, with the peak appearing close to the pseudocritical point.
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None of the forced-convection heat transfer supercritical correlations was
found to provide reasonable prediction over the whole working range, mostly
due to the non-accountability of buoyancy force, non-uniform fluid
temperature and flow instability. A test section of 7.98 mm inner diameter
was also added in the follow-up work of Chen et al., 2013e. Possibility of static
instability was observed when the flow rate reached a maxima at the outlet
water temperature close to pseudocritical point. Convectional heat transfer
relations were found not to be applicable for the new section as well.
(a)

(b)

Figure 2-14. Variation of loop fluid temperature at (a) various locations and
(b) left leg centre for different operating pressures (Yadav et al., 2017).
Yadav et al., 2017 also developed a test facility for supercritical CO2
with two counter-flow heat exchangers with main loop pipe having ID of 7.3
mm and OD of 9.6 mm. The main loop was capable of sustaining pressure up
to 95 bar. Temperature values were recorded with a time step of 0.5 s. It took
approximately 150 s for a system maintained at 90 bar to attain the steadystate (Figure 2-14). Increased value of pressure help the system to attain
steady-state quicker, thereby suppressing the start-up oscillations. Their
simulation results were also in decent agreement with the experimental data.
A liquid helium based U-shape NCL facility coupled with a cryocooler was
developed by Song et al., 2013,. Experiments were performed for the condition
of constant mass of helium inside the system. Fluid temperature and system
pressure were reported to increase with the heat flux in the loop.
An experimental setup for CO2 based SCNCL was established by Liu et
al., 2015 at Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC). The loop was configured
as a vertical heater and horizontal cooler one. The inner diameter of the
heating and cooling sections was 10 mm, whereas the same for the adiabatic
sections was 6 mm. The design temperature and pressure of the loop were
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773 K and 30 MPa, respectively. Experiments were performed to investigate
the influence of operating pressure, mass flux, bulk fluid temperature and
heat flux, and subsequently a heat transfer correlation was proposed. Liu et
al., 2016a, 2016b employed the same facility and investigated the steady-state
characteristics of SCNCL. Both the enhancement and deterioration of heat
transfer were observed. The maximum value of mass flow rate was obtained
only when the heater outlet temperature greatly exceeds the pseudocritical
temperature. In a further extension with the same facility, Liu et al., 2017
investigated the effects of various temperature sensitive thermal parameters
on the characteristics of flow instabilities. Any increase in system pressure
and coefficient of local resistance in cold section, and decrease of the same in
the hot section, enhanced the stability of the system. An air-cooled CO2 based
SCNCL facility was built by Sadhu et al., 2018b, 2018c to operate with a much
larger temperature range by using air as an external fluid for the heat
exchanger section. For a 7 K temperature differential between the source and
sink sections, Reynolds number was found to be around 104, which ensured
the generation of a strong flow field in the system. For the sink section, an
optimum velocity was identified for the air, below of which system pressure
drastically increased, leading to system failure. The time required to reach
steady-state during start-up and shut-down increased with reduction in loop
charge for a given heater input.
Numerical and experimental analysis of sCO2 based SCNCL have been
reported by Sadhu, 2018. He considered both air and water as the secondary
coolant for the numerical simulation, while only air-cooled loop was employed
during experiments. Effects of different geometric parameters, loop charge,
coolant velocity and coolant inlet temperature were investigated numerically.
Increasing the loop diameter was reported to be a better option than
increasing the height to have better heat transfer performance. Existence of
an optima in loop charge, corresponding to the maxima in the thermal
conductance of the heat sink, was experimentally observed for any heater
power level. Mass flow rate was found to increase with heater power for a given
charge level, indicating operation in the buoyancy-dominated regime.
Experiments were also reported under transient conditions, exploring the
effects of power step-up and step-down, accidental fan failure, complete power
failure, loop charge, and loop asymmetry. Owing to the low critical
temperature of CO2, the physical state of the working fluid was found to
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oscillate between two-phase and single-phase, even leading to partial
condensation

at the

cooler outlet

during

shutdown. Asymmetry in

configuration was found to impose a flow direction. However, no flow reversal
or unstable fluctuations were observed over the entire range of test conditions.
One of the most critical issues in experimentation involving any NCL is
the requirement of non-intrusive instrumentation. NCLs are characterized by
low driving head due to the absence of any designated prime mover. Presence
of any kind of intrusion, in the form of thermocouple bids or anemometer port,
leads to additional pressure drop, which is highly undesirable. Unfortunately,
none of the experimental studies available in open literature none reports any
novel attempt of developing sensing tools suited exclusively for natural
circulation based systems, rather than opting for only the conventional ones.
Most of the researchers opted for an electric heater as the source (Chen et al.,
2013b; Kiss et al., 2017; Sharma et al., 2014, 2013, 2012, 2010a; Swapnalee
et al., 2012), while employing a variac for controlling the power input. Only a
few works used a hot-side heat exchanger in the source section, and a
thermostatic bath to control the concerned temperature (Yadav et al., 2017).
The cooling section is invariably a tube-in-tube type heat exchanger, with
water being the most common choice as the secondary coolant. Recently
Sadhu et al., 2018 developed an air-cooled heat exchanger as the cooler.
According

to

the

level

of

temperatures

involved,

various

types

of

thermocouples and resistance temperature detectors are use for measuring
the temperature. Normally pressure gauges and pressure transducers are
used for measuring the system pressure, whereas differential pressure
transmitter is the most popular choice to get an indirect measurement of the
mass flow rate of the loop. Scattered use of the coriolis mass flow meter can
also be observed (Chen et al., 2016, 2013b), which is capable of providing
highly accurate results, but at the expense of additional pressure loss.

2.6. Observation from Literature Survey
A quite comprehensive review of natural circulation loops working with
supercritical fluids is presented above. Most of the reported works are
theoretical in nature, spanning from primitive analytical models through
simplified 1D simulations to high-end software applications. Experimental
studies available in open literature is limited in number and corresponding
database is far from complete. Numerical works have seen the development of
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various codes like SPORTS, FIASCO, NOLSTA and SUCLIN as examples,
mostly for stability characterization of SCNCLs. Some sparse application of
commercial software like ANSYS-Fluent and RELAP5 can also be found in
recent times.
Both theoretical and experimental observations indicate that the
steady-state mass flow rate increases with power supply, till it attains a
maxima, and decreases afterwards, quite similar to two-phase NCLs. Some of
the early research suggested the stability threshold to correspond to the peak
mass flow rate. It was identified later, however, not to be a perfect guideline.
CO2 as a working fluid was predicted to result in higher velocity magnitude,
along with an asymmetric cross-sectional variation, and larger heat transfer
rates compared to water, thereby indicating CO2 as a better working medium.
Quite a few of such observations were also supported by experimental data. A
systematic effort has been put forward to summarize the influence of
geometric and operating parameters on steady-state performance of SCNCL.
Increase in loop height and diameter provides higher mass flow rate. Also the
HHHC orientation results in highest mass flow rate among all possible
configurations. Both mass flow rate and heat transfer rate increases with
system pressure. With an increase in heater inlet temperature in an open loop,
mass flow rate decreases. Inclination angle also has a similar effect. For high
heat flux conditions, Nusselt number decreases with increasing inclination.
A thorough literature appraisal suggest that, both time-domain and
frequency-domain

approaches

were

employed

for

numerical

stability

predictions. Qualitative matching can be observed between the results
obtained from the two approaches, but with a vast quantitative difference.
Unstable zone predicted by the time-domain approach is generally larger than
the same predicted by frequency-domain approach. Detailed parametric
analysis found that the increase in diameter and height increases the
instability in the loop. Local losses provided in the cold leg has a stabilizing
influence rather than that in the hot leg. The need of optimizing the coolant
flow rate was experimentally stressed upon, as lower coolant flow was found
to enhance instability. A power step-up was observed to have a stabilizing
effect on the loop compared to power step-down. RELAP5 simulations
predicted that slow increase of input heat flux can induce less flow instability
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than a quick increase. The nature of such dynamic response, however, is still
an open topic of further analysis.
A detailed scrutiny of the available literature clearly shows that the
researchers have tried to explore different aspect of SCNCL, starting from
steady-state thermalhydraulics to intricate transient and stability response,
following theoretical, computational and experimental loops. While several
facets of this relatively-new, but with tremendous potential, technology of
SCNCL have been documented over the last decade and half, there are still
quite a few glaring gray areas, which must be addressed before its widespread
commercialization. At the vary onset, the technologists must justify the need
of adopting supercritical condition over the conventional subcritical systems
and must establish the relative gain in heat transfer performance over the
complicacies brought in by the drastic transformation experienced by the
supercritical fluid. Nearly all the available studies dealing with supercritical
system, both numerical and experimental, focus on demonstrating the
enhancement or deterioration in heat transfer for a single fluid, without
attempting to compare with another one working under the same conditions.
It is more logical to assess the performance of different fluids, subcritical or
supercritical, within the same regime of operating parameters, before deciding
on a particular one. While water and CO2 can be identified as the two most
popular fluid among researcher, the disparity in there critical point values is
really striking. Among the common fluids, CO2 is characterized by one of the
lowest critical temperature and moderate critical pressure. On the contrary,
both values are quite extreme for water from lab-scale point of view. Therefore
it is very much possible to envisage different thermodynamic states of CO2,
with water continuing to be compressed liquid, which are expected to present
very

contrasting

heat

transport

characteristics.

Hence

a

systematic

performance comparison between natural circulation loops operating with
different working fluids characterized by contrasting thermodynamic states,
is the need of the hour, in order to establish the superiority of SCNCL as a
heat transport system. The lack of reliable experimental data and consequent
heat transfer correlations for SCNCL is another major area of concern. The
requirement of non-intrusive instrumentation and the involvement of higher
levels of pressure and temperature, often makes it difficult to have precise
experimental measurement, despite the loop having a simple geometrical look
and very specific areas of energy interaction. That can be recognized as the
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principal reason for contrasting conclusions reported in literature. Therefore
sophisticated experimentation with SCNCL should be attributed as another
one with topmost priority. The knowledge base regarding the stability
response of SCNCL is also quite thin and is expected to receive enhanced
attention in the coming days.

2.7. Objectives of the Research
2.7.1. Computational investigation
 Development of a 3D numerical model of SCNCL for steady-state
characterization and validation with available experimental data
 Transient analysis of SCNCL for evaluation of stability behavior
 Steady-state and stability performance comparison between different
working fluids
 Dynamic performance assessment under periodic and aperiodic
variation in operating parameters

2.7.2. Experimental investigation
 Scaling analysis to determine the dimensions of a lab-scale test facility
with R134a as the working fluid
 Development of the experimental facility
 Experimental assessment of steady-state and stability behavior with
variation in operating parameters such as input power, sink temperature,
system pressure and tilt angle
 Comparison of experimental results with numerical simulation and
possible development of thermalhydraulic correlations for SCNCL operation

TH-1964_126103023
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Model
3.1. Preamble
Appraisal of any phenomenon of scientific interest can be performed
following either of two distinctly different approaches, namely experimental
and theoretical. Experiments remain the primary mode of exploration since
the pre-historic age and even more so while dealing with a spectacle with
unknown physics. Real-time observations and subsequent analyses from a
systematic experimentation can always be considered as a trustworthy source
in enhancing the understanding about a system. There exits several factors,
however, which can affect the accuracy of the experimental data. Lack of
suitable measuring devices or the precision of the employed instruments can
often limit the experimental conclusions just to an overall sense, while failing
to provide any insight about the nature of local interactions. In this precise
context, theoretical analysis comes into prominence, which can again be subdivided into two broad categories as analytical and numerical. The former
involves the classical method of solving the exact conservation equations over
the domain of interest and finding a closed-form solution. But the precinct of
the analytical mode is very reedy and its application remains circumscribed
only to certain simplified cases, where the governing equations can be reduced
to a smaller set. The Numerical mode allows the solution of the conservation
equations in their most-convoluted form over a discretized domain, and also
the incorporation of newer multiphysics and modern equation-of-state.
Escalating growth in computational competencies has allowed the numerical
simulation of rigorous thermophysical problems within a reasonable
timeframe. The accuracy of the concerned output, however, is conditional, and
can be contingent to numerous elements encompassing the computational
domain, discretization scheme, nodalization, numerical solver, convergence
criteria etc. The user must, therefore, be attentive to such details, and also
ensure comparison with exiting experimental/analytical data to warrant the
validity of the predictions.
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The drastic variation in the thermophysical properties of the
supercritical fluid around the pseudocritical point cannot be captured by any
simple equation-of-state. Besides, the thermalhydraulics of SCNCL is yet to
be explained properly. That makes the adoption of the analytical approach
impracticable and hence the use of numerical simulation is very much
prevalent in concerned literature, as has been elaborated in the previous
chapter. A substantial part of the present thesis also comprises of the
numerical investigation of SCNCL and hence it is important to describe the
schemes and methodologies adopted thereof. The geometric dimensions of the
base model have been identified following a systematic scale-down analysis,
which is elaborated in §3.3. Both 3D and 2D numerical models are used for
steady-state and transient analyses respectively. The commercial code
ANSYS-Fluent 15 (ANSYS, 2015) is used to develop the computational model
and also to perform the solution. Several other geometries are also considered,
in order to explore the role played by the geometric variables. Each of them,
however, can be considered as a variation of the base mode, with identical
geometric

orientation

and

change

in

any

one

of

the

dimensions.

Comprehensive grid-dependency tests are performed to select the appropriate
grid system for every such geometry. The selection of the turbulence model is
one of the most important aspect in determining the success of the numerical
predictions and the same is finalized after careful deliberation. Following
sections logically unfold each such features of the numerical procedure
followed in the present thesis.

3.2. Physical Geometry
According to the physical shape, a natural circulation loop can be
classified into various categories as shown in Figure 1-6. The rectangular
configuration is the most common one according to the literature and hence
the same is adopted in the present work. Basic geometry of any rectangular
NCL comprises of two horizontal and two vertical arms, connected together to
have a continuous system of fluid motion. Heating and cooling sections can
be mounted on any of the arms, as long as the sink is located higher than the
source, in order to develop the favorable density gradient. Accordingly several
orientations are possible, both symmetric and asymmetric, with each being
characterized by distinct thermalhydraulic features. Here, heater and cooler
are always placed at lower and upper horizontal arms of the loop respectively,
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It is commonly

believed that the configuration with heater and cooler in opposite horizontal
arms (HHHC) is the most unstable among the four common designs. Chen et
al., 2014 observed loops with vertical heaters to be stable over a wide range of
power, while horizontal heating cases exhibited diverging oscillations.
Instability was reported by Sharma et al., 2014 only for the HHHC
configuration, during their experiment with four configurations. Hence, the
same orientation is embraced in the present study. Before finalize the
geometric dimensions of the rectangular loop a detailed scale-down analysis
has been carried out, which is elaborated in next section. The final dimensions
of the base model are obtained from this scale-down analysis. The base
geometry is shown in Figure 3-2, where both the source and sink are placed
at the middle of the concerned horizontal arms. And detail dimensions of the
base model are shown in Table 3-3. Both 2D and 3D versions of the
corresponding computational geometry have been developed in course of the
present work. The 2D model is used specifically for transient analysis of
SCNCL, whereas all other study have done with the 3D model. The material
of the loop wall is considered to be stainless steel, with 1 mm thickness.

3.3. Scale-down Analysis of SCNCL
Scaling has been performed with respect to one prototype (Sharma et
al., 2012), which is a rectangular loop with uniform diameter (13.88 mm ID
and 21.34 mm OD). The material of the loop is SS-347. The loop has been
operated at 8-9 MPa pressure with CO2 as working fluid. Different orientations
(HHHC, HHVC, VHHC and VHVC, where, H refers to ‘horizontal’ and ‘heater’,
V refers to ‘vertical’ and C refers to ‘cooler’) of heater and cooler have been
studied. It has been found that maximum and minimum mass flow rate is
achieved for HHHC and VHVC orientation loop respectively. The available
experimental data of HHHC orientation loop at 8.6 MPa operating pressure is
used to scaling analysis for the current model. For model, loop fluid is
considered R134a due to its lower critical pressure. Focus of this section is to
develop a scale-down SCNCL model and numerically investigate the
performance evaluation of model and prototype.

3.3.1. Mathematical equations
At the beginning of study, the appropriate equations have been
identified, which express the flow and energy field of the loop. Thus, the
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scaling process starts with the continuity, momentum and energy balance
equations. The governing equations are summarize below,
Continuity equation
𝜕𝜌𝐴 𝜕𝐺𝐴
+
=0
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
Momentum equation
𝜕𝐺𝐴 𝜕 𝐺 2 𝐴
𝜕𝑝
𝑓 𝐺 2𝐴
+ (
+(
+ 𝜌𝑔𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙 = 0
)+𝐴
)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧 𝜌
𝜕𝑧
𝐷ℎ𝑦 2𝜌
Energy equation
𝑃ℎ𝑦
𝜕𝜌𝐴ℎ 𝜕𝐺𝐴ℎ
+
= ( ) 𝑞̇ ′′ 𝐴 → 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
𝐴
𝑃ℎ𝑦
= − ( ) ℎ𝑓𝑐 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑐 )𝐴 → 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑟
𝐴
= 0 → 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3a)
(3-3b)
(3-3c)

3.3.2. Non-dimensional Parameters
Following

non-dimensional

parameters

are

used

to

non-

dimensionalizing the governing equations.
𝑧∗ =

𝑧
𝐺
, 𝐺∗ =
,
𝐿𝑡
𝐺𝑃𝐶

𝑡

𝑡∗ =

𝜌𝑃𝐶 𝐿𝑡
)
𝐺𝑃𝐶
𝜌
𝜇
𝐶𝑃
𝜌∗ =
, 𝜇∗ =
, 𝐶𝑃∗ =
,
𝜌𝑃𝐶
𝜇𝑃𝐶
𝐶𝑃,𝑃𝐶
(

,

ℎ − ℎ𝑃𝐶
ℎ∗ = (
),
ℎ𝑃𝐶 − ℎ𝑐𝑟
𝐴∗ =

𝐴
𝐿2𝑡

Gpc refers to the mass flux at the location where the system attains the
pseudocritical point.

3.3.3. Non-dimensional form of governing equations
Continuity equation
𝜕𝜌∗ 𝐴∗ 𝜕𝐺 ∗ 𝐴∗
+
=0
𝜕𝑡 ∗
𝜕𝑧 ∗
Momentum equation
𝑑𝐺 ∗ 𝐴∗
𝑓𝐿𝑡 𝐺 ∗2 𝐴∗
𝐺𝑟𝑚𝑃𝐶
+
+ ( 3 ) 𝐴∗ = 0
(
)
∗
∗
𝑑𝑡
2𝐷ℎ𝑦 2𝜌
𝑅𝑒𝑃𝐶
Energy equation

(3-4)

(3-5)

Due to dissimilar boundary conditions for heating, cooling and
adiabatic sections, the following non-dimensional energy equations are
referred to corresponding sections,
For heater section
𝜕(𝜌∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ ) 𝜕(𝐺 ∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ )
4𝑄̇
+
=
∗
∗
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
∆ℎ𝐿𝑡 𝐺𝑃𝐶 𝐿ℎ
For cooler section
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𝑃ℎ𝑦 ℎ𝑓𝑐
𝜕(𝜌∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ ) 𝜕(𝐺 ∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ )
+
=−
ℎ∗
∗
∗
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑧
𝐿𝑡 𝐺𝑃𝐶 𝐶𝑃,𝑃𝐶

(3-7)

For adiabatic pipes
𝜕(𝜌∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ ) 𝜕(𝐺 ∗ 𝐴∗ ℎ∗ )
(3-8)
+
=0
𝜕𝑡 ∗
𝜕𝑧 ∗
From equations (3-5), (3-6) and (3-7) total four non-dimensional groups
have been found, which are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Non-dimensional groups
Sl.
No.

Nondimensional
groups

Physical significance

1.

𝑓𝐿𝑡
2Dℎ𝑦

Modified Euler number (Eum ): Relation
between pressure force and inertia force.

2.

𝐺𝑟𝑚𝑃𝐶
3
𝑅𝑒𝑃𝐶

Modified Richardson number (Rim ): Relation
between buoyancy and flow shear term.

3.

4𝑄̇
∆ℎ𝐿𝑡 𝐺𝑃𝐶 𝐿ℎ

Non-dimensional Input Power (Γ): Relation
between input power and flow rate.

4.

𝑃ℎ𝑦 ℎ𝑓𝑐
𝐿𝑡 𝐺𝑃𝐶 𝐶𝑃,𝑃𝐶

Modified Stanton number (Stm ): Relation
between heat transfer and thermal capacity.

15

CO₂ 8.6 MPa

10

R134a 4.4 Mpa

h⃰

5
0
-5
-10
-15
0.0

0.5

1.0

ρ⃰

1.5

2.0

Figure 3-1. Non-dimensional property comparison of CO2, R134a and water.
According to scaling laws, the non-dimensional groups are compared
for both prototype and model. The experimental data of prototype loop is
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available for 8.6 MPa system pressure. Therefore, to identify the scaling
pressure of R134a, a non-dimensional property variation study has been
carried out and compared with CO2 at 8.6 MPa pressure, Figure 3-1 shows
the same. It has been identified that the non-dimensional variation of enthalpy
and density plot for R134a at 4.4 MPa is almost identical with CO2 at 8.6 MPa
pressure. Which ensures that, at the said pressure levels, both the fluids
performed identically.
Table 3-2: Pseudo-critical properties of CO2 and R134a
Properties

CO2 at 8.6 MPa

R134a at 4.4 MPa

𝑇 (K)

311.05

378.25

𝜌 (kg/m3)

479.27

513.51

ℎ (kJ/kg)

341.97

395.05

𝐶𝑃 (kJ/kg-K)

17.095

16.64

𝜆 (W/m-K)

0.0749

0.0557

𝜇 (µPa-s)

34.233

34.988

𝛽 (1/K)

0.1367

0.2475

After non-dimensionalize the governing equations, several nondimensional groups have been found (Table 3-1) and finally compared them
for both model and prototype to compute the dimensions of the model. Table
3-2 contains the pseudocritical properties of CO2 and R134a at 8.6 MPa and
4.4 MPa respectively, which are used in scaling analysis. Once, getting the
dimensions of model (Table 3-3), a pair of 3D computational geometries for
both prototype and model are developed in ANSYS-Fluent 15 and finally
compared the numerical results for both the loops. Figure 3-2 shows the
schematic diagram of the scaled down model. As expected, the geometrical
parameters of the R134a loop having lower values with comparison to CO 2
based loop.
Most of the current numerical studies are based on this scaled down
model (‘base model’). According to requirement in studies, several 3D and 2D
models have been developed for steady-state and transient analysis of SCNCL,
following dimensions of the base model.
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Table 3-3: Dimensions of the
base model
Parameters

Dimensions
(mm)

Diameter (𝐷)

8

Height (𝐻)

2120

Width (𝑊)

1580

Radius of corner
bends

5

Heater length
(𝐿ℎ )

1400

Cooler length
(𝐿𝑐 )

1250
Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram of the base
model

3.4. Conservation Equations and Mathematical
Definitions
ANSYS-Fluent 15 is selected as the simulation tool for the present
study. The governing equations are nonlinear partial differential equations
describing the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, which are
discretized using finite volume method. The standard form of the unsteady
conservation equations are summarized below.

3.4.1. Conservation of mass:
𝜕
𝜕
(𝜌) +
(𝜌𝑢𝑗 ) = 0
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(3-9)

3.4.2. Conservation of momentum:
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑝′ 𝜕𝜏𝑗𝑖
(𝜌𝑢𝑖 ) +
+
+ 𝜌𝑔𝑖
(𝜌𝑢𝑗 𝑢𝑖 ) = −
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗

(3-10)

Here modified pressure (𝑝′ ) and shear stress (𝜏𝑗𝑖 ) are defined as:
2
2 𝜕𝑢𝑘
𝑝′ = 𝑝 + 𝜌𝑘 + 𝜇𝑡
3
3 𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗 2 𝜕𝑢𝑘
𝜏𝑗𝑖 = 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 (
+
− 𝛿
)
𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑖 3 𝑖𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑘
𝑘2
𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜇 + 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝐶𝜇 𝜌
𝜀
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3.4.3. Conservation of energy:
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
(𝜌ℎ) +
+ 𝑢𝑗 𝜏𝑗𝑖 ) + 𝑆𝐸
(𝜌𝑢𝑗 ℎ) =
(𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(3-14)

Here,
𝜆𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜆 + 𝜆𝑡 = 𝜆 +

𝐶𝑝 𝜇𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑡

(3-15)

where eddy viscosity is defined as,
𝜇𝑡 = 𝐶𝜇 𝜌𝑘 2⁄𝜀

(3-16)

Here the volumetric energy source term (𝑆𝐸 ) is taken to be zero in the
adiabatic sections, thereby neglecting any heat leakage to the surrounding.
Simulation results predict the Reynolds number for CO 2-based loop to be of
the order of 105, which is essentially turbulent. That necessitates the use of a
suitable turbulence model. A comparative approach and also detailed scan
through the recent literature (Chen and Zhang, 2011; Yadav et al., 2012c,
2012b) identifies RNG k-ε model as the most suitable one and hence the same
is selected here. Corresponding transport equations for turbulent kinetic
energy (𝑘) and energy dissipation rate (𝜀) can be presented as:
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝑘
(𝜌𝑘) +
[𝛼𝑘 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
] + 𝐺𝑘 + 𝐺𝑏 − 𝜌𝜀
(𝜌𝑢𝑗 𝑘) =
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(3-17)

𝜕
𝜕
(𝜌𝜀) +
(𝜌𝑢𝑗 𝜀)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕
𝜕𝜀
𝜀
𝜀2
=
[𝛼𝑘 𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓
] + 𝐶1𝜀 (𝐺𝑘 + 𝐶3𝜀 𝐺𝑏 ) − 𝐶2𝜀 𝜌
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑘
𝑘
− 𝑅𝜀

(3-18)

and

In the above equations, 𝐺𝑘 and 𝐺𝑏 represent the generation of turbulent
kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradient and buoyancy effect
respectively, while the quantities 𝛼𝑘 and 𝛼𝜀 are the inverse of effective Prandtl
numbers for the 𝑘 and 𝜀 respectively. 𝐶1𝜀 , 𝐶2𝜀 and 𝐶3𝜀 are corresponding
constants.
The value of the constants are as below
𝐶1𝜀 = 1.42, 𝐶2𝜀 = 1.68, 𝛼𝑘 = 𝛼𝜀 = 1.393 (Yadav et al., 2016b)
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The degree to which 𝜀 is affected by the buoyancy is determined by the
constant 𝐶3𝜀 and calculated by using following equation
𝑣
𝐶3𝜀 = tanh | |
𝑢

(3-19)

Here, 𝑣 is the component of the flow velocity parallel to the gravitational
vector and 𝑢 is the component of the flow velocity perpendicular to the
gravitational vector.
Generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the mean velocity
gradient is defined as,
(3-20)

𝐺𝑘 = 𝜇𝑡 𝑆 2

Where, 𝑆 is the modulus of the mean rate of strain tensor and defined
as
(3-21)

𝑆 = √2𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝑆𝑖𝑗
𝑆𝑖𝑗 is the rate of strain tensor and defined as,
1 𝜕𝑢𝑗 𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝑆𝑖𝑗 = (
+
)
2 𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑗

(3-22)

Generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to buoyancy is defined as,
𝐺𝑏 = 𝛽𝑔𝑖

𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝑇
𝑃𝑟𝑡 𝜕𝑥𝑖

(3-23)

Where, 𝛽 is the coefficient of thermal expansion and 𝑃𝑟𝑡 is the turbulent
Prandtl number for energy, which are defined as,
1 𝜕𝜌
𝛽=− ( )
𝜌 𝜕𝑇 𝑃

and

𝑃𝑟𝑡 =

1
𝛼

(3-24)

The inverse of effective Prandtl numbers 𝛼𝑘 and 𝛼𝜀 are estimated by
using following relation.
|

𝛼 − 1.3929 0.6321 𝛼 + 2.3929 0.3679 𝜇𝑚𝑜𝑙
=
|
|
|
𝛼0 − 1.3929
𝛼0 + 2.3929
𝜇𝑒𝑓𝑓

(3-25)

The term 𝑅𝜀 in the equation (3-18) is defined as

𝑅𝜀 =

𝜂
𝐶𝜇 𝜌𝜂 3 (1 − 𝜂 ) 𝜀 2
(1 +

0
𝛽𝜂 3 )𝑘

Where, 𝜂 ≡ 𝑆𝑘/𝜀, 𝜂0 = 4.38, 𝛽 = 0.012, 𝐶𝜇 = 0.0845
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Various terms have been defined during the post-processing stage to
analyze the fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena. Mass flow rate at any
cross-section is defined as,
⃗𝑛 𝑑𝐴
𝑚̇ = ∫ 𝜌𝑉

(3-27)

𝐴

⃗𝑛 being the velocity normal to the concerned area. Area-averaged
with 𝑉
bulk temperature of the fluid can similarly be expressed as,
𝑇̅ =

⃗𝑛 𝑑𝐴
∫𝐴 𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑇 𝑉
⃗𝑛 𝑑𝐴
∫ 𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝑉

(3-28)

𝐴

Steady-state Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) and Grashof number (𝐺𝑟) are
commonly used to characterize NCLs. In the present context, they can be
defined as,
4𝑚̇
𝜋𝐷𝜇
𝑔𝛽𝐷 3 𝜌2 𝑄̇𝐻
𝐺𝑟𝑚 =
𝐴𝜇 3 𝐶𝑝
𝑅𝑒 =

(3-29)
(3-30)

Here 𝑄̇ is the heat transfer rate from source to sink. All properties used
in the above two definitions correspond to the system pressure and loopaveraged bulk mean temperature, the later being expressed as,
𝑛

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔

1
= ∑ 𝑇̅𝑖
𝑛

(3-31)

𝑖=1

Here, 𝑖 is the number of planes selected throughout the loop for such
averaging, which is twenty in the present work.

3.5. Grid Generation and Sensitivity Analysis
Proper selection of grid system is a necessary component in any
computational simulation. A system of structured grids is developed over the
entire computational domain. In order to capture larger near-wall gradients of
the flow variables, non-uniform grids are applied, with finer meshes close to
the wall (Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4). Finer axial meshes are employed at the
heat-exchanging sections, as well as, at the corners, whereas slightly larger
mesh resolution is used at the vertical arms. Grid sensitivity analysis is an
important pre-requisite for any numerical analysis to ensure the correctness
of the output. Thus, to alleviate any concern regarding the grid-reliance of the
final solutions, each of the developed geometries are subjected to several grid
structures. Simulations are performed with four different mesh structures for
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the base model (Figure 3-2) and corresponding observations are summarized
in Table 3-4 for sCO2 loop with operating pressure of 8 MPa. Associated heater
and cooler temperatures are 331 K and 315 K respectively. Corresponding
cross-sectional views at the center of the source are shown in Figure 3-4. It is
clearly evident that the increase in the number of cells from model 3 to model
4 yields less than 0.3% change in the magnitudes of loop-averaged quantities
and steady-state mass flow rate. Consequently it is selected for simulation
with the base model. Identical procedure is followed for each of the geometries
described in the later chapters.
Table 3-4: Details of grid systems adopted for the base model
Model

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Number of nodes

182000

249243

326836

414779

Number of cell

150075

211140

282555

364320

Average velocity (m/s)

0.577

0.571

0.567

0.566

Average temperature (K)

323.216

323.154

323.107

323.089

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

0.00606

0.00618

0.00626

0.00628

Figure 3-3. Grid distribution of bottom left corner of the loop
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(a) Model 1

(b) Model 2

(c) Model 3

(d) Model 4

Figure 3-4. Cross-sectional mesh distribution at the center plane of the
source for four different models
Skewness and orthogonal quality are two important properties for any
mesh system, which measures its quality. The orthogonal quality for a cell is
computed using the face normal vector; the vector from the cell centroid to
the centroid of each of the adjacent cells, and the vector from the cell centroid
to each of the faces. Its value ranges 0–1, with 1 being the best. Skewness, on
the other hand, determines how close to ideal, i.e., equilateral or equiangular,
a face or cell is. A value of 0 indicates the best cell. The average skewness and
orthogonal quality of the selected model are 0.12 and 0.981 respectively,
which signifies good mesh quality. Concerned cross-sectional grid distribution
at the source center is shown in Figure 3-4. Precise illustration of the flow in
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the near-wall region is governed by effective prediction of wall-bounded
turbulent flow and the same can be ensured with proper choice of two
dimensionless quantities, namely, 𝑦 + and 𝑦 ∗ . The former depends on the
distance between the wall and its nearest cell, and is defined similar to local
Reynolds number.
𝑦 + = 𝜌𝑢𝜏 𝑦/𝜇

(3-32)

where 𝑢𝜏 = √(𝜏𝑤 /𝜌) is the friction velocity, 𝜏𝑤 is wall shear stress and 𝑦
is the distance of first layer from boundary. Definition of 𝑦 ∗ is nearly identical
and is more commonly used with standard wall functions. The range of 𝑦 ∗
values for which wall functions are suitable depend on the overall Reynolds
number of the flow (ANSYS, 2015).
1/4

𝑦 ∗ = 𝜌𝐶𝜇 𝑘1/2 𝑦/𝜇

(3-33)

where value of 𝐶𝜇 is 0.085 and 𝑘 is the turbulent kinetic energy.
Relevant literature (Gharbi et al., 2012) suggests the positioning of the
first grid point in the log-law region, to have a 𝑦 + value greater than 30 with
standard wall functions. The selected grid system allows an average 𝑦 + and 𝑦 ∗
values of about 46.88 and 46.89 respectively among all the simulated cases,
which can be considered to be adequate.

3.6. Thermo-Physical Property Estimation for
Supercritical Fluids
As the present work concerns several different working fluids and also
under conditions varying from sub- to supercritical, accurate estimation of
local thermodynamic and transport properties is of utmost importance.
Critical point parameters for water, CO2 and R134a are summarized in Table
3-5. Beyond this thermodynamic state point, any supercritical fluid exhibits
substantial variation in its properties, particularly around the pseudocritical
temperature Figure 1-7, which itself is a function of pressure. The variation is
moderate for the single-phase medium, but can be significant in deciding the
interaction between buoyancy and friction. Therefore accurate property
estimation plays a vital role for precise simulation of any natural circulation
based device, particularly recognizing the fact that the flow is initiated and
sustained by thermally-induced density gradient. Friction being the
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restraining force, exact estimation of the dynamic viscosity is also essential.
Therefore it is critical to ensure the accuracy of the nodal property values
accessible to the code over the entire range of parameters under consideration.
Property functions inbuilt to Fluent are suitable generally for subcritical fluids
only and hence additional reinforcement is necessary. The NIST standard
reference database (NIST, 2011) is employed for calculating required
thermodynamic and transport properties of all the involved fluids, which
calculates properties at each node as functions of local pressure and
temperature. Hence, instead of selecting the fluid from the available material
list in a Fluent session, NIST real gas model is activated within the Fluent
environment and appropriate fluid is selected from there. The default phase
is vapour, which is correct for supercritical state fluids (CO2 and R134a). While
simulating with single-phase liquid water, however, the phase need to be set
as liquid.
Table 3-5: Critical properties of the working fluids
Fluid Pressure (MPa) Temperature (K)

Density (kg/m3)

Water

22.064

647.096

322.0

CO2

7.377

304.128

467.6

R134a

4.059

374.21

511.9

3.7. Numerical Scheme of Solution
Choice of numerical schemes and grid structure plays pivotal role on
the success of any computational platform. Conservation equations and the
selected turbulence model are solved simultaneously in ANSYS-Fluent 15
platform using implicit finite volume method. Convective terms in the
momentum, energy and turbulence equations are discretized following the
second order upwind scheme. Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO) scheme
is used for the pressure terms, while the PISO algorithm is followed to solve
for the pressure-velocity coupling. No-slip boundary condition is selected for
the walls, while assuming standard wall functions for precise estimation
inside the boundary layer (Launder and Spalding, 1974). Axial conduction of
tube wall has also been taken into consideration. A convergence criterion of
10-6 is selected for the residual of the energy equation and 10 -3 for residuals
of all other quantities. The flow field is energy-dominated and hence a higher
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convergence level for the energy equation was felt necessary during
simulation.

3.8. Selection of Turbulence Model
The prime motivation of this section is to explore the different
turbulence models available in ANSYS-Fluent 15 and identify the suitable one
for SCNCL. Total five numbers of turbulence models have been selected for
this study, namely, 𝑘 − 𝜀, 𝑘 − 𝜔, 𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔, SST and Reynolds stress. The 𝑘 − 𝜀
and 𝑘 − 𝜔 models are subdivided into three (Standard, RNG and Realizable)
and two (Standard and SST) sub-categories respectively. To find out the best
turbulence model, simulations have been performed for all the above
mentioned models. For the simulation, operating condition of the system is
chosen as 10 MPa pressure and 305 K sink temperature, with CO 2 as the
working fluid. Constant heat flux boundary condition is selected and the
heater power is accordingly varied over a wide range of 0.1-6 kW. Figure 3-5
shows the variation in mass flow rate with input power for different turbulence
models.

Figure 3-5. Mass flow rate for various turbulence models
Comparison of non-dimensional parameters are shown in Figure 3-6,
where the simulated results are also compared with the experimental
correlation of Swapnalee et al., 2012 and experimental data of Lomperski et
al., 2004. Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show the admirable closeness of
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numerical results for more or less all the turbulence models available in the
fluent code and experimental results. Only the numerical results of transition
𝑘 − 𝑘𝑙 − 𝜔 turbulence model is exceptionally diverges from the other results.
Hence, for the consistency with available literature, RNG k-ε model is selected
as turbulence model for further simulation of present computational study
(Chen and Zhang, 2011; Yadav et al., 2012c, 2012b).

Figure 3-6. Comparison of numerical and experimental data

3.9. Validation of Numerical Model
The final, but utmost important, aspect of any numerical model is its
validation. Any numerical procedure converts a continuous domain into a
discrete one through the process of discretization, thereby raising the
possibility of truncation and discretization errors intruding into the final
solution. Besides, certain degree of modeling errors is also possible because
of the incorrect replication of a physical system into a computational one.
Hence, to check the correctness of the model, it is necessary to compare the
predicted

results

from

the

developed

computational

model

with

experimental/analytical data from reliable literature, to authenticate the code
before proceeding with further simulation. Present thesis work concerns both
single-phase and supercritical fluid systems, and hence validation is
attempted with both kinds of loops.
The current study is involved with several operating conditions and
hence a details validation process will be addressed before discussion of main
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matters in each chapter for numerical work. All the validation process will be
discuss in upcoming topics are the comparison of Reynolds and modified
Grashof numbers.
(a)

16

Re (×10-4)

12

8
Correlation, Swapnalee et al. (2012)
Re = 1.907(Grm×D/Ltot)0.364

4

Experimental data, Lomperski et al.
(2004)
0
0

5

10

15

Grm×(D/Ltot)
(b)

20

25

(×10-12)

25

Re (×10-2)

20
15
Correlation, Vijayan (2002)

10

Re = 0.354(Grm×D/Ltot)0.43
5
0
0.0

1.5

3.0

Grm×(D/Ltot) (×10-8)

4.5

6.0

Figure 3-7. Available experimental data for validation of (a) SCNCL and (b)
single-phase water based NCL
Experimental data of Lomperski et al., 2004 and experimental
correlation of Swapnalee et al., 2012 are used for supercritical condition,
whereas Vijayan, 2002 experimental correlation is used for single phase water
(Figure 3-7) .

3.10. Summary
The computational modeling study begins with a significant down
scaling analysis to finalize the dimensions of the base models. There are
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several 3D computational models with various sets of dimensions are
developed according to the requirement of study, albeit, all are follows base
model. 2D model with identical dimensions of 3D model is used specifically
for transient analysis of SCNCL. Structured non-uniform grid system is
employed in the present work, with finer mesh near the wall to capture larger
gradients of field variables. For grid dependency analysis, four different mesh
structures are developed for the base model and simulation have been
performed for each of them, finally the numerical results are compared to
identify the suitable one. A detailed discussion is documented over the several
boundary conditions are employed in the present study. Validation of
numerical model with available experimental data is an important task in
numerical study. Each chapter involving with numerical approach has a
detailed discussion over validation of the model. Here some available
experimental works are pointed out, which are used for addressing the
validation in the upcoming chapters.
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Chapter 4: Thermalhydraulic
Characterization of Temperature-coupled
NCL
4.1. Preamble
Basic operating principle of any NCL involves the development of flow
field by thermally-induced buoyancy force, with the common objective being
the transmission of thermal energy from the source to the sink. The hightemperature

zone

can

be

created

either

in

heat-flux-supported

or

temperature-specified mode. While most of the large-scale industrial
applications concern heater with specified heat flux, NCLs with definite source
and sink temperatures can also be found in solar heaters, heat pipes and
micro-coolers. For any given set of such boundary conditions, the overall
thermalhydraulic response of the system will certainly depend on the working
fluid. Present chapter, therefore, focusses on identifying the most favorable
working state of the fluid in a temperature-coupled NCL, with an inherent
objective of understanding the advantages gained on imposing supercritical
condition in an NCL under a given set of operating condition.
The heat transfer aspect of SCNCL has received more attention in
recent times, as the role of heat structures and nature of energy
addition/removal on the stability response is under scrutiny (Debrah et al.,
2013b). Due to the strong temperature dependence of thermo-physical
properties under supercritical conditions, around the pseudocritical point in
particular, both buoyancy and frictional forces contemplate non-linear
relationship with temperature. Accordingly the thermalhydraulic behavior is
decided by the involved temperature range. Yadav et al., 2012c, 2012b found
enhancement in both flow rate and heat transfer rate at higher temperature
levels for a rectangular SCNCL. Larger temperature differential between heater
and cooler was observed by Chen et al., 2013b with increase in heater power.
In a subsequent work (Chen et al., 2013c), large values of heat transfer
coefficient were estimated in the heating section, nearly comparable with
boiling loops, which was also in consensus with the experimental study of
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Tokanai et al., 2010. 2D numerical model of Cao and Zhang, 2012 correlated
loop thermalhydraulics to several factors inclusive of heater-to-cooler
temperature

differential,

system

pressure,

pipe

diameter,

geometric

orientation and loop inclination. The role of local buoyancy forces, developed
due to asymmetric temperature distribution across any particular crosssection in both heating and cooling sections, was stressed upon by Zhang et
al., 2010. .
Therefore it is very much evident that the topic of steady-state
thermalhydraulic of SCNCLs for different working fluid under identical
operating conditions are not very well explored until date. Hence the present
chapter deals with various working fluids under identical operating condition.
Single-phase water is the most preferred fluid there due to its availability and
non-toxic nature. Excellent heat transport capabilities of transcritical CO 2 and
low critical pressure levels of R134a have also attracted engineers as possible
alternatives. Present work, therefore, focuses on the thermalhydraulic
comparison of the performance of water, CO2 and R134a as the working
medium in NCL under identical set of operating conditions. Parameters are
selected so as to maintain water under single-phase liquid condition, while
R134a is at supercritical pressure. Selected temperature ranges generally
allow R134a to remain below concerned pseudocritical limit, thereby ensuring
“liquid-like” density level for this fluid. State of CO 2 remains sub- to
supercritical based on selected system pressure. Velocity and temperature
profiles at different sections of the loop are compared, along with heat transfer
coefficient at specific locations. Effort is made to identify the best working fluid
from heat transfer point of view.

4.2. Validation of Numerical Model
The base geometry shown in Figure 3-2 is adopted throughout the
present chapter and the computational model detailed in chapter 3 is followed
here for all the simulations. It is important to compare the results predicted
by the developed computational model with relevant literature to validate the
code before proceeding with further simulation. As the present study
encompasses both single-phase and supercritical systems, two different sets
of validation are attempted with. Simulations are performed with water for
three different pressure levels, namely, 6, 8 and 10 MPa. Source and sink
temperatures are varied within the range of 275 K to 371 K. Concerned
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pressure values being well below the critical pressure limit and selected
temperature ranges being lower than corresponding saturation temperatures,
water remains as single-phase liquid throughout the loop.
100

Re (×10-2)

(a)

10

Vijayan, 2002
Present study

1
0.1

1.0

10.0

Gr×(D/Ltot) (×10-8)

(b)

Re (×10-4)

100

10
Swapnalee et al., 2012
Present study

1
0.1

1.0

Gr×(D/Ltot)

10.0

100.0

(×10-12)

Figure 4-1. Validation for (a) single-phase water (Vijayan, 2002) and (b)
subcritical-to-supercritical CO2 (Swapnalee et al., 2012).
Resultant dataset is compared with the experimental correlation of
Vijayan, 2002 and excellent degree of conformity can be observed (Figure
4-1a). Result obtained from the present study can be correlated in a power
law form as, 𝑅𝑒 = 0.4782 (𝐺𝑟𝑚 𝐷⁄𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 )0.414, which is quite similar to the one
proposed in (Vijayan, 2002). For the selected ranges of pressure and
temperature, condition of CO2 varies from sub- to supercritical pressure.
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Concerned predictions are compared with the experimental data of Swapnalee
et al., 2012 and amicable agreement is obtained, as can be seen from Figure
4-1b.

Here

the

predicted

results

can

be

correlated

as,

𝑅𝑒 =

1.6775 (𝐺𝑟𝑚 𝐷 ⁄𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 )0.3681 , which is again analogous to the experimental one
(Swapnalee et al., 2012), thereby endorsing the correctness of the developed
model.
Two grossly different types of simulations are carried out to explore the
relative influences of source and sink temperatures. The first set considers
the increase in heater temperature from 331 K to 371 K at constant sink
temperature of 315 K, whereas the other envisages the reduction in cooler
temperature from 315 K to 275 K at constant source temperature of 331 K. It
is pertinent to mention here that such temperature range can be of particular
interest in engineering applications such as the solar water heaters (Chen and
Zhang, 2014), air-conditioning systems (Kim et al., 2009), ground-coupled
geothermal heat pumps (Rieberer, 2005) and thermal expansion pumps for
fluidic transport (Adams et al., 1995), to name a few. Secondary heat transport
loops of nuclear reactors or power cycles can also be viewed as a potent
application, albeit with slightly raised source temperature level (Pearson,
2004; Zhang et al., 2006).

4.3. Comparison of Thermalhydraulic Parameters
The phenomenon of natural circulation is generally governed by an
interplay between buoyancy and friction, with inertia having negligible effect
under the steady-state condition. To study the thermalhydraulics of any NCL,
it is essential to envisage the temperature and velocity distribution over the
length of the loop. Temperature and velocity profiles at the centre of the source
with CO2 as the working fluid under different conditions of pressure and
source temperature are presented in Figure 4-2. For smaller source-to-sink
temperature differential, cross-sectional temperature variation is fairly
uniform. However, with increase in source temperature, asymmetry develops
in the profile, with lower temperature being predicted closer to the bottom wall
of the tube. The fluid attains the heater temperature only close to either walls,
while the temperature in other sections remains well below that, particularly
at higher source temperatures. Effect of pressure is much less pronounced
compared to the heater temperature, with increase in asymmetry at higher
pressure levels. For an increase in system pressure from 6 to 10 MPa with 371
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K source temperature, minimum fluid temperature drops nearly by 8 K. The
radial location of the appearance of the minimum fluid temperature, however,
remains nearly unaffected with change in pressure or source temperature.
The temperature profile is well complemented by the asymmetric velocity
(a)

Radial location (mm)

5

6 MPa & 331 K
6 MPa & 351 K

3

6 MPa & 371 K
8 MPa & 331 K

1

8 MPa & 351 K
8 MPa & 371 K

-1

10 MPa & 331 K
10 MPa & 351 K

-3

10 MPa & 371 K

-5
320

330

340

350

360

370

380

Temperature (K)
(b)

5

6 MPa & 331 K

Radial location (mm)

6 MPa & 351 K
6 MPa & 371 K

3

8 MPa & 331 K
8 MPa & 351 K

1

8 MPa & 371 K
10 MPa & 331 K

-1

10 MPa & 351 K
10 MPa & 371 K

-3
-5
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Velocity (m/s)

1.0

1.2

1.4

Figure 4-2. (a) Temperature and (b) velocity profiles at source centre with
CO2 as working fluid at different pressures and source temperatures (𝑇ℎ ) for
𝑇𝑐 = 315 K
variation, as the radial location of largest velocity closely matches with the
same for minimum temperature. It manifests the role played by the local
buoyancy force at any cross-sectional plane. Fluid near the heater wall is at
higher temperature level and so at lower density compared to the cooler fluid
around the centreline. That sets up an upward radial flow velocity. Similar
phenomenon happens in the cooler section as well, but with downward radial
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velocity and denser fluid near the wall (Figure 4-3). As a result, fluid near the
lower wall of the heater and upper wall of the cooler directly drives the local
Temperature (K)

Radial location (mm)

311
5

316

321

326

331

3

1

Velocity
Temperature

-1

-3

-5
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Velocity (m/s)

0.8

1.0

Figure 4-3. Temperature and velocity profiles at sink centre with CO2 as
working fluid at 8 MPa pressure with 𝑇ℎ = 351 K and 𝑇𝑐 = 315 K
heat and mass transfer processes, leading to enhanced heat transfer. Present
discussion can further be reinforced following fluid temperature contours at
the source centre. A particular case is presented in Figure 4-4. Fluid can
attain the imposed source temperature of 371 K only very close to the wall
and a substantial temperature gradient can be observed across the thermal
boundary layer, the thickness of which varies along the periphery. Lowest
temperature zone is located quite close to the bottom wall, with highlycompressed isotherms below the same, indicating severe temperature gradient
in the lower part of the tube. Isotherms are more relaxed in the upper part,
signifying lower rate of heat transfer. The opposite scenario is true for the sink,
with the asymmetry shifted towards the upper half and large temperature
gradient close to the upper wall.
The asymmetric nature is more prominent with reduction in sink
temperature. As the lowest temperature falls below concerned pseudo-critical
point, with the source temperature remaining well above that, loop fluid
experiences substantial density variation between the hot and cold leg of the
loop, leading to considerable development in the buoyancy field. Fluid density
variation over any particular cross-section in the heater or cooler region can
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(b)

Figure 4-4. Cross-sectional temperature contours at (a) source and (b) sink
centres with CO2 as working fluid for 𝑝 = 8 MPa, 𝑇ℎ = 371 K and 𝑇𝑐 = 315 K
also be quite sizeable. As a pressure level of 8 MPa is just above the critical
point for CO2, such property variation is significantly more compared to the
pressure level of 10 MPa. The immediate effect is a reduction in heat transfer
rate, as is evident by the lower temperature levels of loop fluid at 8 MPa
compared to 10 MPa (Figure 4-5a). Local buoyancy field is also enhanced due
to such density variation, leading to larger velocity levels. The deviation is
particularly prominent when the operating condition is reasonably close to the
pseudo-critical zone. 8 MPa pressure level for CO2 is closer to its critical
pressure (7.377 MPa) compared to 6 and 10 MPa. A sink-side condition of 295
K is also slightly below the pseudocritical point at 8 MPa (~ 307.8 K). This
particular situation corresponds to rapid changes in fluid properties, and so
provides the largest magnitude of velocity (Figure 4-5b).
Objective of the present study being the identification of the preferred
fluid through thermalhydraulic comparison, simulations are performed with
both R134a and water under identical operating conditions. Selected
conditions are well below the pseudocritical values of R134a (about 411.4 K
at 8 MPa) and so it behaves as a supercritical fluid with “liquid-like” density
level, showing quite regular nature of property variation and hence no
inconsistency in velocity or temperature profiles unlike CO 2. Radial
temperature variations at the source centre for the R134a loop with changes
in sink temperature and system pressure are presented in Figure 4-6a. The
effect of pressure is found to be minimal, with the profiles getting clustered
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depending on the imposed temperature ranges. A lower sink temperature
reduces the minimum fluid temperature across the pipe section and also
enhances asymmetric nature due to the local buoyancy effects, fairly
analogous to the CO2-based loop. However, the nature of velocity or
temperature contours are markedly different with water as the loop fluid.
Selected conditions maintain single-phase liquid water throughout the loop,
leading to larger rates of heat transfer owing to higher thermal conductivity.
Energy supplied by the source can be distributed across the fluid layers more
uniformly, minimizing the local buoyancy effects. Hence quite symmetric
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Figure 4-5. (a) Temperature and (b) velocity profiles at source centre with
CO2 as working fluid at different pressures and sink temperatures (𝑇𝑐 ) for 𝑇ℎ
= 331 K
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Figure 4-6. Temperature profiles at source centre with (a) R134a and (b)
water as working fluid at different pressures and sink temperatures (𝑇𝑐 ) for
𝑇ℎ = 331 K
temperature profiles can be observed across the tube, with influence of
pressure being inconsequential (Figure 4-6b). For lower source-to-sink
temperature differential, nearly uniform fluid temperatures can be obtained,
whereas a fully-developed parabolic profile is achieved for larger differences.
The magnitude of variation in temperature across the pipe section, however,
is nearly negligible, indicating greater energy diffusion across fluid layers
compared to CO2 or R134a. Velocity profiles for both the fluids also follow
similar trends. Temperature contours at the source centre with R134a and
water under identical working conditions are presented in Figure 4-7. Lowest
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-7. Cross-sectional temperature contours at source centre with (a)
R134a and (b) water as working fluid for 𝑝 = 8 MPa, 𝑇ℎ = 371 K and 𝑇𝑐 = 315
K
temperature zone for R134a is located quite close to the lower wall, with
compressed isotherms below that, signifying larger temperature gradient in
the bottom section of the tube. On the contrary, temperature contours for
water is reasonably uniform, as the lowest temperature zone is positioned

Figure 4-8. Cross-sectional temperature contours at source centre with
water as working fluid for 𝑝 = 25 MPa, 𝑇ℎ = 688 K and 𝑇𝑐 = 628 K
slightly below the centre and well-distributed isotherms all over the crosssection. Magnitude of the smallest temperature associated with water is also
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substantially higher than the same for CO2 (Figure 4-4) or R134a, indicating
larger heat diffusion rate with water.
In order to establish the role of property variation across a single crosssection and local buoyancy effect under supercritical condition, one
simulation is performed with supercritical water and corresponding
temperature contours at the source centre is presented in Figure 4-8, along
with the operating conditions. The asymmetric nature is clearly visible, with
the lowest temperature zone positioned very close to the bottom wall. The
corresponding condition being well apart from the present scope of the work,
any further discussion is hence avoided.
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A direct comparison of velocity and temperature profiles for all the three
fluids is drawn in Figure 4-9 under identical operating conditions. Due to the
single-phase liquid nature of water loop, driving buoyancy force is quite small,
yielding low flow rates. As the selected condition allows CO2 to pass across the
pseudocritical point, considerably larger velocity can be achieved due to
substantial variation in fluid density, particularly at pressure levels slightly
above critical. For a system pressure of 8 MPa, maximum flow velocity with
CO2 is as much as 25 times higher than the same with water. Flow velocities
with R134a lies in between and can be about 5 times of water. Velocities in
water and R134a loop are nearly invariant of pressure, because of nearincompressible nature of both fluids within selected range of operating
conditions. The water loop, in fact, can be operated at any lower pressure
level, as long as the attainment of saturation temperature is avoided. Velocity
values with CO2, however, varies significantly with pressure. Increase in
system pressure from 8 to 10 MPa causes about 35% reduction in the
maximum velocity at the source centre. When the sink temperature is above
the pseudocritical point, density variation for CO2 is much lesser, producing
lesser flow velocities and so the difference in magnitude with water loop is
much smaller. Still, for all the considered combinations of operating
parameters, CO2 delivers the highest velocity and water the least at any
section of the NCL. The velocity profiles contemplates the temperature profiles
reasonably well (Figure 4-9b). Single-phase liquid nature of water ensures
large heat transfer coefficient, resulting in negligible temperature variation
over the cross-section. Significant temperature variation exists for both CO2
and R134a. Rapid reduction in thermal conductivity for 8 MPa yields
deterioration of heat transfer coefficient, leading to the lowest fluid
temperature.

4.4. Comparison of Mass Flow Rate
Figure 4-10 demonstrates the effect of source and sink temperature on
mass flow rate. As expected, flow rates for water and R134a are nearly
independent of system pressure. With increase in source temperature, R134a
predicts the largest flow rate at 8 MPa pressure. At 10 MPa, however, CO 2
delivers the largest flow rate till a certain temperature range. Highest flow rate
is achieved with CO2 loop while reducing the sink temperature, as long as the
sink temperature is well-below the pseudocritical point. The buoyancy force
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in single-phase NCL linearly increases with temperature differential and hence
induces near-linear increase in mass flow rate. Condition being far away from
pseudocritical point, the same is also true with R134a. But the properties of
CO2 being strongly temperature-dependent, development of buoyancy field
depends on the involved temperature range. Density drops rapidly around the
pseudocritical point, producing a peak of the volumetric expansion coefficient.
Therefore, when the fluid crosses the pseudocritical temperature during its
passage through the heater, a high density differential is developed, yielding
a strong buoyancy field. Any increase in flow rate also enhances the frictional
resistances, while viscosity can drop sharply at higher temperatures. Large
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Figure 4-10. Variation of loop mass flow rate with (a) source temperature for
𝑇𝑐 = 315 K and (b) sink temperature for 𝑇ℎ = 331 K with three different
working fluids
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reduction in density in the riser can substantially enhance the kinetic head
for any given flow rate. Combination of these two opposing effects resolves the
final loop flow rate. When the sink condition is close to the pseudocritical
temperature, viscous forces are dominated by the buoyancy forces, instigating
enhancement in flow rate. The reverse condition is true for conditions well
away from pseudocritical zone, as is evident in all situations with R134a and
also with CO2 under certain conditions.

4.5. Mass Inventory Requirement
Mass inventory can occasionally be a consideration in practical
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Figure 4-11. Variation of mass inventory with (a) source temperature for 𝑇𝑐 =
315 K and (b) sink temperature for 𝑇ℎ = 331 K with three different working
fluids
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operation, as it determines the minimum mass of fluid required for operation
and the corresponding storage obligation. Inventory requirement is directly
related with the operating condition of the system. The total volume of the loop
being specified, the mass inventory can be viewed to be proportional to the
average fluid density, or in torn, the average value of the bulk-temperature. A
reduction in the later value is expected to increase the inventory requirement.
That is possible either by lowering the sink temperature for a constant
temperature source or by reducing the source temperature for a constant
temperature sink, for a loop with isothermal heater and cooler. The former
option will also lead to an increase in the temperature differential, thereby
enhancing the effective buoyancy force and hence the flow rate. Therefore, it
is possible to simultaneously have lower mass inventory and higher flow rate
with this option. However, the other option will reduce the effective buoyancy,
thereby reducing the inventory requirement at the cost of lower flow rate.
Concerned variation with source and sink temperatures are presented in
Figure 4-11. CO2 consistently provides the least inventory, while R134a is the
highest. Inventory requirement for CO2 reduces quite sharply with rise in sink
temperature, particularly for 8 MPa system pressure, due to large flow
velocities and augmented local buoyancy effects. Therefore supercritical CO2
can be viewed as a more preferable fluid from both mass flow rate and
inventory requirement point of view, particularly when the desired system
pressure is slightly above the corresponding critical value.

4.6. Heat Transfer Aspects
The situation is, however, noticeably different from heat transfer point
of view. Effect of source and sink temperatures on average heat transfer
coefficient at source with all the three fluids at 8 MPa pressure level is
presented in Figure 4-12. Local Nusselt number values are calculated using
the dimensionless temperature gradient prevailing at the tube surface and
that is employed in estimating the concerned heat transfer coefficient. Water
is single-phase liquid and hence exhibit very high heat transfer coefficient.
R134a is in supercritical condition, but the considered temperature range is
well below the pseudocritical temperature (about 411.4 K at 8 MPa). So it also
behaves nearly like a single-phase medium with poor thermal conductivity,
resulting in very low heat transfer coefficient. Under identical conditions, heat
transfer coefficient for water can be as much as 6 times that of R134a. With
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increase in source-to-sink temperature differential, heat transfer coefficient
moderately increases with R134a, while it remains nearly the same for water.
When the sink temperature is higher than pseudocritical temperature for CO2
(about 307.8 K at 8 MPa), its heat transfer performance is very poor compared
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Figure 4-12. Variation of heat transfer coefficient at source with (a) source
temperature for 𝑇𝑐 = 315 K and (b) sink temperature for 𝑇ℎ = 331 K with
three different working fluids at 𝑝 = 8 MPa
to water and can even be inferior to R134a, due to poor thermal conductivity.
However, when CO2 crosses the pseudocritical point within the heater, it
experiences a sharp drop in thermal conductivity, along with a small
intermediate peak (Figure 1-7). The consequence is evident from Figure 4-12b,
as heat transfer coefficient is comparable with water for low sink temperatures
and drops sharply with any increase thereof. It emphasizes the role of local
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buoyancy in enhancing both mass and heat transfer rate. Such behavior is,
however, found only for supercritical pressure levels close to the critical value.
Heat transfer coefficient generally increases with system pressure (Figure
4-13). When the sink condition is higher than pseudocritical, heat transfer
coefficient monotonically decreases with larger source-to-sink temperature
differential and the concerned gradient is much steeper at higher pressure
levels. Rapid deterioration in heat transfer coefficient can be found when the
working fluid is made to cross the pseudocritical temperature, as is explained
earlier.
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Figure 4-13. Variation of heat transfer coefficient of CO2 at source with (a)
source temperature for 𝑇𝑐 = 315 K and (b) sink temperature for 𝑇ℎ = 331 K at
three different pressure levels
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NCL under consideration has temperature-coupled boundary condition
and hence the rate of heat transfer from source-to-sink depends on both mass
flow rate and heat transfer coefficient. Figure 4-14 presents the variation of
the rate of heat transfer with source and sink temperature for all the three
fluids at two different pressure levels. Large heat transfer coefficient for water
and high mass flow rate for R134a help achieving large power transmission
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Figure 4-14. Variation of rate of heat transfer at source with (a) source
temperature for 𝑇𝑐 = 315 K and (b) sink temperature for 𝑇ℎ = 331 K with
three different working fluids
with either of the working fluids. The same increases continuously with
enhanced source-to-sink temperature differential, without any significant
influences of system pressure. Till a certain limit of source temperature,
R134a provides greater rate of heat transport. However the steeper profile for
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water owing to the substantially higher heat transfer coefficient, results in
larger power transport with water at higher level of source temperatures. Rate
of heat transfer for the CO2-based loop is dependent on the working
temperature limits. When the sink temperature is higher than the
pseudocritical value, both heat transfer coefficient and mass flow rate being
low, CO2 at 8 MPa can transfer energy at a very low rate. At 10 MPa, however,
CO2 exhibits the largest flow rate till a certain source temperature limit.
Corresponding heat transfer coefficient values are also much higher than 8
MPa (Figure 4-13). Therefore CO2 loop at 10 MPa is able to provide the largest
heat transfer rate for almost the entire range of source temperature considered
here. On the other hand, when the sink temperature is well below
pseudocritical, extremely high rates of heat transport can be obtained with
CO2 loop, which can be as high as 8 times that of water at 8 MPa. But the
rapid deterioration in heat transfer coefficient, as the sink temperature
approaches the pseudocritical point, is also reflected in the heat transfer rate,
which shows a sharp decline with increase in sink temperature. Still the
amount of power transmitted by the CO2-loop is higher than other two fluids
for the conditions considered in present study. Therefore supercritical CO2 as
a working fluid is able to provide favourable heat transmission characteristics
for majority of the conditions. The use of CO2-based loops can specifically be
suggested at higher system pressures and large source-to-sink temperature
differential, with the sink temperature being well below the pseudocritical
limit and the source temperature being well above the same. However it
demonstrates inferior performance for system pressure close to the critical
point and with sink temperature higher than pseudocritical at corresponding
pressure.

4.7. Epilogue
The present chapter deals with three different working fluids to
ascertain the suitability of employing supercritical condition for a given set of
operating parameters. Here, Dirichlet boundary condition has been imposed
at both source and sink throughout the study to explore the thermalhydraulic
performance of a rectangular NCL. Source and sink temperatures and system
pressure are selected as the control variables. For the chosen operating
conditions, CO2 is in sub- to supercritical state, while R134a is at supercritical
pressure and water is single-phase liquid. Both single-phase and supercritical
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results are validated with available literature to have amicable agreement.
Asymmetric temperature and velocity profiles can be observed across flow
sections, particularly with larger source-to-sink temperature differential, due
to local buoyancy effects. Such asymmetry is the largest with CO 2 as the
working fluid, whereas water shows a near-uniform profile. Under identical
operating condition, CO2 exhibits the highest velocity magnitude at any
particular cross section and also the lowest temperature value, with the radial
location of largest velocity and lowest temperature conforming each other well.
Largest velocity is achieved with the system pressure slightly above the
critical. Mass flow rate increases with increase of temperature differential
between heater and cooler for both water and R134a. Variation for CO 2 is
strongly dependent on both system pressure and imposed temperature range.
CO2 also exhibits the smallest mass inventory requirement among the three
fluids considered here. Single-phase liquid nature of water yields the highest
heat transfer coefficient, which remains nearly constant for the selected
ranges of pressures and temperatures. When sink-side condition is below
pseudocritical, CO2 produces heat transfer coefficient comparable with water.
However, a sharp deterioration is observed with change of state from transcritical to supercritical. Rate of heat transfer for both R134a and water are
directly proportional to the temperature difference between heater and cooler.
CO2 provides the largest heat transfer rate at higher pressures and also when
the sink temperature is reasonably below the pseudocritical value.
In view of the above observations, a guideline can be proposed about
the choice of working fluid depending on the prevailing operating conditions.
CO2-based SCNCL can be identified as the preferred option from heat transfer
point of view only for pressures reasonably above its critical value, and with
source and sink temperatures lying on either side of the pseudocritical
temperature corresponding to the system pressure. However, if the pressure
approaches critical limit for CO2 (~ 7.38 MPa) or the sink temperature is
around or above the pseudocritical value, single-phase loop can be a better
choice. Consistent thermalhydraulic performance and possibility of operating
at reduced system pressure are added incentives for the water-based system.
R134a, despite being a supercritical fluid, cannot be suggested as a feasible
option for the ranges of parameters explored here, owing to lesser heat transfer
rate and larger inventory requirement. Therefore the adoption of supercritical
condition can be suggested only under favorable set of operating conditions.
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5.1. Preamble
The

mode

of

heating

is

a

critical

factor

on

steady-state

thermalhydraulics of SCNCL. Both Dirichlet and Neuman mode are of equal
importance, based on the application. Rectangular loops with Dirichlet
boundary condition imposed at both source and sink has already been
explored in the previous chapter. Heating in specified heat flux mode,
however, is more common in important engineering applications, such as
nuclear reactors, refrigeration and electronic chip cooling. Present chapter,
therefore, discusses the steady-state thermalhydraulics of a rectangular NCL,
where, heating is envisaged in constant heat flux mode and cooling is through
a constant temperature sink. Computational investigation for comparative
thermalhydraulic analyses is performed to propose a guideline for selecting
the working fluid and nature of the loop, subcritical or supercritical, under
identical levels of operating parameters like pressure, heating power and
coolant temperature. The ‘base model’ (Figure 3-2) is considered as
computational model in the current chapter, where, both heating and cooling
sections are placed in horizontal arms. Due to favourable thermophysical
properties and environmental conformity, water, CO2 and R134a are selected
as possible working fluids. Working conditions are selected so as to maintain
water as single-phase liquid, while the others vary between sub- to
supercritical state based on involved pressure and temperature ranges.
The first analytical model of single-channel SCNCL was developed by
Chatoorgoon, 2001 with both distributed and point heat source and sink.
Steady-state flow rate was found to increase till a maxima and decrease
afterwards. In subsequent studies of Chatoorgoon et al., 2005b, 2005a,
influences of various geometric parameters on the stability behaviour of the
loop with different working fluids were investigated. Trends of steady-state
profiles for both CO2 and H2 were found to be similar to water, which is
consistent with the observations reported later by the implicit finite difference
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model of Jain and Rizwan-uddin, 2008. Cao and Zhang, 2012 developed a
numerical model to study the thermalhydraulics of SCNCL and reported the
same to depend on several factors like operating pressure, loop diameter,
source-to-sink temperature differential and loop inclination to vertical, if any.
A 3D rectangular model of SCNCL was developed by Yadav et al., 2012c,
2012b to compare flow and heat transfer behaviour of subcritical single-phase
water and sub- to supercritical CO2. For identical operating conditions, CO2
exhibited higher velocity and higher heat transfer rate.
Appraisal

of

literatures

suggest

that

a

thorough

steady-state

thermalhydraulic analysis of SCNCL for different working fluids with heat flux
coupled condition are still not explored properly. Thus, it is imperative to
perform a comparative thermalhydraulic analysis of loops under identical
operating conditions, to check the viability of opting for a supercritical system
and also to propose a guideline for selecting the nature of the loop, subcritical
or supercritical, based on the requirement of energy transport. Therefore,
present chapter consists a detail steady-state analysis with considering CO2,
water and R134a as loop fluid. The results are compared for all the fluids
under identical operating condition. Influences of operating parameters like
system pressure, input heat flux and coolant temperature on loop
thermalhydraulics are ascertained for all the three fluids with focus on
performance comparison.

5.2. Validation of Numerical Model
Three different pressure levels are selected for the present study for all
three fluids, namely 6, 8 and 10 MPa. Due to the lower critical pressure of
R134a (~ 4.06 MPa), a few simulations are also performed at two additional
pressure levels of 4.2 and 5 MPa solely for this fluid. Selected conditions are
well below the critical pressure of water (~ 22.06 MPa) and hence water flows
as single-phase liquid till the saturation temperature limit is breached.
Generally the heat flux and coolant temperature criteria are selected so as to
maintain water as liquid for all the simulated conditions. The 6 MPa pressure
is below critical pressure of CO2 (~ 7.38 MPa), while the other two levels are
supercritical. R134a loop is always supercritical, but the highest fluid
temperature can be below or above the pseudocritical value, based on the
imposed conditions, thereby allowing NCL simulation under all of subcritical,
transcritical and supercritical situations. For all pressure levels, sink
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temperature varies in the range of 285 to 315 K, whereas the supplied heat
flux corresponds to input power in the range of 50 W to 8 kW.
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Figure 5-1. Comparison of present model prediction with existing literature
for (a) supercritical CO2 loop and (b) single-phase water loop
Experimental validation is mandatory for any numerical model to judge
its correctness and hence present predictions are compared with the
experimental correlation proposed by Swapnalee et al., 2012. They studied the
influence of heater and cooler orientation by choosing four different
combinations and with both water and CO2 as working medium. Operating
pressure and range of input power were 8.6 MPa and 203.7-2391.7 W
respectively during experimentation with supercritical CO 2 in HHHC
configuration and a comparison is drawn here precisely with that particular
dataset. As can be observed from Figure 5-1a, excellent conformity is achieved
over the complete range of parameters considered on a non-dimensional
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plane. Direct comparison is also drawn with the experimental data of
Lomperski et al., 2004 and present model is able to attain better accuracy
than the earlier correlation, particularly at higher power levels, while the
matching is exact at lower powers. That establishes the capability of the
employed computational model. Lack of complete geometrical information
about the cooler-side of the experimental facility of Lomperski et al., 2004
thwarts any further attempt to refine the computational model for enhanced
validation at elevated power levels. Predictions for the single-phase water loop
are also compared with correlation proposed by Vijayan, 2002 and again
satisfactory agreement can be observed over the entire range Figure 5-1b.

5.3. Effect of Operating Pressure and Sink Temperature
on Steady-State Thermalhydraulic of SCNCL
One of the most important concern with supercritical fluid operation is
the involvement of severe temperature and hence the selection of wall
material. Maximum value of steady-state wall temperature depends both on
heat flux and working fluid, and occasionally on system pressure. Generally
the maximum fluid temperature is expected to appear at the outlet of the
heater section and hence

the

variation in cross-sectional averaged

temperature at that particular location with heater power is presented in
Figure 5-2 for CO2 at a sink temperature of 305 K and three different
pressures. Maximum temperature increases only moderately till a certain
power level for all the pressures, with rapid increase in corresponding mass
flow rate. However, the mass flow rate drops beyond a maxima and continues
with a decreasing profile, while a steep rise in maximum temperature can be
observed. Buoyancy is the driving potential in any NCL and that depends on
the fluid density difference between the vertical arms. For a specified sink
condition, temperature differential across the heater increases with input
power, with the lowest temperature being around the sink temperature only.
So, for supercritical pressures, with rise in heater power, the fluid is made to
pass through the pseudocritical point inside the horizontal arms. Density
drops sharply around the pseudocritical point, resulting in a peak of the
volumetric expansion coefficient (Figure 1-7). It is very much possible to have
the fluid temperature well above pseudocritical in the hot leg of the loop and
significantly below that in the other vertical arm. That creates significant
density difference across the heater, resulting in rapid growth in the flow rate
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and only small temperature rise of the fluid across the heater. However at
larger powers, the lowest temperature stays above the pseudocritical point
and so the developed buoyancy field is small, resulting in lower mass flow
rate. With increase in system pressure, pseudocritical temperature increases,
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Figure 5-2. Variation in (a) maximum fluid temperature and (b) mass flow
rate of CO2 based loop with power and system pressure for constant sink
temperature of 305 K
thereby allowing larger power ranges of operation with increasing mass flow
rate. While the maximum flow rate appears only around 0.4 kW of power at 8
MPa pressure, the same corresponds to about 1.4 kW at 10 MPa, allowing
much wider span of operation. The above argument, however, does not hold
for 6 MPa pressure, which is subcritical, with a saturation temperature of
about 295.13 K. Sink temperature being higher than this limit, the loop
behaves like a single-phase one, with superheated vapor as the working
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medium. That explains the reason of having low mass flow rate with
monotonic variation and larger wall temperature for any given power level.
In fact, a small increase in loop flow rate can be observed at 6 MPa for
initial increase in the power level, while the same monotonically decreases
thereafter. The reason for the same can be elucidated following the variation
of superheated CO2 vapor properties (Figure 5-3). As density decreases nearly
linearly with rise in fluid temperature, driving buoyancy is continually
weakened. However, an initial drop in viscosity can be observed, before the
eventual rise following a minima around 311 K at 6 MPa. Hence the resisting
friction also decreases at the lower power level, instigating the rise in loop flow
rate over a short span of power. Beyond that range, however, mass flow rate
reduces both due to the reduction in buoyancy and rise in friction.
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Figure 5-3. Effect of temperature on density and viscosity of superheated
CO2 vapour at 67 MPa (NIST,2011)
The appearance of maxima in mass flow rate is more pronounced at
lower sink temperatures (Figure 5-4). A cooler sink allows the lower
temperature with CO2 to stay below the pseudocritical value till much larger
power levels. Accordingly the mass flow rate continues to rise over a larger
range of input power, the maximum temperature being limited to moderate
values. Highest mass flow rate appears for a power value as high as 3 kW with
sink temperature of 285 K at 8 MPa system pressure, which is nearly twice of
that for 295 K sink temperature. However, as the power supply increases
beyond that maxima, a drastic reduction in flow rate can be observed, due to
the sharp deterioration in driving buoyancy. Accordingly the maximum fluid
temperature inside the loop experiences a jump, which can amount from 150
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K to 500 K, based on operating conditions. That is of serious concern from
loop safety point of view, as the elevated temperature level can be detrimental
for the wall material and hence may lead to tube rupture and overall system
failure. Therefore it is essential to limit the operation of the CO 2-based loop
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Figure 5-4. Variation in (a) maximum fluid temperature and (b) mass flow
rate of CO2 based loop with power and sink temperature for constant system
pressure of 8 MPa
Effect of such drastic change in mass flow rate on the thermal field can
be recognized by comparing the temperature contours at the source centre for
two different situations (Figure 5-5). With only 10 W rise in the input power,
CO2 experiences about 346 K temperature variation in a single cross-section,
compared to just about 10 K in the other case. Axial profile in bulk
temperature over the entire loop length for sCO2 and water for two different
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b

a

Figure 5-5. Source-center temperature contours of sCO2-based loop for 8
MPa pressure and 285 K sink temperature and different input powers (a)
3.09 kW and (b) 3.10 kW
conditions are compared in Figure 5-6. In case of 3.09 kW input power, large
mass flow rate results in moderate temperature variation for sCO2 over the
loop and about 87 K lower value of maximum fluid temperature compared to
water. However, with only 10 W increase in power, heater inlet temperature
can clearly be seen to be above the pseudocritical value, resulting in
substantial temperature variation across the loop. The maximum value of
bulk temperature for sCO2 can be about 249 K higher than the same for water
under identical operating conditions.
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Figure 5-6. Axial profile of fluid bulk temperature for 8 MPa pressure and
285 K sink temperature and different input powers.
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The situation is contrasting with R134a as working medium. Despite
the pressure being above critical, lowest fluid temperature generally remains
well below the pseudocritical limit (~ 441.5 K at 8 MPa) throughout the loop,
giving a liquid-like representation of the working medium and hence a regular
variation in density. With increase in power supply, the average density
difference between the riser and downcomer section increases, encouraging a
continuous rise in mass flow rate (Figure 5-7). The maximum fluid
temperature also increases simultaneously, albeit at a much slower rate
compared to CO2. Only after attaining a significantly higher power level, the
lowest temperature crosses the pseudocritical limit, forcing a reduction in
driving buoyancy. Consequently the mass flow rate starts decreasing
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Figure 5-7. Variation in (a) maximum fluid temperature and (b) mass flow
rate of R134a based loop with power and system pressure for constant sink
temperature of 305 K
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gradually and maximum fluid temperature rises at a faster rate. That
phenomenon is more apparent for system pressure values closer to the critical
limit, due to the lower pseudocritical temperature at lower pressure levels. For
pressure levels higher than 6 MPa, both flow rate and fluid temperature profile
exhibit monotonic variation over the complete range of power under
consideration. The effect is also less pronounced with lower sink temperatures
(Figure 5-8), as R134a requires larger power input to cross the pseudocritical
limit, and hence allows wider span of operation. In fact, the effect of sink
temperature is prominent only beyond the maxima in mass flow rate for any
system pressure. One important factor that requires special mention here is
the unstable chemical nature of R134a beyond 115 °C (Zhao and Jiang, 2011).
So, despite the maximum fluid temperature being well below the same
predicted with CO2 as working fluid at higher powers, the operation of R134a
loop is practically limited only to low powers, as is indicated in Figure 5-7a.
The CO2 loop, however, can exhibit substantially higher values of maximum
temperature even for such powers, particularly with lower system pressures
and higher sink temperatures, and hence R134a is a better option within such
power range from material safety point of view.
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Figure 5-8. Variation in mass flow rate of R134a based loop with power and
sink temperature for constant system pressure of 5 MPa
Variation of mass flow rate and maximum fluid temperature with
heater power for a water loop is presented in Figure 5-9 for different pressures
and sink temperatures. Due to the near-incompressible nature of liquid water,
pressure has hardly any effect on loop thermalhydraulics. With rise in power
supply, temperature differential across the heater and hence the driving
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buoyancy force increases, causing a monotonic growth in mass flow rate and
only moderate rise in maximum fluid temperature. Higher water temperature
reduces both density and viscosity in the riser section. That enhances
buoyancy and reduces friction, with both factors aiding the increase in flow
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Figure 5-9. Variation in (a) maximum fluid temperature and (b) mass flow
rate of water based loop with power, system pressure and sink temperature
section and so larger frictional losses, which is manifested by the
corresponding drop in flow rate. For identical system conditions, the mass
flow rate for the water loop is significantly lower compared to R134a and CO 2based loops. The maximum temperature is also lower, in general, compared
to R134a loop. It can, however, be greater than the same for a CO2 loop based
on operating conditions. As pressure has little effect on water-based loop, so
similar behaviour can be obtained at lower pressures as well. Still it is required
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to operate at a higher system pressure to maintain a safe distance away from
saturation temperature of water and thus eliminate the possibility of boiling.

5.4. Appearance of Flow Induced Heat Transfer
Deterioration (FiHTD)
Heat transfer coefficient for any fluid generally depends on local
Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) and Prandtl number (𝑃𝑟), along with thermophysical
properties. 𝐶𝑝 exhibits a narrow peak around the pseudocritical point (Figure
1-7) and continually decreases with a moderate gradient on further heating.
As the average fluid temperature across the sink remains nearly invariant to
heater power till the maxima of mass flow rate and keeps on increasing
thereafter, area-averaged 𝑃𝑟 is also expected to fall monotonically. Rapid
variation in loop mass flow rate allows significant changes in average 𝑅𝑒,
making it the dominating factor in deciding the average heat transfer
coefficient under any condition and that is manifested by its in-phase
variation with mass flow rate for supercritical CO2 (Figure 5-10a). It is
interesting to note that, despite lower value of maximum mass flow rate, peak
heat transfer coefficient is much higher at 8 MPa system pressure compared
to the same at 10 MPa. That can be attributed to the steeper property variation
at pressure levels close to critical.
The variations at lower sink temperatures, however, are even more
drastic (Figure 5-10b). Heat transfer coefficient steadily increases with heater
power till the maxima is attained and then exhibits a sharp decline, which is
even steeper at lower 𝑇𝑐 . Power level corresponding to such fall in heat transfer
matches well with the decrease in loop flow rate and increase in peak fluid
temperature. Hence that particular power level can be identified as the
initiation of heat transfer deterioration in SCNCL (HTD), which till date has
mostly been acknowledged for forced-flow-based supercritical channels (Kao
et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2013a, 2013b). It also corresponds to a rise in
maximum fluid temperature and so is directly related to the material-related
safety concerns. Therefore the HTD location is an important landmark during
any SCNCL operation and heater power should be regulated to maintain below
this limit, in order to have higher mass flow rate and heat transfer coefficient,
while maintaining lower fluid temperature level. It is important to mention
here that the term HTD is commonly employed for forced flow channels with
wall heating to signify drastic reduction in heat transfer coefficient and
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simultaneous increase in wall temperature, without any significant change in
fluid temperature, while the flow rate remains constant. The situation is a bit
different for SCNCL, as the fluid temperature may exhibit sharp rise due to
the reduction in flow rate. The natural circulation version of HTD is, in fact,
deterioration in heat transfer coefficient as a consequence of a deterioration
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Figure 5-10. Variation in average heat transfer coefficient of CO2 based loop
with power for (a) constant sink temperature of 305 K and (b) constant
system pressure of 8 MPa
in mass flow rate and therefore can also be termed as flow-induced heat
transfer deterioration (FiHTD) to differentiate it from forced flow systems. The
foregoing discussion can further be reinforced by following the axial variation
in sink-side heat transfer coefficient for two specific conditions on either side
of the maxima in mass flow rate. The profiles for 2.5 kW and 3.5 kW
corresponding to 8 MPa pressure and 285 K sink temperature are presented
in Figure 5-11. Maximum fluid temperature for the first case is about 323.7
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K, only marginally higher than pseudocritical temperature (~ 307.8 K at 8
MPa), while the same is about 914.9 K for the later situation. Accordingly the
local heat transfer coefficient close to the inlet plane of the sink is
approximately thirteen times higher for 2.5 kW power input than the other
case. The same varies substantially along the length, due to the reduction in
fluid temperature. But the heat transfer coefficient at the exit plane remains
nearly four times higher, signifying considerably larger heat transport
capability. For 3.5 kW power supply, local heat transfer coefficient
consistently exhibits a very low value throughout the sink, resulting in
markedly higher fluid temperature level. Hence the maxima in mass flow rate
for CO2-based SCNCL under any particular set of operating conditions can
categorically be earmarked to correspond to the initiation of FiHTD in the loop.
It can also be concluded that SCNCLs are more susceptible to such
undesirable consequences with higher sink temperature and for supercritical
pressures close to the critical limit.
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Figure 5-11. Axial variation in area-averaged heat transfer coefficient along
the sink of CO2 based loop for 8MPa system pressure and 285 K sink
temperature
The variations in heat transfer coefficient for water and for R134a at
lower power levels are more regular due to the single-phase nature of the
working fluids, as has been discussed earlier. R134a loop attains the maxima
in mass flow rate only at higher powers and for system pressures close to the
critical point, forcing a subsequent reduction in heat transfer coefficient
(Figure 5-12a). Possible appearance of FiHTD at 5 MPa system pressure is
suggested for input powers greater than 7 kW. However fluid temperature
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under such levels of power are not practicable for R134a. Even such tendency
towards FiHTD can completely be eliminated by lowering the sink
temperature. Pressure dependence of properties being relatively negligible,
water loop exhibits monotonic rise in heat transfer coefficient over the entire
power range at each of the considered pressure levels (Figure 5-12b). Low
mass flow rate and hence the low 𝑅𝑒 induces lesser heat transfer coefficient
with reduction in sink temperature.
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Figure 5-12. Variation in average heat transfer coefficient of (a) R134a and
(b) water based loop with power, system pressure and sink temperature
In order to facilitate a direct comparison between the performances of
the three working fluids, maximum fluid temperatures and heat transfer
coefficients are compared for two different sets of operating conditions in
Figure 5-13. Single-phase water consistently exhibits the highest heat transfer
coefficient over the entire range of input power considered. Temperature level
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for R134a is quite similar to water, despite significantly lower heat transfer
coefficient. Parameters for CO2, however, are strongly influenced by the
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Figure 5-13. Variation in maximum fluid temperature (continuous line) and
heat transfer coefficient (dashed line) with power for identical operating
conditions. (a) 8 MPa and 305 K, (b) 10 MPa and 285 K
operating conditions and generally governed by the power level corresponding
to the appearance of FiHTD. Rapid increase in heat transfer coefficient for
CO2-based loop prior to the FiHTD location guarantees the 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 value to be
the lowest among the three fluids with identical power supply. Beyond FiHTD,
however, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 sharply rises with CO2 as the working fluid and water provides
the smallest value of 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 . It is important to note that the largest value of
average heat transfer coefficient achievable with SCNCL is still smaller than
water-based loop. Despite the lower heat transfer coefficient, CO2 and R134abased systems are able to maintain maximum fluid temperature comparable
with that of water due to much higher mass flow rates (Figure 5-14). Flow rate
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with both the alternated fluids show similar variation with input power, till
the appearance of FiHTD in SCNCL, and can be as much as eight times to
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Figure 5-14. Variation in mass flow rate with power for identical operating
conditions of 10 MPa system pressure and 285 K sink temperature
that of water. Therefore, from material safety point of view, supercritical CO 2
can be identified as the preferred option for working fluid till the FiHTD
location and water beyond that. With increase in system pressure and
reduction in sink temperature, initiation of FiHTD is delayed, thereby
substantially enhancing the allowable power level for CO 2-based SCNCL
operation.
Along with the thermal aspects, another important consideration
during operation of NCLs is the mass inventory, as that provides a measure
of the requisite quantity of fluid and associated storage issues. Corresponding
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Figure 5-15. Variation in mass inventory with power for identical operating
conditions. (a) 8 MPa and 305 K, (b) 10 MPa and 285 K
variations with heater power for all the three fluids are presented in Figure
5-15 for two different sets of operating condition. CO2 consistently requires
lesser inventory and even more so at higher powers. It is interesting to notice
that the inventory requirement for R134a is lesser than water at larger powers.
Considering similar nature of 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 variation, R134a can therefore be a more
prospective fluid at larger powers.

5.5. FiHTD for Different Working Fluids
Till this juncture, the focus has been on comparing the performance of
three working fluids under identical set of operating conditions, in an effort to
identify

the

one

with

superior

thermalhydraulic

performance.

The

supercritical fluid, in general, exhibits excellent performance when it is
allowed to cross the pseudocritical temperature within the heat-exchanging
sections. The prime attraction of using supercritical fluids for heat transport
is their radical property variation around the pseudocritical point, as that
corresponds to a low inventory requirement, owing to a peak in volumetric
expansion coefficient and high specific heat, and high heat transfer coefficient.
Small change in the operating conditions though may force the system
towards FiHTD, as discussed. Different fluids, however, have different critical
point parameters, making a fluid-to-fluid comparison extremely difficult, at
least in the dimensional form. An effort, therefore, is taken in this section to
facilitate the comparison of the behavior of different working fluids under
supercritical condition.
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The first step thereof is to recognize the identical operating conditions
across different fluids. The entire phenomenon of natural circulation being
governed by the variation in thermophysical properties, it is absolutely
mandatory to ensure similar nature of temperature-dependence of the
concerned properties. Following definitions of dimensionless density and
enthalpy are considered here.
𝜌∗ =

𝜌
𝜌𝑃𝐶

and

ℎ∗ = (

ℎ − ℎ𝑃𝐶
)
ℎ𝑃𝐶 − ℎ𝑐𝑟

(5-1)

Six different fluids are selected for the comparison, namely, CO 2, H2O,
R134a, C3H8, N2 and NH3. Variations in their dimensionless density with
dimensionless enthalpy at certain pressure levels are shown in Figure 5-16.
It is very much evident that over a substantial range of temperature around
the pseudocritical point, each of the selected fluids can exhibit identical
property variation, subjected to an appropriate choice of pressure for every
individual fluid. For example, CO2 at 8.6 MPa can successfully simulate water
at 23.5 MPa, and hence it is logical to expect a lab-scale loop working with
CO2 at 8.6 MPa to closely replicate an industrial loop based on water at 23.5
MPa, subjected to other constraints.
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Figure 5-16. Variation of non-dimensional properties.
Every fluids have different critical point, thus a specific supercritical
condition for one fluid is perform differently for other fluids. For a particular
condition, the degree of supercritical is changed with alteration of working
fluid. Thus it is better to compare the results of different loops which are
functioned with scaled operating conditions. Therefore, a fluid-to-fluid scaling
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analysis have been performed here with several fluids, CO2, H2O, R134a, C3H8,
N2 and NH3. A detailed scale down analysis has been performed in Chapter 3.
To non-dimensionalizing the governing equations, several non-dimensional
parameters are used (Section 3.3.2.). The experimental data is available for
sCO2 based loop operating at 8.6 MPa pressure. Thus, with consideration of
8.6 MPa sCO2 as base condition, a non-dimensional property variation study
have been performed to find out the scaled pressures for other fluids. To
facilitate the same, non-dimensional density and enthalpy are used as scaling
properties. Figure 5-16 shows the property characteristic curves for different
fluids. It has been recognized that the non-dimensional variation of enthalpy
and density plots for selected fluids are almost identical with CO 2 at 8.6 MPa
pressure. Which confirms that, at the said pressure levels, the fluids have
comparable behavior. Once, getting the scaled pressure, pseudocritical
temperature can be find out from variation of specific heat with temperature
plot for the corresponding pressure. Here, the process of non-dimensionalizing
the temperature is similar to non-dimensional enthalpy (Section 3.3.2.).
Finally compared non-dimensional temperatures with CO2 to get the scaled
temperature.
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Figure 5-17. Supercritical correlation for SCNCL.
The main goal of this specific study is to discover the correlations and
non-dimensional number, which can signify the SCNCL. In the open literature
many correlations are available, which are mainly for a single fluids, operating
in various conditions. Sometimes, geometric parameters are also varied for a
single fluid loop. Still, there is no such correlation exist which is usable for
different working fluids of SCNCL. Hence, in the present section of the current
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study a correlation has been developed with consideration of several
supercritical fluids with scaled operating condition, the same is shown in
Figure 5-17. The generated results for different fluids are followed an identical
pattern and configured correlation can be used for various fluids, which are
working at supercritical condition.
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Figure 5-18. Variation of non-dimensional Input Power (Γ) with nondimentional (a) density and (b) enthalpy
There are numerous non-dimensional groups are identified in scale
down analysis of SCNCL in Chapter 3 (Table 3-1). Among them, group three
is coined as Non-dimensional Input Power (Γ) and corresponding data are
explored in Figure 5-18. A strong and undoubted observation is found from
the results, for any fluid FiHTD is occurred when the value of Γ is more than
10-4. For a healthy operation of SCNCL, the value of non-dimensional density
and enthalpy are should be higher than “1” and less than “0” respectively. By
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crossing the said values, the most unwanted event FiHTD is initiated in the
system. The correlations of Su with non-dimensional density and enthalpy are
also configured and shown in Figure 5-18.

5.6. Epilogue
According to design of the system the mode of heating can be alter, and
hence both the options are equally important. Previous chapter was dealt with
Dirichlet type of heating, whereas, in the current chapter Neuman mode of
heating applied thoroughly to ascertain the thermalhydraulic viability of
employing supercritical condition of working fluid for any particular
combination of operating parameters. Water, CO2 and R134a are selected as
the working fluids. Water remains as single-phase liquid over the complete
range of chosen working parameters, whereas the others vary from sub- to
supercritical states. Predicted results are found to be in consensus with data
from literature. Maximum fluid temperature, loop flow rate and average values
of sink-side heat transfer coefficients are compared, as thermal safety of the
wall material is of prime concern. Mass flow rate for SCNCL increases with
input power, till the lowest fluid temperature inside the loop remains lower
than the pseudocritical temperature corresponding to the system pressure.
Rapid rise in flow rate can be observed when the fluid crosses the
pseudocritical point during its passage through the heater section, owing to
the substantial density difference between the two vertical arms. Beyond a
maxima, mass flow rate in SCNCL drops drastically, with corresponding jump
in the maximum fluid temperature. The effect is more pronounced with higher
sink temperatures and for system pressures close to the critical point. For
pressure levels considerably away from the critical point, monotonic rise in
flow rate can be observed, quite similar to the single-phase NCLs. Power level
corresponding to the appearance of FiHTD can be increased by raising
pressure and lowering sink temperature, if possible, thereby expanding the
zone of SCNCL operation with increasing heat transfer coefficient. A
mechanism can also be devised to manoeuvre the sink temperature with
heater power for delaying the appearance of such deterioration. Single-phase
water-based loop presents monotonic profile of mass flow rate, magnitude of
which is well-below the same of SCNCL till the appearance of FiHTD, leading
to elevated temperature level. Heat transfer coefficient for single-phase waterbased NCL is consistently higher than SCNCL, owing to higher thermal
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conductivity of the working fluid. Under identical operating conditions, fluid
temperature level for the CO2-based loop is the lowest among the three fluids
till the appearance of FiHTD and hence supercritical condition can be adopted.
Beyond the power level corresponding to FiHTD, however, single-phase NCL
is a safer option. Mass inventory requirement is the lowest for CO2-based loop.
At higher powers, inventory requirement for R134a is lesser than water, with
similar order of maximum temperature and hence R134a can be a prospective
fluid under such situations, provided the chemical stability limit is adhered
with. Several correlations for SCNCL are developed from fluid-to-fluid scaling
study. A generalized non-dimensional number ‘Γ’ (Non-dimensional Input
Power) is coined for SCNCL, which directly signify the working zone of SCNCL.
At any condition for several fluids, FiHTD is occurred at Γ is higher than 10-4.
The condition for a healthy operation of SCNCL is SCNCL is ρ* > 1 and h* < 0
respectively.
Overall it can be summarized that the sCO2-based SCNCL can be a
superior choice, as long as the power level can be limited to the FiHTD, owing
to the higher flow rate and lower fluid temperature levels. However, if the
expected power range of operation goes beyond the FiHTD constraint, singlephase water-based loops are clearly better option, due to the consistent
behavior. High pressure requirement can be another deterring issue for
SCNCLs. Also the stability analysis and dynamic performance assessment
needs to be carried out for SCNCL before drawing a final conclusion and that
can be viewed as the next step of research.
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Chapter 6: Guidelines for Selection of
Geometric Parameters in SCNCL from
FiHTD Point of View
6.1. Preamble
An elaborate discussion on the deterioration of mass flow rate in
SCNCL, accompanied by rapid decline in the heat transfer coefficient, has
been presented in the previous chapter. It is generally recognized as the
consequence of fluid temperature crossing the pseudocritical limit throughout
the loop and sets a practicable limit for operation of SCNCL. Present chapters
aims at reconnoitering the dependence of such flow-induced deterioration on
the associated geometric parameters, with an aim of identifying the guidelines
for a safer design. Accordingly a computational model of a rectangular loop,
with source and sink in opposite horizontal arms, is developed and employed
to explore the influence of geometric variables, including diameter, height,
width, inclination, corner bends, and heating and cooling lengths and their
orientations. Additionally, a numerical fluid-to-fluid scaling analysis has been
performed to discover the correlations and non-dimensional number to signify
the performance of SCNCL.
The non-toxic and non-explosive nature of sCO2, coupled with its
favorable transport properties, has propelled it in the forefront of supercritical
research over last couple of decades and SCNCL is no exception. Parameters
like input power, height and heated length of the loop were found to affect the
loop thermalhydraulics significantly. Subsequently several researchers have
explored

the

role

thermalhydraulics

of

and

geometric
stability

variables

characteristics.

on

both

Chen

et

steady-state
al.,

2013a

numerically studied a 2D SCNCL to inspect the influence of inner diameter,
aspect ratio, inclination and orientation of heater and cooler. Loop operating
temperature was found to greatly affect the heat transfer efficiency of the
system, with higher efficiency corresponding to the larger diameter loop. A
thorough investigation for various loop diameters was made by Chen and
Zhang, 2011, as they reported the stabilized flow to correspond to larger
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diameter loops. Flow in any NCL is initiated by buoyancy, which decreases
with increased inclination to vertical plane, leading to reduced flow velocity
and inferior heat transfer performance of the loop (Cao and Zhang, 2012; Chen
et al., 2013d). At lower heat fluxes, inclination greatly affects the flow field and
average value of Nusselt number, while the effects are not so significant for
larger heat fluxes. The system was found to be more unstable, with occasional
flow reversals, for lower heat fluxes. Orientation of the loop, in terms of the
relative positioning of the heater and cooler in particular, has also been
reported to have substantial influence (Chen et al., 2014; Swapnalee et al.,
2012). Due to higher effective vertical distance between the heater and cooler,
maximum mass flow rate is found to correspond to the geometry with
horizontal heater and cooler, whereas it is minimum with both being vertical
(Sharma et al., 2012). Therefore it is clearly evident that the geometric
parameters can have important role in determining the thermalhydraulic
nature of SCNCL. Besides, the appearance of FiHTD distinctly affects the fluid
transport and associated raise in fluid temperature is better to be avoided due
to material safety concerns. That necessitates a comprehensive study to
understand the role of geometric variables on the thermalhydraulic
characteristics of SCNCL in general and FiHTD in particular.

6.2. Computational Model Development
Focus of the present study being on recognizing the role of associated
geometric parameters, several 3D computational models with various sets of
dimensions are developed. The base geometry, along with corresponding
nodalization information, has already been discussed earlier (Figure 3-2) and
the same is reproduced in Figure 6-1 for immediate reference (regeneration of
Figure 3-2). Here, both the source and sink are placed at the middle of the
concerned horizontal arms. The source is subjected to constant heat flux,
distributed uniformly over the entire length of the heater. A constant
temperature boundary condition is imposed on the sink, which can be
visualized to be housed in an isothermal bath. Remaining areas of the loop
are ideally insulated, restricting any thermal interaction with the ambient.
Other geometries embraced for computation are generally designed through
methodical adjustment of the base model (Table 6-1). The material of the loop
wall is considered to be stainless steel, with 1 mm thickness.
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Table 6-1: Summary of the
range of parameters explored
Parameters

Dimensions
(mm)

Diameter (𝐷)

4–8

Height (𝐻)

530 – 4240

Width (𝑊)

395 – 3160

Radius of corner
bends

5 – 20

Heater length
(𝐿ℎ )

1000 – 1500

Cooler length
(𝐿𝑐 )

1000 – 1500
Figure 6-1. Schematic representation of
the rectangular loop under analysis

For meticulous understanding of the influence of the associated
geometric variables, systematic variation in each of these parameters is
attempted. Table 6-1 summarizes all the dimensions explored in course of the
study. While varying the magnitude of any particular parameter, all others are
maintained at the value as in the base model, unless stated otherwise.
Separate computational models are developed for each case, while ensuring
the grid-independent nature of the solutions. Other computational aspects,
such as the turbulence model, schemes for discretization and property
estimation, remain identical to the base geometry.

6.3. Loop Diameter
Any change in the loop diameter directly affects the volume of fluid
participating in energy transport, as well as the surface area available for heat
exchange in both source and sink. Frictional resistances are inversely
proportional to the diameter. Accordingly the thermalhydraulics in a smallerdiameter loop is strongly influenced by the friction, even in the buoyancydominated regime, resulting in smaller flow rate and a greater rise in the fluid
temperature across the heater. Figure 6-2 presents the profiles of mas flow
rate with power for three different loop diameters. For a given heater power,
flow rate of sCO2 becomes more than double with only 2 mm increase in
diameter. Higher levels of fluid temperature also administers an early
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initiation of FiHTD, characterized by the decline in both mass flow rate and
heat transfer coefficient. While a loop with 4 mm diameter suffers the
deterioration around 0.8 kW power, 8-mm-diameter loop can sustain larger
flow till about 2.2 kW. The maximum value of flow rate and heat transfer
coefficient attained by the larger-diameter loop are also substantially higher.
Associated influence on the temperature and velocity levels can be perceived
from Figure 6-3. Appearance of asymmetry in the flow stream within the heatexchanging sections of SCNCL is well-established in literature (Yadav et al.,
2012b), and the same can be inferred here as well. For the same power input,
while the bulk fluid in the 4-mm-diameter loop can experience nearly 90 K
variation in temperature in a single cross-section, it is less than 4 K for the
one with 8 mm diameter. Substantial property variation is the result of such
thermal asymmetry, developing local buoyancy effects. For the situation
shown in Figure 6-3a, fluid can suffer nearly 18% change in density and 16%
in thermal conductivity, which leads towards this asymmetry. The
consequence is more-than-double increase in the velocity values for the
slimmer loops compared to others, despite stronger local friction.

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

0.03

4 mm
6 mm
8 mm

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

1

Power (kW)

2

3

Figure 6-2. Variations in mass flow rate with heater power for three
different loop diameters
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-3. Velocity (left) and temperature (right) contours at the source
center with 1.5 kW power supply for three different loop diameters: (a) 4
mm, (b) 6 mm and (c) 8 mm
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6.4. Loop Height
Height or the vertical length scale is a very important parameter for
determining the behavior of any natural convection based device. Flow in
SCNCL is initiated and sustained by buoyancy, which linearly varies with
height. Therefore a taller loop is expected to experience larger flow rate, and
subsequently greater heat transfer coefficient. The same can be observed from
Figure 6-4. Increase in the height from 0.53 m to 2.12 m, causes about 50%
enhancement in the flow rate for 1 kW heater power. Larger flow rate allows
the taller loop to sustain operation with lower temperature level over a wider
span of power supply and hence the appearance of FiHTD is delayed
significantly. Near-identical values of the average heat transfer coefficient can
be observed for all loops till the maxima.
0.04

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

(a)

530 mm
1060 mm
2120 mm
3000 mm
4240 mm

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00
0

10

Heat transfer coefficient
(kW/m2K)

(b)

1

Power (kW)

2

3

530 mm
1060 mm
2120 mm
3000 mm
4240 mm

8
6
4
2
0
0

1

Power (kW)

2

3

Figure 6-4. Variations in (a) mass flow rate and (b) sink-side average heat
transfer coefficient with heater power for different loop heights
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However, an increased height also lengthen the total flow path,
imposing larger frictional resistances to the flowing stream. Concerned effect
is progressively more apparent for larger heights and the friction acquires the
dominating role beyond a certain level. As can clearly be observed from Figure
6-4, the gain in buoyancy is more compared to friction for a change of 𝐻 from
1.06 m to 2.12 m, causing about 29% rise in the peak flow rate. However any
further increase in 𝐻 seems to hint towards a friction-dominated behavior.
While both mass flow rate and average heat transfer coefficient grow
marginally at identical power levels, their respective peaks correspond nearly
to the same magnitude of heater power. That indicates the presence of an
optimum loop height from FiHTD point of view, as any increase in height
beyond 2.12 m for the present geometry is not able to yield any tangible
benefit, and therefore better be avoided.

6.5. Width
Any change in the length of the horizontal sections has a direct
influence on the frictional forces, as it alters the length of the flow path,
without affecting the buoyancy development. Therefore increasing 𝑊, while
holding other dimensions the same, is likely to have consequence qualitatively
similar to that of reducing the diameter. Figure 6-5 compares the profiles for

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

0.03
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0.01

1580 mm
2370 mm
3160 mm

0.00
0

1

Power (kW)

2

3

Figure 6-5. Variations in mass flow rate with heater power for three different
lengths of the horizontal arms
loops with three different widths. Continuous reduction in the flow rate can
be clearly observed with increased 𝑊, which is accompanied by higher
temperature level and subsequently an early initiation of FiHTD. 50%
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enhancement in the width advances the power corresponding to FiHTD by
about 0.5 kW, along with nearly 15% decline in the largest heat transfer
coefficient, which definitely limits high-power operations.
(a)

Mass flow rate (kg/s)
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395 mm
790 mm
1580 mm
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(b)

Heat transfer coefficient
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1
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Figure 6-6. Variations in (a) mass flow rate and (b) sink-side average heat
transfer coefficient with heater power for three different loop widths
Any reduction in the width from the base dimensions can affect the
length of the heat-exchanging sections as well. Therefore a study is attempted
considering three different loop widths, namely 395, 790 and 1580 mm, with
the latest being the base geometry. In the former two models, lengths of the
heating and cooling sections are decided by maintaining the same width-toheater/cooler length ratio, as in the base model. Here both the surface area
available for heat transfer and total frictional length change proportionately
with 𝑊. At lower powers, mass flow rate is smaller for the wider loops,
emphasizing the role of enhanced friction. Rapid increase in the mass flow
rate can be observed for the all the geometries (Figure 6-6), with subsequent
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rise in the heat transfer coefficient. However, FiHTD appears around a power
level of merely 0.2 kW for the slender loop with 395 mm width, compared to
about 2.2 kW in the base model.
A loop with larger width suffers from elevated friction, while longer
lengths of the concerned heat-exchanging sections allow a relatively moderate
temperature gradient, as can be seen from Figure 6-7. For 1 kW power input,
the loop with 395 mm width experiences a temperature jump of about 270 K
across the source, while the same is less than 5 K for the other two. Despite
such a large change in both temperature and enthalpy, effective temperature
level being well-above the pseudocritical limit, only about 33 kg/m3 change in
density can be observed. Due to the gas-like nature, the viscosity in the riser
arm is found to be noticeably greater than that in the downcomer (Figure 1-7).
Both this factors combine to produce weaker buoyancy and stronger friction,
and hence lower mass flow rate, despite smaller frictional length. 𝑃𝑟 is limited
to around 0.7 throughout the loop, yielding very low heat transfer coefficient
as well. For other two cases, the fluid crosses 𝑇𝑝𝑐 within heater, resulting in
large density variation (~180 kg/m3) and significant reduction in viscosity at
the riser, in the range of 24-33%. That allows large flow rate and delay the
appearance of FiHTD.
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Bulk temperature (K)

Bulk temperature (K)
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Figure 6-7. Variations in bulk fluid temperature along the heater with 1 kW
power supply for three different loop widths

6.6. Heater and Cooler Length
For a given power input, imposed heat flux is directly proportional to
the length of the heater. Therefore a shorter heating section enforces a steeper
gradient in axial temperature profile. It, however, leads to similar change in
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the fluid temperature, and hence in properties, for a specific mass flow rate.
With other dimensions remaining unchanged, the loop, therefore, is expected
to experience near-identical buoyancy and frictional fields, resulting in
analogous macroscopic behavior. The same can be demonstrated from Figure
6-8. Profiles of average heat transfer coefficient with power for four different
loops, varying only in terms of the length of the heater, seemingly overlap with
each other. Similar nature can also be observed with mass flow rate variation,
with hardly any distinguishable change on the initiation of FiHTD. So it can
safely be concluded that the length of the heater has no significant influence
on the loop thermalhydraulics and hence it can be optimized based on other
design criteria, such as, the material issues and thermal stress on structures.
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Figure 6-8. Variations in sink-side average heat transfer coefficient with
heater power for different heater lengths
Cooling being done in convective mode, change in the length of the
cooler demands an update in the prevailing heat transfer coefficient, as the
power imposed to the fluid in the heater has to be completely discharged to
the sink under steady-state. Accordingly a shorter cooler produces an
increased value of the average heat transfer coefficient (Figure 6-9). For
example, reducing 𝐿𝑐 from 1.25 m to 1 m causes about 15% rise in the average
heat transfer coefficient for 1 kW heater power. While that has barely any
effect on the mass flow rate, FiHTD is initiated for a significantly lower power
level. Peak value of the average heat transfer coefficient initially growths with
rise in 𝐿𝑐 , till it attains some maximum level, and starts declining thereafter.
Such a nature can be explained following the profiles of bulk temperature
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along the sink. As presented in Figure 6-10, the reduction in temperature is
limited within a narrow band of 3-5 K for the three selected geometries. Such
a small temperature differential causes near-identical change in density and
viscosity values, and hence yields similar flow rates. However, the
corresponding variation in 𝑃𝑟 is quite palpable. While the concerned decline
is around 18% for 𝐿𝑐 = 1.25 m, it escalates to nearly 60% for 𝐿𝑐 = 1.5 m, which
leads to overall decline in average heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 6-9. Variations in sink-side average heat transfer coefficient with
heater power for different cooler lengths
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Figure 6-10. Variations in bulk fluid temperature along the cooler with 2 kW
power supply for three differ-ent cooler lengths

6.7. Corner Bends
The horizontal and vertical sections are connected by right-handed
elbows of specific radii, in order to yield the rectangular shape. Generally the
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specification of the bend is not expected to hamper the overall loop
performance significantly and the same can be observed in the present case.
Major contribution of a bend, however, is to impart the centrifugal action on
the flow stream, creating asymmetry in the profiles owing to the enhanced

(a) Plane upstream to heater inlet

(b) Plane downstream to heater exit

Figure 6-11. Temperature contours at two different planes of the bottom
horizontal arm with 2 kW power supply.

(a) Bend radius = 5 mm

(b) Bend radius = 15 mm

Figure 6-12. Effect of bend radius on the temperature contours at a plane
immediate upstream to the heater with 2 kW power supply.
velocity along the outer surface of the tube. As mentioned earlier, the presence
of asymmetry in SCNCL is a common observation and the same is ascribed to
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the presence of the local buoyancy, particularly when the bulk fluid
temperature is reasonably close to 𝑇𝑝𝑐 . In order to isolate the effect of bend
and local buoyancy, the velocity contours are presented in Figure 6-11 for two
different planes, one immediately upstream to the heater inlet and the other
just downstream to the heater exit. While significant amount of asymmetry is
evident in the later, it is rather uniform in the former, with a distinct lowvelocity zone near the upper wall, which happens to be the inner surface for
the lower horizontal arms. This symbolizes the deceleration of the fluid in
proximity of the inner surface because of the presence of bend. The largest
velocity magnitude at the heater exit is also virtually double to that in the
upstream plane, because of the added momentum gained through energy
interaction with source. The extent of the centrifugal action, and hence the
resultant asymmetry in the upstream plane, increases with the bend radius
(Figure 6-12), with moderate rise in the largest velocity magnitude.

6.8. Role of Relative Positioning of Source and Sink
When both the source and sink are placed at the mid-location of the
respective horizontal arms, the loop is symmetric in nature. Therefore it is not
possible to realize the flow direction a priori, as flow is equally probable in
either directions. For a real-life facility, the final direction generally depends
on the mode of energy addition and the local irregularities encroached during
the fabrication stage. Mathematically it can be envisaged as a problem with
two possible solutions, with the eventual one being dependent on the direction
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Figure 6-13. Variations in mass flow rate with heater power for three
different positions of the cooler in the top horizontal arm
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of error propagation. Breaching the symmetry in the configuration is
anticipated to impose a pre-defined flow direction and may have an effect on
the steady-state thermalhydraulics. In order to explore the same, a specific
model is developed with both source and sink having 1 m length, whereas the
other dimensions remain identical to the base model. Locating the heater at
the center of the bottom horizontal arm, three different positions of the cooler
are explored and concerned profiles of mass flow rate variation with power are
presented in Figure 6-13. Here HC refers to the heater at the central location,
whereas CC, CR and CL represents the central, right and left positions of the
cooler respectively. The changes in the position does not affect the effective
buoyancy and frictional forces, and hence induce no significant effect on the
macroscopic behavior of the system.
One noticeable influence the positioning of source and sink has is on
the flow direction. It is impossible to predict the flow direction in a symmetrical
loop. However, for a non-symmetrical one, generally a pre-defined direction
exists. For example, when the heater is shifted towards left and the cooler
towards right, high-temperature fluid leaving the heater will always tend to
climb through the nearest vertical arm. The reverse is true for the cooler fluid
exiting the sink, thereby inducing a left-to-right or clockwise circulation.
Following similar logic, it can easily be predicted that the loop with heater
towards right and cooler towards left will present anti-clockwise motion. The
same can be demonstrated following the velocity vectors at the relevant

(a) Lower left corner for HL-CR
configuration
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(b) Lower right corner for HR-CL
configuration

6.9. Effect of Inclination Angle

(c) Lower left corner for HL-CL
configuration
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(d) Lower right corner for HR-CR
configuration

Figure 6-14. Effect of the relative positioning of source and sink on the
velocity vectors with 2 kW power supply
corners of the bottom horizontal arm, as is shown in Figure 6-14. However,
when the heater and cooler enforces opposite flow direction, the positioning of
the heater is found to be the governing factor (Figure 6-14c-d).

6.9. Effect of Inclination Angle
The most effective way of altering the buoyancy force, without
disturbing the frictional length, is to provide an inclination to the loop. An
inclined loop lowers the vertical distance between the source and sink. When
the loop is subjected to a tilt angle 𝜃 to vertical, effective buoyancy force will
also be reduced by a factor of cos 𝜃. As the order of frictional resistances
remain unchanged, such tilting reduces the driving force in the loop, leading
to lower rate of circulation. In the present study, inclination is considered in
both 𝑥 − 𝑦 and 𝑦 − 𝑧 planes (Figure 6-15). Figure 6-16 presents the mass flow
rate variation with power. A tilt angle of 60° to vertical in the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane
results in nearly 20% decline in the flow rate around 1 kW heater power. That
is accompanied by an equivalent reduction in the average heat transfer
coefficient, as was indicated by Cao and Zhang, 2012. Chen et al., 2013d
identified the role of inclination to be more prominent at lower heat fluxes.
The same can also be observed here. For lower heat fluxes, i.e., before the
appearance of FiHTD, the deviation in mass flow rate profiles are quite
substantial. However, the profiles are much closely-spaced in the post-FiHTD
zone. For any given inclination angle, the average elevation difference between
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the source and sink is higher for the loop tilted to the 𝑦 − 𝑧 plane, resulting in
comparatively larger driving potential. Accordingly, such a loop predicts
slightly higher flow rate compared to a loop inclined to the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane for any
power level and the deviation continues to increase with the tilt angle. It is
interesting to observe that the power level corresponding to the initiation of
FiHTD is insensitive to any such tilting. Lowering of the mass flow rate,
however, can have a big impact on the temperature level of the loop,
particularly in the post-FiHTD regime. As shown in Figure 6-17, largest fluid

Figure 6-15. Schematic representation of the loop inclined to (a) x-y and (b)
y-z planes
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Figure 6-16. Variations in mass flow rate with heater power for different
inclination angles
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temperature inside the loop can be as much as 200 K higher for a loop 60°tilted in the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane, compared to a vertical one, around 2 kW heater power.
It can raise serious safety issues during operation and hence needs to be
handled carefully.
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Figure 6-17. Variations in maximum bulk fluid temperature with heater
power for different inclination angles

6.10. Epilogue
This chapter consists a thorough computational investigation of a CO 2based rectangular SCNCL, with the primary focus being on identifying the role
played by the associated geometric parameters on the thermalhydraulic
behavior. Adopting the standard computational procedure, it is aimed to
propose some guidelines about deciding the safer loop dimensions considering
the appearance of FiHTD. Here, loop diameter can be viewed as the most
influencing parameter. Smaller-diameter loop imposes larger friction,
reducing the flow rate and thereby enforcing an early initiation of FiHTD.
Thermal asymmetry in any particular cross-section, as well as the local
velocity magnitude, can be substantially larger for smaller-diameter loops.
However, increased diameter results in larger material requirement, as well as
greater space and cost consideration, and therefore some trade-off may
become necessary. Change in loop height affect both buoyancy and frictional
fields. Buoyancy being the dominant force initially, mass flow rate and power
level corresponding to FiHTD keeps on increasing with height till some
optimum level. Hardly any tangible benefit can be observed beyond that and
hence it is important to locate such optimum, possibly through systematic
simulations. Change in horizontal length, without affecting the heat-
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exchanging sections, has similar effect of reducing the diameter. So the extent
of the adiabatic horizontal sections should be smallest possible. Variation in
heating length, while maintaining rest of the loop the same, hardly imposes
any noticeable change. On the contrary, rise in cooler length delays the
appearance of FiHTD quite significantly due to the lower level of heat transfer
coefficient. Therefore it is better to fabricate both the source and sink covering
the entire of respective horizontal sections. Positioning of the source and sink
in the horizontal arms does not influence the gross thermalhydraulic
characteristics, apart from imposing a pre-defined flow direction. Effect of the
corner bends is found to be restricted only in introducing minor asymmetry
in profiles due to the centrifugal action. Despite reduction in driving buoyancy
and hence the flow rate, providing inclination to the loop is found to have
insignificant influence on the FiHTD. Therefore it can be treated as an effective
option of stability control, without affecting the regime of operation under
steady-state and that can be projected as the next step of research in the
context of the present study.
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Chapter 7: Experimental Characterization
of a Rectangular SCNCL
7.1. Preamble
Experimental investigations on R134a based NCL with supercritical
operating conditions are presented in this chapter. After thorough literature
appraisal, it has been comprehended that, very few experimental studies on
SCNCL are available in open literature, where mostly CO2 and water are used
as working fluid. The motivation of this study is to fill this gap and perform
experiments for other fluids. Accordingly an experimental setup has been
developed in IIT Guwahati. To enlarge the field of experimental analysis of
SCNCL, several sets of experiment have been performed using R134a as a
working fluid. Experimental studies have been carried out to understand the
steady-state and transient behaviour of SCNCL with supercritical R134a.
The zone of operation of SCNCL is above critical point, therefore, the
system operating pressure and temperature is very high compared to
conventional system. Thus, the operating conditions become the prime
constraints to perform the experimental investigation of SCNCL. It is a serious
concern to do the experiment with supercritical water at above 22.5 MPa
pressure. Nevertheless, some researchers did experimental analysis by
overcoming all the barriers. Chen et al., 2013c, 2013b performed experimental
work on sCO2 based SCNCL to study the steady-state thermalhydraulics and
stability behavior at different pressure ranges. Sharma et al., 2012 did
experimental work to study the effect of heater and cooler orientation on
steady-state behavior of a CO2-based NCL. The leading force for initiation of
flow field in the NCL is buoyancy, and which decreases with increase of
inclination with vertical plane of the loop and thus both the flow velocity and
heat transfer performance of the loop decreases (Chen et al., 2013d). Yadav et
al., 2017 also studied the influence of inclination angle in thermalhydraulics
of SCNCL experimentally. It was found by them that the heat transfer rate was
decreased with the increase of tilt angle in x-y and y-z plane. At low heat flux
condition, influence of inclination greatly affect the flow filed and average Nu
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value, while at higher heat flux condition the effects are not significant.
Orientation of heater and cooler greatly affect the flow pattern and
thermalhydraulics of the system (Swapnalee et al., 2012). Down scaling study
for a supercritical water loop has been done by Rohde et al., 2011, with
consideration of R-23 as working fluid. A detailed literature review over
experimental study of SCNCL has reported in § 2.5 of chapter 2.
The focus of this chapter is to experimentally investigate the steady
state and transient behaviour of SCNCL, employing with supercritical R134a.
Due to the non-toxic and environment-friendly natures of R134a, it has been
identified as possible substitutes of water, particularly for lab-scale test
facilities or smaller energy transport systems. R134a exhibits a low critical
pressure, which making it relatively easier to achieve supercritical condition
with compared to water. Before development of test facility a systematic scaledown analysis has been carried out and finalized the dimensions of the setup (see § 3.3). Influence of sink temperature, operating pressure, inclination
angle and input heating power are thoroughly investigated. There is no
instability observed for the selected range of operating condition. At the end
of study, some experimental results are compared with numerical results and
a decent match is observed.

7.2. Design and Development of Components
Before developing an experimental setup, scaling analysis is essential
to identify the dimensions of setup. Thus, a fluid-to-fluid scale-down analysis
has been carried out to finalize the dimensions of R134a based loop on § 3.3.
Scaling process begins with the identification of governing equations for flow
field and then non-dimensionalizing them. Several non-dimensional groups
(Table 3-1) are identified from non-dimensional equations and compared for
model and prototype (Sharma et al., 2012). Finally, model dimensions are
found from this comparison and shown in Table 7-1. Figure 7-1 shows the
schematic representation of corresponding rectangular loop.
After completion of scaling analysis, the second stage of experimental
study is to design and development of experimental set-up. According to
scaling analysis, experimental setup of present study is a rectangular loop,
where four tubes are connected together. Heating and cooling sections were
chosen symmetrically around the center location of lower and upper
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horizontal arms of the loop. The schematic view of experimental setup with
various components is shown in Figure 7-2.

Table 7-1: Dimensions of the
model
Parameters

Dimensions
(mm)

Diameter (𝐷)

8

Height (𝐻)

2120

Width (𝑊)

1580

Radius of
corner bends

5

Heater length
(𝐿ℎ )

1400

Cooler length
(𝐿𝑐 )

1250

Figure 7-1. Schematic of the model

Here, 10 mm outer diameter SS 316 tube with 1 mm thickness is used
to construct the loop. The length of vertical arm is 2120 mm, whereas the
horizontal arm is 1580 mm. The heater portion is mounted on the lower
horizontal arm of the loop. Similarly, the cooler portion is mounted on the
upper horizontal arm of the loop. The heater and cooler lengths are 1400 and
1250 mm respectively. The cooler is a dual tube type heat exchanger. Where,
outside diameter of outer tube is 38 mm. Heater is constructed by electric
heating elements and controlled with a variac.
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9
13

2

PC

DAS

5(V1)

14

4

3
8

1

12

6

6(V2)

7(V3)

11

10

15

Position of thermocouple
1: Heater, 2: Cooler, 3: Left leg, 4: Right leg, 5, 6 and 7: Valve, 8:
Pressure gauge, 9: Pressurizer cylinder (expansion tank), 10: N2
cylinder, 11: R134a cylinder, 12: Electrical circuit with variac, 13:
Thermostatic bath for cooler, 14: Data acquisition system (DAS), 15:
Vacuum pump
Figure 7-2. Schematic of experimental setup

7.2.1. Main structure
The main structure of experimental setup is the component which hold
the rectangular loop with cooler and heater. The structure was manufactured
in such a way that the loop can rotate in x-y as well as y-z plane within the
structure. The material of main structure is high quality mild steel.

7.2.2. Heater
The basic idea of making a heater is wrapping a heating coil around the
pipe. Therefore it is necessary to select an electrically insulating material
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between heating coil and SS tube on which heating coil wrapped and which
ensures no conducting electricity to the set up. At the same time insulating
material should have good thermal conductivity, otherwise it prevents flow of
heat from heating coil to the tube surface. For serving the above purpose, a
mixture of Aluminum oxide and Sodium silicate were used as electrical
insulation and thermally conductive material. When Aluminum oxide and
sodium silicate is mixed in an appropriate proportion, a paste is formed. At
room temperature this paste does not get solid, but it becomes a very hard
material after some amount of heating to it. The paste are applied over the
tube surface according to heater length, where the heating coil is to be
wrapped around, and then heating is applied

to make it hard. Only the

portion left uncover where thermocouple is to be set. This composite material
worked pretty well as electrical insulation and thermally conductive material.
Figure 7-3 shows the pictorial view of heater.

Figure 7-3. Heater
To regulate the power in the heater a 15 Ampere variac is used.
Nichrome wire with melting point 1400 °C is used as heating coil. To measure
the temperature on the different points of heater, five numbers of K-type
thermocouple are used (Figure 7-2).

7.2.3. Power input circuit
Power input circuit (Figure 7-4) is the combination of variac,
multifunction meter, temperature controller and Nichrome wire. Variac is the
heart of the power input circuit, which regulates the input power.
Multifunction meter is used for measuring the input power (in Watt) of heater
directly. To control the maximum temperature of the heater, i.e, as a safety
instrument, temperature controller is used in the circuit. Temperature
controller disconnects the circuit when temperature level is reached at a
predefined point.
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Heater

15 A Variac

Temperature
controller
Energy meter
Figure 7-4. Power input circuit

7.2.4. Cooler
In the current experimental study a double pipe heat exchanger is used
as heat sink or cooler. Figure 7-5 shows the pictorial view of heat exchanger
with recirculation cooler. Outside diameter of outer and inner tubes of heat
exchanger are 38 mm and 10 mm. Since it is a double pipe heat exchanger,
therefore the annulus portion on both sides is covered with a pair of metal
caps in which the sealing is done to prevent the leakage of the heat exchanger
fluid with the help of M-seal. Two small parts of 10 mm tube is attached on
the outer tube as inlet and outlet of heat exchanger fluid. There are five
thermocouples which are used to measure the location wise temperature of
inner tube within heat exchanger. The thermocouples are fixed on the surface
of the inner tube with the help of a thermocouple attaching machine. A small
portion of the thermocouple is exposed in the cooling fluid, therefore this
exposed area is coated with proper insulation. Now, the thermocouple wires
that are attached to the inner tube are brought out to the outside of the heat
exchanger through three holes that are drilled on the outer tube surface. Mseal was applied to seal those three holes. Another pair of thermocouples is
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inserted in the inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger to measure the inlet and
exit temperature of the cooling fluid.

7.2.5. Cooling water connection
The cooling circuit is the combination of cooler, thermostatic bath and
insulated pipes; which are used for making connection of inlet and outlet of
the cooler. Thermostatic bath have an inbuilt pump and it continuously
supply lower temperature water to the cooler and extract heat from there.

Cooler (Heat exchanger)

Recirculation cooler
(Julabo Model F25)
Figure 7-5. Cooler connection
After completion of fabrication of setup, whole loop with heater and
cooler insulated by using 50 mm thick mat type ceramic wool. All set of
performed experiment for current study have been done by using R134a as
working fluid. A double stage rotary vacuum pump is used to evacuate the
loop before injection of R134a into it. N2 gas is used to pressurize the system
upto required pressure levels. Specially, one inverted cylinder is used as
pressurizer to damp the increase pressure at the time of operation.

7.2.6. Calibration of thermocouple
To measure the temperature throughout the loop, total twenty numbers
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of K-type thermocouples are attached in the system at various location and
two additional thermocouples are set at the inlet and outlet of cooler. Before
using a thermocouple, it is essential to calibrate it to check the accurateness.
For calibration of thermocouple an identical arrangement like actual system
is assembled. One end of thermocouple is set in a small tube as similar way
of thermocouple set at main loop and other end set in DAS. The tube is set
with inlet and outlet port of recirculation cooler with the help of two plastic
pipes. And water is flowed into the tube as similar as R134a flow in main loop.
Initially recirculation cooler set at 15 °C, when cooler temperature reaches at
15 °C then both the temperatures are recorded, i.e., the temperature of cooler
and thermocouple. After recorded one reading, allow to increase cooler
temperature by 1 °C and repeat the process upto 95 °C. The temperature
readings are got by thermocouple and recirculation cooler are compared in
Figure 7-6. The calibration study of the thermocouple presented the
perfectness of use of K-type thermocouple.

Recorded temperature (°C)

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

20

40

60

Actual temperature (°C)

80

100

Figure 7-6. Calibration chart of thermocouple

7.2.7. Experimental procedure
The minimum operating pressure of the present set of experimentation
is 50 times of atmospheric, which is a huge amount of pressure. Thus,
additional attention should be required at the time of operation. Before
starting the operation, following steps need to be strictly maintain.
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A double stage rotary vacuum pump is connected to the loop to

extract air from the system. At the time of air extraction, the regulators of N 2
and R134a cylinder must be closed while all valves (V1, V2 and V3) are in
open condition (Figure 7-2).
2.

After extracting air, the valve V3 is closed while other two valves

remain open. Then, the regulator of R134a cylinder is opened to allow the gas
to insert in the loop. At the time of injecting fluid in the system, cooling circuit
is started to cool the fluid, which ensures the largest mass of gas inject in the
loop.
3.

Once the loop as well as pressurizer cylinder are filled with

maximum amount of R134a, valve V1 and V2 are closed and N2 cylinder’s
regulator is opened slowly to inject N2 upto the pressurizer cylinder. The
required amount of system pressure is gain by pouring N2 into the pressurizer
cylinder. After getting required pressure level in regulator outlet pressure
gauge, the regulator of N2 cylinder is closed and is kept the system untouched
for some time. Because, initially N2 mixes with R134a in the pressurizer
cylinder, but due to high density difference between them within some time
N2 goes up and R134a goes down in the pressurizer cylinder. After sometime,
valve V1 is slowly opened to pressurize the loop and thus N2 cylinder regulator
pressure gauge readings goes down, therefore the system does not get the
required level. To fill-up this gap, the same procedure is repeated till it reaches
the exact operating pressure.
4.

After getting required pressure for experimentation, the heater

circuit is switched on to begin the operation. Heater circuit consists of a
Variac, multifunction meter, temperature controller and heating coil.
In the present experimentation three different pressure levels have been
chosen, which are 5, 6 and 7 MPa. One USB type Agilent make data
acquisition system (DAS) is used for recording the readings of 22 K-type
thermocouple and the data’s are stored for every ten seconds. The pictorial
view of experimental setup is shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7. Pictorial view of experimental setup
In the present study, several experiments have been performed for
various operating parameters. Specially, operating pressure and sink
temperature are most significant parameters in case of SCNCL. The operating
parameters and their ranges are presented in Table 7-2.
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Table 7-2: Range of operating parameters
Parameters

Range

Operating pressure

5 – 7 MPa

Cooler temperature

15 – 35 °C

Tilt in x-y plane

30 – 60 degrees

Tilt in y-z plane

30 - 60 degrees

Heater power

0 – 1200 W

7.3. Numerical Comparison of Model and Prototype:
Operating at Scaled Conditions
Before final preparation of experimental setup, a set of primary
numerical simulations have been carried out to get the basic idea about the
thermalhydraulic behaviour of the loop. To compare the numerical results for
model and prototype, two different 3D models have been developed and
simulated by using ANSYS-Fluent 15. Supercritical R134a and CO2 are
selected as working fluids for model and prototype respectively. Simulations
are carried out for various input heat flux conditions, with scaled operating
pressure and sink temperature. Various schemes of numerical solution,
generation of mesh, grid sensitivity analysis and selection of turbulence model
are thoroughly discussed in chapter 3.
14

Re (×10-4)

12
10
Model
8

Prototype

6
4
0

5

10

15

Gr×(D/Ltot) (×10-12)
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Figure 7-8. Comparison of non-dimensional results for model and prototype
Comparison of non-dimensional parameters for scaling analysis is a
good practice. For serving the purposes, non-dimensional results (Re versus
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modified Gr) are compared for both the model and prototype and an excellent
conformity is achieved over the complete range of parameters considered on a
non-dimensional plane. Figure 7-8 shows the admirable closeness of
numerical results for model and prototype, which confirms the correctness of
the corresponding study.
Table 7-3 shows the comparison of non-dimensional parameters for
both the loops. Here, boundary conditions for the simulation are considered
as scaled pressure (8.6 and 4.4 MPa), sink temperature (295 and 369 K) and
source heat flux (20 and 25.57 kW/m2) for both prototype and model. A
potential endorsement is establish from this results, which ensures the
exactness of scaling study. Figure 7-9 shows the source center velocity and
contour plots for both model and prototype. The asymmetric variations are
evidently shown for both the cases. The main reason of development of such
profile is for the presence of local buoyancy. This significantly affects the heat
transfer characteristic of the system. The fluid present near the wall of the
heater is at a higher temperature and at lower density, compared to the cooler
bulk fluid near the centerline. Considering the large density variation
experienced by the supercritical fluid, the near-wall fluid can have noticeably
lower density than the bulk, generating a strong local buoyancy and
subsequently setting up a local upward motion. The same phenomenon
occurs at the cooler also, but with downward radial velocity which is due to
the cooler and denser fluid near the wall. As a consequence to such local
phenomenon, fluid near the upper wall of the sink and lower wall of the source
directly energize the heat and mass transfer into the main stream, leading to
enhanced heat transfer at those locations.
Table 7-3: Non-dimensional groups for prototype
and model for scaled operating conditions
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Groups

Prototype

Model

Eum

505.518

949.075

Rim

0.00868

0.00869

Γ

0.0269

0.0287

Stm

0.00134

0.00169
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Figure 7-9. Source center velocity (A & B) and temperature (C & D) contours
of prototype (A & C) and model (B & D)
Figure 7-8 and Figure 7-9 are shows the conformity of model and
prototype. The range of non-dimensional numerical results are almost
identical for both the cases (Figure 7-8). The presence of local buoyancy or
broadly asymmetric profiles on both model and prototype ensures the
similarity of the systems. After getting this confirmation, the foundation of
experimental setup has initiated.

7.4. Results and Discussion
The motivation of present experimental study is to identify the
thermalhydraulic characteristic and stability behaviour of SCNCL. For the
present study each experiment has been performed on supercritical condition
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of R134a. The critical temperature and pressure of R134a are 101.2 °C and
4.06 MPa respectively, thus, the selected pressure levels for most of the cases
are 5 – 7 MPa. Thorough investigation have been done to observe the
influences of pressure, tilt angle on both the planes (x-y and y-z) and sink
temperature on thermalhydraulic of SCNCL.
In this experiment mass flow rate of supercritical R134a has calculated
by energy balance equation across the heater,
ṁ =

Q̇ th
Cp ∆T

(7-1)

Where, ∆𝑇 is the inner surface temperature difference between heater
outlet and inlet sections. Temperatures are measured by using thermocouples
and which are placed at the outer surface of the tube. To compute the inner
surface temperature of the tube following conduction equation is used (Jo et
al., 2014),
q′′ t
(7-2)
2λ
are the inside and outside wall temperatures of the
Tw,i = Tw,o −

Where, 𝑇𝑤,𝑖 and 𝑇𝑤,𝑜

heater respectively. 𝑡 and 𝜆 are the thickness and thermal conductivity of the
𝑄

heater material. 𝑞 ′′ = 𝐴𝑒 = average heat flux, where, 𝑄𝑒 and 𝐴ℎ are the electric
ℎ

power and area of the heater. Here, assuming that the electric power is ideally
converted to thermal power. The thermal conductivity of SS 316 according to
temperature is presented in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4: Thermal Conductivity of SS 316 with Temperature
(https://goo.gl/h9seK4)
Temperature
[ºC]

20 ºC

100 ºC

200 ºC

300 ºC

400 ºC

500 ºC

𝜆 [W/m- K]

14.0

14.9

16.0

17.3

18.6

19.9

Whatever the precaution may be taken, there are always some errors
in the experimental study. Thus, a through uncertainty analysis is required
to properly present the accurate experimental results and the same is shown
in Appendix A.
Most of the experimental results are compared with simulated data,
here simulations have been performed by using ANSYS-Fluent 15. To serve
the purpose, a 3D model is developed with similar dimensions of experimental
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loop and are simulated for identical operating conditions as experiment. Both
the results are significantly matches with each other, only few results are not
matches quantitatively, but the deviation is limited to less than 15%.

7.4.1. Variation of temperature at different location
Experimental loop have four different sections, namely, heater, cooler,
riser and downcomer. Figure 7-10 shows the center wise temperature
distribution with time for these four sections until reaching steady-state. The
input power, cooler temperature and operating pressure for this specific
experiment are 500 W, 25 °C and 6 MPa respectively. Here, heat transfer takes
place directly on heater and cooler sections, whereas, riser and downcomer
sections are behave like a path of passing heat from heater to cooler and vice
versa. The maximum and minimum temperature occurs at outlet zone of
heater and cooler sections. The riser is transferring this maximum
temperature fluid from heater outlet to cooler inlet. Whereas, downcomer
transferring the minimum temperature fluid from cooer outlet to heater inlet.
Because of that, the temperature difference between heater and cooler center
is much less than the difference between riser and downcomer center.
Additionally, the result shows that the system is stable for the applied
condition. Yadav et al., 2017 have also been found a stable system, whereas
Chen et al., 2013c have observed small periodic waves in temperature profile
of the heater wall.

Tempoerature (°C)
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Figure 7-10. Variation of temperature at different location (operating
codition: 6 MPa, 500 W and 25 °C)
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Building a perfect insulated system, is one of the most important
challenge of any experimentalist. Due to making or using wrong insulation,
energy is lost which is not expected, because energy is the most vital and
expensive matter of the recent world. Thus a study is essential for ensuring
the correctness of applied insulation (Sadhu et al., 2018b; Yadav et al., 2017).
For this experimental study, 50 mm thick mat type ceramic wool is used as
insulation material. Temperature distribution of top and bottom sections of
riser and downcomer (adiabatic) are presented in Figure 7-11, which indicates
the perfectness of insulation. Temperature difference between top and bottom
sections are less than 0.2 °C, which ensures that, the system is highly
insulated.

Tempoerature (°C)
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Figure 7-11. Top and bottom section temperature of riser and downcomer
(operating codition: 6 MPa, 500 W and 25 °C)

7.4.2. Effect of sink temperature
Sink temperature is one of the most important parameter for any type
of NCL. Hot fluid coming from heater is cooled down in this heat exchanging
section. Rate of cooling is estimated according to sink temperature and thus,
thermalhydraulics of NCL is highly dependent on it. Figure 7-12 shows the
variation of mass flow rate with power for different sink temperature, at 6 MPa
operating pressure of the loop. The chosen temperatures are 15 °C, 25 °C and
35 °C with 3.75 LPM (liter per minute) of water flow through the cooler for all
the cases. The numerical results are compared with the experimental results
and a decent contrast is observed. Mass flow rate is increased according to
the increase of power for a constant sink temperature. And it is also increased
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with the increase of sink temperature for constant power. Kiss et al., 2017
were performed an experimental study for supercritical water based SCNCL
and identical observations made.
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Figure 7-12. Mass flow rate for different sink temperature (operating
pressure is 6 MPa)

7.4.3. Effect of tilt
Study over a vast range of tilt angle is more practicable. Because, in
real cases, the system can be tilted in any of the planes. Thus the
experimentation have been performed for both the planes for 30, 45 and 60
degrees.

7.4.4. Tilt on x-y plane
Buoyancy is the driving force of any NCL, which is dependent on both
the density gradient between heater and cooler as well as the vertical distance
between them. Mass flow rate is varies according to available buoyancy force
in the system. Vertical distance is maximum in case of vertical loop (‘0’ degree)
and hence this type of loop generate the highest mass flow rate. According to
increase of tilt angle, center wise or average vertical distance between heater
and cooler decreases. Consequently buoyancy force is also reduced and hence
mass flow rate is decreases with increase of tilt angle (Figure 7-13). The
operating condition for this special experiment is considered as 6 MPa system
pressure and 25 °C sink temperature. Numerical simulations are performed
for identical operating condition with experiment, finally both the results are
compared and a decent comparison is observed (Figure 7-13) (Chen et al.,
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2013d). Figure 7-14 shows the variation of heater inlet and outlet
temperatures for different tilt angles on x-y plane for a constant power (500
W) input system, which operated at 6 MPa pressure and 25 °C sink
temperature. It has been found that all the temperature levels are shifted due
to the shifting of buoyancy force according to the tilt angle (Yadav et al., 2017).
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Figure 7-13. Mass flow rate for various tilt angle in x-y plane (operating
condition: 6 MPa and 25 °C)
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Figure 7-14. Heater inlet and outlet temperature according to tilt angle in xy plane (operating codition: 6 MPa, 1200 W and 25 °C)

7.4.5. Tilt on y-z plane
Vertical distance between heater and cooler reduces by making tilt, not
only in x-y plane but also in y-z plane. The influence of tilting in y-z plane is
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less pronouncing than x-y plane. Tilting in x-y plane means, the flow direction
is predefined. Thus the flow rate is highly deflect in this case. Whereas, after
tilting in y-z plane, the system remains in symmetric in nature. Figure 7-15
shows the corresponding variation of mass flow rate according to the tilt angle
in y-z plane. Here also, numerical data compared with experimental results.
The operating conditions for both the systems are chosen as 6 MPa pressure
and 25 °C sink temperature and both the results shows a decent comparison.
The similar type of results have also been found in experimental observation
of Yadav et al., 2017.
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Figure 7-15. Mass flow rate for various tilt angle in y-z plane (operating
codition: 6 MPa and 25 °C)

7.4.6. Effect of pressure
The

most

influencing

parameters

for

investigating

the

thermalhydraulics of any NCL is doubtlessly pressure. State of the working
fluid changes with change of this parameter, like sub-critical to supercritical.
Present experimentation has been conducted for supercritical pressure of
R134a (critical pressure 4.06 MPa), hence selected pressure levels are 5, 6 and
7 MPa. The experimental and numerical results are compared and a moral
match is obtained from this comparison, which is shown in Figure 7-16. Mass
flow rate is decreased with the increase of operating pressure of the system
(Kiss et al., 2017; Yadav et al., 2017 ). The thermophysical properties of any
fluids largely vary near the critical point of that fluid and which are basically
the

function

of

pressure.

For

supercritical

condition,

most

of

the

thermophysical properties are decreases with increase of pressure. Thus, due
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to decrease of density, the available buoyancy force is decreased with further
increase of pressure and the result is mass flow rate is reduced.
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Figure 7-16. Variation of mass flow rate for different pressure levels with
constant sink temperature 25 °C

7.4.7. Loss-of-coolant experiment
LOCA (loss-of-coolant accident) is a well-known term in the field of
nuclear power generation. It is a common cause of nuclear reactor failure
when the flow of coolant through the reactor seizes under some uncontrolled
or unforeseen circumstances (https://goo.gl/BPsUD6). For the nuclear
reactors designed in the forced-flow mode, there is always a possibility for the
prime mover to malfunction, leading to a rapid increase in the fluid
temperature level. A system operating in natural circulation mode is always
expected to enhance the passive safety features because of the absence of any
pump and natural variation in the fluid properties being the reason of the
origin of flow. In course of the present experimental study, an effort is made
to simulate a loss-of-coolant kind of situation, by suddenly tripping the flow
of the cooling fluid. The objective of this particular test is to explore the
transient response of the system following such an occurrence and to
understand the amount of time an operator may have to react against such a
scenario. The operating conditions are selected as 500 W input power, 25 °C
cooler temperature and 6 MPa system pressure. An initially-quiescent system
is subjected to these conditions and is allowed to reach the consequent steadystate, which is maintained over a significant time span. At the instant of 4000
s since the commencement of the experiment, the pump of the cooler side is
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suddenly switched off and subsequent response from the loop has been
recorded. A temperature limit of 120 °C has been pre-decided as the cut-off
point, considering the safety aspect. As can be seen from Figure 7-17, the
maximum wall temperature requires a further 2000 s to attain the cut-off
limit, thereby allowing sufficient response time to the operator. Fluid and wall
temperature at all the important junction points keep on rising steadily, albeit
with different slopes. The difference between temperature at heater outlet and
cooler outlet decreases quite substantially, from about 43 °C at 4000 s to
about 21 °C around 6000 s. That indicates a continuous drop in the
temperature differential between the two vertical arms and hence reduced
potential for natural circulation flow. Beyond 5800 s, fluid temperature
remains nearly constant during its passage through the cooler. Despite a
possible reduction in flow rate, the rise in fluid temperature across the heater
seems to decrease significantly, which probably is a sign for the system to
approach the pseudocritical point. Finally it can be concluded that, despite
the loos-of-coolant scenario, the system is able to sustain natural circulation
flow over a considerable duration of time, providing sufficient response time
to the operator.
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Figure 7-17. Heater and Cooler temperature for loss-of-coolant condition
(operating codition: 6 MPa, 500 W and 25 °C)

7.4.8. Inspection of insulation leakage
Already mentioned that, making or assembling a proper insulated
system is a challenge of an experimenters. Insulation is a primary aspect of a
heat transfer based system (Sadhu et al., 2018b; Yadav et al., 2017). To
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inspect the quality of insulation used in the present experimental setup, one
special experiment has been conducted here. The system is initiated to run
for 1200 W power, 25 °C cooler temperature operating and 6 MPa pressure.
Once the system is reached at steady-state, both heater and cooler are
shutdown at same instance and allow the system to reach normal/initial
condition. The required time for reaching back the system to its initial position
is estimated the quality of insulation. Figure 7-18 shows the elapsed time for
come back a system to its initial condition, which is basically the measure of
perfectness of the insulation used. It has been found that more than 15 hours
is required for cool down to normal temperature, which ensured the good
quality of insulation. Similar type of experiments were performed by Sadhu
et al., 2018b and Yadav et al., 2017 and the corresponding observations are
highly favor with present one.

Figure 7-18. Inlet and outlet temperature of heater and cooler (operating
codition: 6 MPa, 1200 W and 25 °C)

7.4.9. Sudden increase/decrease of load over a steady state
system
Steady load on any system is an ideal condition, but in reality the load is
frequently changed from small to a moderate value and sometimes it is
abruptly changed to a big value (power on/off situation) which is off course
unexpected. Thus, according to real situation, an experimental investigation
is essential to study the system behaviour, mostly stability performance of the
system for such circumstances. Figure 7-19 shows the results for sudden
increase and decrease of the input power for the source section. Here, system
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is running in steady-state condition for 800 W input power and 25 °C cooler
temperature with 6 MPa operating pressure. Suddenly the input (power on)
power is increased from 800 W to 1200 W and hold it for 5 minutes and then
again it is changed to 800 W and continue for second steady state. For sudden
decrease (power off) case, input power reduce from 800 W to 0 W (switch off
the heater) and hold it for 5 minutes and then again it is changed to 800 W
and continue the operation. For the chosen conditions, no unstable results
are found in the experiments and for both the cases the system is remains in
the stable condition. The result is extremely comparable with the transient
temperature profile of Sadhu et al., 2018c.
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Figure 7-19. Temperature distribution for sudden increase/decrease of load
(operating codition: 6 MPa and 25 °C)

7.4.10. Step input load
Figure 7-20 shows the temperature distribution of heater and cooler
inlet and outlet for step input load condition. In this experiment the system is
started at 100 W power condition and then load is increased by multiplier of
100 W upto 1200 W. The system holds for 10 minutes for each load condition
and after concluding the last step allow the system to goes steady-state. The
system operating pressure and cooler temperature are considered as 6 MPa
and 25 °C respectively.
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Figure 7-20. Temperature distribution for step input load (operating
codition: 6 MPa, 100-1200 W and 25 °C)
The result shows that the system is stable for the selected operating
conditions. Here, influencing parameter is heater power, thus heater
responses quickly than cooler. Therefore, the temperature differences across
heater is significantly more than cooler. Identical observation was made by
Yadav et al., 2017 for varying hot water inlet temperature.

7.5. Epilogue
To enlarge the field of experimental analysis of SCNCL, a R134a based
laboratory model is designed and fabricated in IIT Guwahati. Thorough
experimental investigation have been performed for various operating
parameters. Qualitatively as well as quantitatively good agreement exhibits for
experimental and simulated data. Both the results are significantly matches
with each other, only few results are not matches quantitatively, but the
deviation is limited to less than 15%. The most influencing parameter for any
type of NCL is sink temperature. The rate of cooling is assessed according to
sink temperature and hence the thermalhydraulics of NCL is highly dependent
on it. Mass flow rate is increased according to the increase of power for a
constant sink temperature loop. One of the most important influencing
parameters for investigating the thermalhydraulics of any NCL is doubtlessly
pressure. Due to change of operating pressure the state of the working fluid
is changes sub-critical to supercritical state. Due to decrease of density, the
available buoyancy force is decreased with further increase of pressure and
the result is reduced mass flow rate.
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The buoyancy force dependent on both the density gradient between
heater and cooler as well as the vertical distance between them. Center wise
or average vertical distance between heater and cooler decreases with increase
of tilt angle. Vertical distance is maximum in case of vertical loop and hence
this type of loop generate the highest mass flow rate. The flow direction can
be predefined by tilting the loop in x-y plane. Thus the flow rate is highly
deflect in this case. Whereas, after tilting in y-z plane, the system remains in
symmetric in nature and hence the influence of tilting in y-z plane is less
pronouncing than x-y plane. Experimentally dynamic performance analyses
have been performed by sudden increase and decrease of the input power for
the source section. For the selected range of study, no unstable results are
found in the experiments and for both the cases the system is remains in the
stable condition. In case of step input load condition, the influencing
parameter is heater power, thus the heater responses more quickly than the
cooler. Therefore, the temperature differences across the heater is significantly
more than the cooler. A detailed experimental analyses have been confirmed
that the system is stable for all the selected operating conditions.
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Chapter 8: Transient Simulations of a 2D
SCNCL for Stability Appraisal
8.1. Preamble
Since the last few decades several research work have been carried out
to investigate the thermalhydraulic as well as stability behaviour of NCL. In
the current chapter, a comprehensive transient analysis has been carried out
to observe the stability performance of an SCNCL. Consequently, a 2D
computational model of rectangular NCL is developed and used to explore the
transient nature of the same. Here, sCO2 is considered as working fluid with
10 MPa operating pressure. The system exhibited both stable and unstable
performances. Influence of sink temperature on transient analysis of SCNCL
is thoroughly investigated and a wide-ranging stability map is prepared. Both
the stability threshold can be crossed by varying sink temperature and
heating power. The SCNCL always remains in single phase state and
experiences a huge density variation for a small temperature changes near the
pseudocritical point. This is the main possible reason that may pushed the
system towards instabilities alike to those have been noticed in two-phase flow
heated channel.
Similar to two-phase loop, SCNCL also experiences large changes in
density across the heating section and for this reason, this may be susceptible
to flow instabilities similar to those observed in two-phase system. The nonlinear stability code SPORTS was developed by Chatoorgoon, 1986 for stability
analysis of a two-phase NCL. This code (SPORTS) was again used in first
analytical as well as numerical model of SCNCL by Chatoorgoon, 2001. The
single-channel SCNCL model has been developed for supercritical water,
where heat source and heat sink are point as well as distributed. A definite
flow instabilities was observed in this study which is different from its twophase counter parts and author recommended experimental study to confirm
or deny this finding. Chen et al., 2016, 2013c, 2013b performed experimental
work on SCNCL to study the flow and heat transfer characteristics and also
stability behaviour at different pressure ranges. Thermalhydraulic and
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stability behavior of NCL depends on various parameters like, temperature
gradient between heater and cooler, operating pressure, geometrical
parameters, orientation of heater and cooler, tilt angles of the loop etc.
Numerically as well as experimentally transient analysis of CO 2 based SCNCL
have been carried out by Yadav et al., 2017, 2014. Effect of operating
pressures, inlet temperatures of water, tilt angles on system stability are
examined thoroughly. Effects of source and sink temperature and loop
diameter on system stability was investigated by Chen et al., 2013a at
supercritical and transcritical conditions of NCL. Numerical study over the
flow instabilities and dynamic behavior of SCNCL are performed by Jain and
Rizwan-uddin, 2008, 2006. Effects of source temperatures on the flow
transition and instabilities of the system, while sink temperatures are
constant was carried out by Chen et al., 2010. Sharma et al., 2010c, 2010b
reported linear and nonlinear stability analysis of water based SCNCL. For
that purposes, two separate codes were developed, namely, SUCLIN and
NOLSTA. They have discussed the effect of diameter, loop operating pressure
and heater inlet temperature on steady-state and stability behavior of
supercritical water based SCNCL. The larger diameter loops are more unstable
than smaller diameter loop in terms of heater power. Influence of unsteady
heat input in the form of gradual/slow and sudden/quick increase and
sudden decrease in input power for trans-critical NCL were numerically
investigated by Chen et al., 2012a. The possibility of generating instability is
more in case of quick increase of input heat flux than slow increase. In
subsequent study, Chen et al., 2013d have done a numerical as well as
experimental investigations to identify the influence of inclination angle of the
loop on system stability. It has been identified that at low heat flux condition
the system is unstable, but the system is stable when input heat flux is high.
They have not found any unstable behaviour of the system in case of
experimental study.
In the present chapter, investigations are focused on transient analysis
of sCO2 based SCNCL, to find out a gross idea about stability performance of
the system. Instabilities in SCNCL, associated with the two-phase-like
property variation of single phase supercritical fluid, near the pseudocritical
point have not been fully explored. Therefore, in the current study an
investigation of flow stability phenomena in an NCL with supercritical fluid is
carried out. The final goal of this study is to produce stability map for SCNCL
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to identify the stable zone of operation. Stability of the system depends on
several parameters like, pressure, sink temperature, input heat flux, loop
aspect ratio, presence of heating structure and many more. With stability
analysis, a detailed dynamic performance evaluation study have also been
carried out in this chapter. The system stability also depends on the time and
types of perturbation. To apply the perturbation in input heat flux of the
system several UDFs are used.

8.2. Physical Geometry
For transient study of SCNCL, a 2D rectangular model has been
developed and investigated with identical dimensions of base model (Figure
3-2). The main aim of use of 2D model is to reduce the computational cost of
simulations. By using 2D model, the number of cell in grid system is greatly
reduced which significantly minimized the time of simulation. Here, heater
and cooler sections are located at the top and bottom horizontal arms
respectively, whereas the vertical arms are assumed to be ideally insulated.
System pressure is tuned at 10 MPa, such that CO 2 attains at supercritical
state. The physical dimensions of the current 2D model is identical with the
dimensions of base model of 3D geometry, which is shown in Table 3-3.
Primarily, steady-state results are generated for both the models (2D and 3D)
with identical operating condition and compared thoroughly. Figure 8-1 shows
the variations of steady-state mass flow rate with input power of 2D and 3D
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Figure 8-1. Variations of mass flow rate with input power for 2D and 3D
models (285 K sink temperature and 10 MPa system pressure)
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models, both are operating at 10 MPa system pressure and 285 K sink
temperature. The results for 2D model slightly deflected from 3D results, due
to nonappearance of θ variation of flow properties. To reduce computational
cost, the elimination of θ variation of flow properties have been allowed and
goes for further simulations.

8.3. Grid Generation and Mesh Sensitivity Analysis
Structured non-uniform grid system is developed to engulf the entire
computational domain, with finer meshes near the wall for acquiring larger
Table 8-1: Details of 2D grid systems
Model

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Number of nodes

41902

83722

125624

Number of cell

40880

81680

122560

Average velocity (m/s)

1.184

1.179

1.174

Average temperature (K)
Mass flow rate (kg/s)

322.973 322.927 322.901
2.213

2.241

2.255

Figure 8-2. 2D Grid system for transient analysis
gradients of field variables within concerned boundary layers. To alleviate the
concern with the grid-reliance of the final solutions, each of the developed
geometries are subjected to several grid structures. Table 8-1 summarizes the
details of three different mesh structures employed for the transient study.
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Corresponding cross-sectional views at the center of the source are shown in
Figure 8-2. It is clearly evident that the increase in the number of cells from
model 2 to model 3 yields less than 0.3% change in the magnitudes of loopaveraged quantities and steady-state mass flow rate. Important mesh
properties like average skewness and orthogonal quality are also found to be
satisfactory for model 2 and consequently it is selected for simulation.

8.4. Time Step Refinement Analysis
For the study of transient analysis of SCNCL, a 2D model of rectangular
NCL has been developed and simulated by using ANSYS-Fluent 15. It has
been known to all that the first footstep of any transient analysis is time step
refinement study, which is more likely as grid independence study. For the
same, three different times are selected as time step, which are 1, 0.1 and
0.01 seconds. The operating condition of the system was selected as 700
W/m2 source heat flux, 355 K sink temperature and 10 MPa pressure. The
outcomes of time step analysis are shown in Figure 8-3 and after fully
scrutinize the results 0.1 second has been selected as time step for further
simulation. All the subsequent simulations are performed with 10 MPa system
pressure.

Figure 8-3. Time step refinement analysis
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8.5. Results and Discussion
Flow rate in any natural circulation system being dependent on the
interaction of forces and extremely sensitive to all involved system parameters,
NCLs are always susceptible to instabilities. It can also be attributed to the
non-linear nature of the phenomenon, as any change in the driving force
affects the flow. Which in turn affects the driving force itself, possible leading
to either a self-correcting action or an oscillatory behavior. It is highly
desirable to identify possible zones of instability in SCNCL operation, as
unstable fluctuations can lead towards severe consequences in nuclear
systems. Hence most of the studies on SCNCL have focused on stability
evaluation.
The most important and essential part of the numerical study is the
validation of the numerical model with available experimental data. Thus, the
developed 2D model has been validated with the experimental data. One of
the main reason for requirement of validation is that all the numerical results
are estimated by the iterative process and hence it is an approximate value.
Thus, to check the correctness of the model, it is necessary to compare the
predicted results from developed computational model with the relevant
experimental or analytical data to authenticate the code before proceeding for
further simulation. Operating condition of the computational model for
generation of numerical results for validation is needed to be identical with
main part of investigation, even it is same for the generation of dimensionless
results. Hence, operating pressure and sink temperature of the model for
validation are chosen as 10 MPa and 285 K respectively for various input heat
flux. The numerical results were compared with the experimental data of
Lomperski et al., 2004 and the experimental correlation of Swapnalee et al.,
2012. Both the above mentioned models are three dimensional and operated
in supercritical condition with sCO2 as working fluid. Here, non-dimensional
numbers are compared for all the loops and results are shown in Figure 8-4.
It has been observed from Figure 8-4 is that, an amicable agreement is
achieved over the complete range of parameters considered on a nondimensional plane. The fruitful results of validation study is endorsed the use
of the computational model for subsequent study.
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Figure 8-4. Comparison of present model (2D) prediction with existing
experimental data in literature

8.6. Stability Analysis of SCNCL
Both, the static or dynamic both type of instability may be occurred in
the operation of SCNCL. In case of the steady-state instability, by applying a
small perturbation over the steady-state condition the system goes to another
steady-state condition. Only steady-state governing equations are sufficient to
find out the threshold for this type of instability. On the other hand, if a small
perturbation over steady-state condition makes the system with sustained or
diverging flow oscillations, then the system is considered to be under dynamic
instability. The inertia and feedback effect take an active role for creation of
dynamic instability in SCNCL. To find out the threshold for dynamic instability
the time dependent conservation equations must be solved.
In this chapter the stability analysis has been performed by nonlinear
approach. Time dependent conservation equations of mass, momentum and
energy are solved in time domain by using ANSYS-Fluent 15. The simulations
begin with a ‘zero’ initial condition and continued with time step of 0.1 second.
Here, the system is considered stable, unstable and neutrally-stable (Figure
8-5) according to the amplitude of flow oscillation.
 Stable: amplitude of flow oscillation dies out with time.
 Neutrally-stable: amplitude of flow oscillation is constant with time.
 Unstable: amplitude of flow oscillation increases with time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8-5. (a) Stable (1600 W/m2) (b) neutrally-stable (1650 W/m2) and (c)
unstable (1700 W/m2) systems and corresponding phase portrait at 295 K
sink temperature and 10 MPa operating pressure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8-6. (a) Stable (11700 W/m2) (b) neutrally-stable (11650 W/m2) and
(c) unstable (11600 W/m2) systems and corresponding phase portrait at 315
K sink temperature and 10 MPa operating pressure
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The neutrally-stable points take a crucial role in generation of stability
map. Here two different stable zones are observed, namely lower and upper
lower stable zone. Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6 are shown with the three different
stability conditions, for two different sink temperatures, which are 295 K and
315 K respectively. The corresponding phase portraits confirm the behavior of
stability of the loop.
The stable zones are separated from the unstable zone by the line
named as threshold. Thus, two different thresholds are observed, namely the
lower and the upper threshold. The system goes from stable to unstable region
by crossing the lower threshold at a low power level, due to the erratically
change of buoyancy force. Similarly, the system goes from unstable to stable
zone by crossing the upper threshold at a high power level, due to the
occurrence of active frictional force. The buoyancy and the frictional forces are
interplay between each other and make a balance for stable system. In any
type of NCL, instability occurs due to the unevenly growing or diminishing of
the buoyancy or frictional forces. The haphazardly change of former one is
increases the possibility of instability. It has been found that the density
changes across the heater section for lower threshold power is large and
hence, generated buoyancy force is higher than optimum. As a result the
system goes to unstable zone. Figure 8-7 is a combination of steady-state and
transient results, which shows the instability threshold points on a steadystate mass flow rate curve. Here, the input power for the upper threshold is
directly related with the sink temperature of the system. Whereas, the lower
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threshold powers are hardly changed with the sink temperature.
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Figure 8-7. The location of upper and lower threshold for different sink
temperatures and 10 MPa operating pressure
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After tracking out the neutrally-stable points for different sink
temperatures, they are joined together to obtain stability map (Figure 8-8).
The unstable zone is reduced with increase of sink temperature and after a
certain condition no unstable zone is observed. The unstable zone is massive
for low sink temperature condition due to the large density gradient over the
loop. For the same input heat flux condition, the temperature differential
between the heater and the cooler is high for low sink temperature system.
Hence, the density differences between the two vertical arms are also very
high, which causes the generation of fluctuating buoyancy force. This creation
of uneven buoyancy force is the prime cause of such happening. With the
increase of sink temperature, the generation of this fluctuating force is
reduced and the unstable zone is diminished.
20000
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Figure 8-8. Stability map of sCO2 based loop at 10 MPa operating pressure

8.7. Analysis of Flow Transients
Any stable systems becomes unstable by crossing the stability
threshold for both the zones. The flow field of unstable zone recognized in the
current study, behaves like Lorenz chaotic flow (Ambrosini, 2008; Jiang and
Shoji, 2003; Ridouane et al., 2010). The temporal evolution of mass flow rate
for 11500 W/m2 input heat flux are shown in Figure 8-9, which represents a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8-9. Temporal variation of (a) mass flow rate (Lorenz chaos) and
corresponding (b) phase portrait (operating condition: 10 MPa pressure, 315
K sink temperature and 11500 W/m2 input heat flux)
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typical variation of the x variable in the original three-variable Lorenz model.
The sign of the mass flow rate is changed when the flow direction is altered.
Here, positive and negative values of the mass flow rate indicates the direction
of flow in CW and CCW respectively. The corresponding phase portrait
confirms the existence of bidirectional pulsing flow (Jiang and Shoji, 2003;
Misale et al., 2011). Before changing the direction, the mass flow rate
oscillates with growing magnitude until it reaches an optimum amplitude.
Once, the highest or critical amplitude occurs, then the flow changes its
direction and a new sequence begins with a new sets of oscillations. Generally,
after changing the direction of flow, oscillations grows gradually until the next
change, but if the first peak in a given direction is huge, then the flow direction
reverses rapidly without additional increases in oscillation amplitude.
The occurrence of flow reversal and Lorenz chaos can be explained by
following the positive feedback mechanism (Chen et al., 2010; Jiang and Shoji,
2003). Assuming the system is in equilibrium state and flow is in CW
direction, and an anomalous warm pocket of fluid is considered in outlet zone
of the heater section. Due to the additional hot condition of warm pocket the
generation of buoyancy force is higher and thus a positive acceleration in the
CW direction is added and speeding up the flow rate. Because of the higher
flow rate this pocket cools less on its journey across the sink section and
emerges from the cooler as warmer fluid than it was in its previous journey.
As a result, buoyancy force presence in downcomer section is reduced and the
speed of the fluid is slowed down. The motion of the fluid is decelerated, but
continues to flow in CW direction and hence time of heat up is more while
passing the heater section. Upon arriving again at the same location, the
pocket is get once again warmer than former condition, by a larger amount
than before. This time, the occurrence of buoyancy force to accelerate the fluid
flow is higher than previous pass, since the instability has been magnified.
Again, while crosses the sink section, less time is required to cool off the
pocket than the previous pass and the instability continues to grow,
decelerating the CW flow. Amplification continues until the buoyant force
generated by the pocket at riser grows large enough, that, as a result cooler
inlet and outlet fluid temperature becomes same and thus causing the flow to
stop. With no flow in the loop, once again the temperature gradient between
heater and cooler sections grows undisturbedly, and at an optimum condition
flow begins on any direction and is repeated the behaviour indefinitely.
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Color map for 1308.5 sec
(a)
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5 sec

(b)
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8 sec

(c)
1331.
7 sec
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(h)
1336.
1 sec

(i)
1339.
0 sec

Color map for 1339.0 sec
Figure 8-10. Vector plots for the points a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h and i of the Figure
1-9 (a).
To observe the flow field in the loop, the vector plots of mid-portion of
the source section and elbow section of bottom right corner of the loop are
plotted in Figure 8-10. The color maps are included here for two optimum
cases (1308.5 and 1339.0 second), others are included between these ranges.
Figure 8-10 a, b and c are shows the vector plots for three different optimum
condition corresponding to points a, b and c in Figure 8-9. The direction of
mass flow rate of points a and b are CW, while for point c is CCW. The flow
behavior during the transition from CCW to CW is shown in Figure 8-10 d, e,
f, g, h and i. The points are selected for vector plots are d, e, f, g, h and i in
Figure 8-9. Figure 8-10 d and i represents the fully developed CCW and CW
mass flow rate at the instants of t = 1334.2 s and t = 1339.0 s respectively.
Point’s e and f are in CCW and g and h are in CW mass flow rate condition
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with increment of 0.1 second time, and the nature of flow observed is chaotic
in nature. At the time of changing the flow direction, the vortex are occurred
at elbow sections of the loop, while in horizontal and vertical sections flow
changes gradually from CW to CCW. Due to the presence of local buoyancy,
the fluid near the upper wall of the heater section and the lower wall of the
cooler section are affected first and changes its direction from the
corresponding locations.

8.8. Dynamic Performance Assessment of SCNCL
The operating condition of any practical power system is always
expected to undergo frequent changes to synchronize with the demand
network. SCNCLs being prone to instability and such swift alteration of power
can always induce unstable fluctuations on the system. Thus, according to
the stability analysis point of view, the observation of system responses for
dynamic input power is an utmost important fact (Tilak and Basu, 2015).
Therefore, to observe the dynamic behavior of SCNCL, the system is subjected
to a few standard variation in heater power. Here, all the simulations are
performed for dynamic performance evaluation over a stable solutions (base
conditions) and then observed the nature of system response. With respect to
stability map (Figure 8-8), two arbitrary stable points (700 W/m2 and 17050
W/m2 on lower and upper stable zones respectively) are chosen for different
sink temperatures (355 K and 295 K) and then changed the power levels to
unstable zone (1500 W/m2 and 15000 W/m2) by various possible ways. Input
heat fluxes are mainly altered by three ways, which are directly, gradually (10
sec) and slowly (30 sec) to final state and then continued. Some cases are
considered where the system again comes back to its initial input condition
by same rate and then continued. Also few special cases are considered, where
the system holding 10 seconds in changed input level and then comes back
to initial condition with identical rate and then continued.
Figure 8-11 a and b are show the real situation of 700 W/m2 and 1500
W/m2 input heat flux condition, when simulated directly from ‘zero’ initial
condition. Here, the first case is clearly evident of the stable system, whereas
the second one is unstable system. To observe the dynamic response of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8-11. Mass flow rate distribution for (a) 700 W/m2 and (b) 1500
W/m2 heat flux and 355 K sink temeperature
system, 700 W/m2 input heat flux condition is chosen as ‘base case’ for lower
threshold. Broadly, ‘base case’ is basically a point placed in bottom stable zone
or below the lower threshold of the stability map. The main aim of this study
is to observe the system performance after applying a perturbation to the ‘base
case’. Hence, after selecting the ‘base case’ input heat flux changed to 1500
W/m2, which is basically a point placed on purely unstable zone (in Figure
8-8). Various types of UDF are used to make this unsteady heat flux input
condition for source section. A detailed discussion over different process of
altering input heat flux are thoroughly reported in the upcoming sections.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8-12. Heat flux inreases from 700 W/m2 to 1500 W/m2 by (a) directly
(b) gradually (in 10 seconds) and (c) slowly (in 30 seconds), then continued
at that condition for further simulation
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The first variation of the process of altering input heat fluxes are three
types, which are directly, gradually (10 sec) and slowly (30 sec) to final state
and then continued. All the above mentioned input heat flux altering
processes are shown in Figure 8-12. In this cases, the final heat fluxes are
different from the initial heat fluxes. Figure 8-12 a, b and c are show the
process of changing heat flux by directly, gradually and slowly respectively. In
all the cases, the systems are found in stable condition. The second variation
of the process of altering input heat fluxes are two types. Similar to first
variation, here also system goes to 1500 W/m2 condition by gradually and
slowly increasing the of heat fluxes by means of UDF (Figure 8-13). Here the
(a)

(b)

Figure 8-13. Gradually increase heat flux from stable base condition to1500
W/m2 in (a) 10 seconds and (b) 30 seconds, after that again decrease to 700
W/m2 in (a) 10 seconds and (b) 30 seconds and continued for further
simulation.
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only difference is that, the system again comes back to its initial input
condition (700 W/m2) by same rate and then continued with this condition.
Here, the initial and the final input heat fluxes are same. In this situation also
both the cases finally goes to stable condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8-14. Gradually increase heat flux from stable base condition to 1500
W/m2 in (a) 10 seconds and (b) 30 seconds, after that hold 10 seconds and
then again decrease to 700 W/m2 in (a) 10 seconds and (b) 30 seconds and
continued for further simulation.
The last categories of the process of altering input heat fluxes are also
two types. Here also the initial and final input heat fluxes are same. Figure
8-14 a and b show the corresponding results of the gradually and slowly
changing input heat fluxes respectively. In this special cases, the systems are
holding for 10 seconds at changed input power level (1500 W/m2) and then
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comes back to initial condition with identical rate and then continued with
that condition. Similar to previous categories, here also after some periodic
oscillations the system finally goes to stable condition.
(a)

(b)

Figure 8-15. Mass flow rate distribution for (a) 17050 W/m2 and (b) 15000
W/m2 heat flux for 295 K sink temeperature
A thorough dynamic performance study suggested that, the maximum
amplitude of oscillation is decreased with perturbation time. The main
outcomes of this section of study is that for all the cases the systems are finally
gone to stable condition. Whereas, the system (1500 W/m2) is purely unstable
(Figure 8-11b) when it directly operate from ‘zero’ initial condition. The
amplitude of oscillations are extremely depended on the span of the
perturbation. Although, the final state of the systems are stable, the process
of changing input heat fluxes greatly affects the systems performance. A direct
change of input heat flux produces a shock to the system and the result is
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higher oscillation than slow changes. When the changes are gradually or
slowly then the systems gets required time to self-change according to input
condition. While, for direct change of input condition the system can’t be able
to get self-change and thus an uneven oscillations occurs. An additional
reason is that, a stable system always tries to diminish the uneven
occurrences, which are developed due to the changes of operating parameters
and tries to remain in stable condition (Figure 8-12 to Figure 8-14).
As already mentioned that in this discussion two arbitrary stable points
(700 W/m2 and 17050 W/m2) have been chosen for dynamic performance
evaluation of sCO2 based SCNCL. For the second case, 295 K sink temperature
and 10 MPa pressure are considered as operating condition of the system. The
real situation of 17050 W/m2 and 15000 W/m2 input heat flux condition are
shown in Figure 8-15 a and b. In both the cases simulation starts directly
from ‘zero’ initial condition. As similar to previous selection, the first case is
clearly evident of the stable system, whereas second one is unstable system.
For upper threshold, 17050 W/m2 input heat flux condition is chosen as ‘base
case’. Essentially the location of ‘base case’ is on the upper stable zone or
above the upper threshold of the stability map (Figure 8-8). To observe the
dynamic response of the system, the input heat flux of the ‘base case’ is
changed to 15000 W/m2 by various ways. The Figure 8-16 shows the three
different processes of changing input heat fluxes from 17050 W/m2 to 15000
W/m2, which are directly, gradually (10 sec) and slowly (30 sec) to final state.
After reaching the final state the system is continued with that condition for
all the cases. To make this unsteady heat flux input condition for gradually
and slowly cases, two different types of UDF are used. Here also, the span of
perturbation is greatly affects the amplitude of oscillations of the systems. The
oscillations is maximum when the changing occurs instantly and the
amplitude is reduced according to perturbation time. For all the cases
considered here, the final state of the system is unstable. As we know that, a
stable system always tries to weaken the uneven occurrences, which are
developed due to the changes of operating parameters and tries to remain in
stable condition. But, when the uneven occurrences are so high then the
system can’t hold its state and finally goes to the unstable zone (Figure 8-16).
Here, the final condition is 15000 W/m2, which is basically an unstable
system shown in Figure 8-15, located at unstable zone of the stability map
(Figure 8-8). So, when input heat flux is reduced from 17050 W/m2 to 15000
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8-16. Heat flux decreases from 17050 W/m2 to 15000 W/m2 by (a)
directly (b) gradually (in 10 seconds) and (c) slowly (in 30 seconds), then
continued at that condition for further simulation
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W/m2 at low sink temperature (295 K) condition, the available buoyancy force
is reduced, but at the same time, the frictional resistance markedly reduced
with higher rate and thus the equilibrium condition is broken down and the
system finally goes to unstable state.

8.9. Epilogue
To perform a complete study of SCNCL, transient analysis is also
important as steady-state analysis. Transient analysis established a clear view
over its stability behavior. Stability analysis should be performed for any
engineering system to identify the condition for the stable zone of operation.
Flow oscillation is sustained as well as is magnified for unstable system, which
may cause mechanical vibration of the system and hamper the normal
operation. Hence, in the present chapter a thorough investigations have been
performed to observe the stability performance of the SCNCL. The system goes
from stable to unstable region by crossing the lower and upper thresholds are
due to the haphazardly changes of buoyancy and frictional forces. Basically,
the buoyancy and the frictional forces interplay between each other and make
a balance for the stable system. But, when any of the forces are unevenly
growing or diminishing then the system is not capable to sustain in stable
state. It has been found that the density changes across heater section for
lower threshold power is large and hence generated buoyancy force is higher
than optimum, as a result the system goes to the unstable zone. The input
power for the upper threshold is directly related with the sink temperature of
the system. While, the lower threshold powers hardly changes with the sink
temperature.
A complete stability map has been developed with respect to sink
temperature of the system. The generated buoyancy force is extremely high
for low sink temperature condition and hence unstable zone is extra-large for
this condition. The unstable zone is reduced with increase of sink temperature
and after a certain condition, this zone is totally obliterated. Before changing
the direction, mass flow rate oscillates with growing magnitude until it reaches
an optimum amplitude. Once, the highest or critical amplitude occurs, then
the flow changes its direction and a new sequence begins with a new sets of
oscillations. After changing the direction of flow, oscillations grows gradually
until the next change, but if the first peak in a given direction is huge, then
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the flow direction reverses rapidly without additional increase in oscillation
amplitude.
A Lorenz like chaotic flow is observed in unstable zone of operation of
SCNCL. At the time of changing the flow direction, the vortex are formed in
the elbow sections, while side by side growing opposite directional flow are
observed in the horizontal and the vertical sections of the loop. Due to the
presence of the local buoyancy, the fluid near the upper wall of the heater
section and the lower wall of the cooler section are affected first and alter the
flow direction. A comprehensive dynamic performance study suggests that,
the span of perturbation greatly affects the amplitude of oscillations of the
systems. The oscillations is maximum when the changing occurs instantly
and the amplitude of the oscillations are reduced according to the
perturbation time. A stable system always tries to diminish the uneven
occurrences, which are developed due to the changes of operating parameters
and tries to remain in stable state. But, when the uneven occurrences are
tremendously high then the equilibrium condition breaks down and the
system finally goes to unstable state. An instant change of input heat flux
produces a shock to the system and the result is the generation of higher
amplitude of oscillation than slow changes. In case of gradual or slow changes,
the systems get required time to self-change according to input condition.
Whereas, for instant change of input condition the systems are not able to get
self-change and thus an uneven oscillations occurs.
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9.1. Conclusions of the Present Work
This dissertation comprehends, both numerical and experimental
evaluation on thermalhydraulic and stability analysis of SCNCL. Several
number of computation models have been developed to study the steady-state
and transient analysis of SCNCL. Both Dirichlet and Neuman type heating
modes are equally importance, according to the design of the system, and
hence both are applied in the current study. To enlarge the field of working
fluid for SCNCL, here several fluids are used at different operating conditions.
To study the influence of various operating and geometric parameters on
thermalhydraulics of SCNCL, several numerical investigations are performed
successfully. A detailed experimental study has been performed for steadystate and transient analysis of SCNCL, using R134a as working fluid. The aim
of present chapter is to provide a comprehensive overview of the outcomes,
discussed in the dissertation. This chapter includes the outcomes of all the
above investigations and very briefly summarized them in the following
sections.

9.1.1. Numerical characterization of temperature coupled
loop
 Significant amount of asymmetry can be observed in both velocity and
temperature profiles at any cross-section in the horizontal arms due to local
buoyancy effects. Extent of such asymmetry is more prominent for sCO 2based loop due to substantial property variation around the pseudocritical
point.
 Under identical operating condition, CO2 exhibits the highest velocity
magnitude at any particular cross section and also the lowest temperature
value, with the radial location of largest velocity and lowest temperature
conforming each other well. Largest velocity is achieved with the system
pressure slightly above the critical.
 Mass flow rate increases with increase of temperature differential
between heater and cooler for both water and R134a. Variation for CO 2 is
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strongly dependent on both system pressure and imposed temperature range.
CO2 also exhibits the smallest mass inventory requirement among the three
fluids considered here.
 Single-phase liquid nature of water yields the highest heat transfer
coefficient, which remains nearly constant for the selected ranges of pressures
and temperatures. When sink-side condition is below pseudocritical, CO2
produces heat transfer coefficient comparable with water. However, a sharp
deterioration is observed with change of state from trans-critical to
supercritical.
 Rate of heat transfer for both R134a and water are directly proportional
to the temperature difference between heater and cooler. CO 2 provides the
largest heat transfer rate at higher pressures and also when the sink
temperature is reasonably below the pseudocritical value.
 CO2-based SCNCL can be identified as the preferred option from heat
transfer point of view only for pressures reasonably above its critical value,
and with source and sink temperatures lying on either side of the
pseudocritical temperature corresponding to the system pressure. However, if
the pressure approaches critical limit for CO2 or the sink temperature is
around or above the pseudocritical value, single-phase loop can be a better
choice.
 Consistent thermalhydraulic performance and possibility of operating at
reduced system pressure are added incentives for the water-based system.
R134a, despite being a supercritical fluid, cannot be suggested as a feasible
option for the ranges of parameters explored here, owing to lesser heat transfer
rate and larger inventory requirement. Therefore the adoption of supercritical
condition can be suggested only under favourable set of operating conditions.

9.1.2. Steady-state thermalhydraulic appraisal of heat flux
supported loop
 Significant amount of asymmetry can be observed in both velocity and
temperature profiles at any cross-section in the horizontal arms due to local
buoyancy effects. Extent of such asymmetry is more prominent for sCO2based loop due to substantial property variation around the pseudocritical
point.
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 Mass flow rate for SCNCL increases with input power, till the lowest fluid
temperature inside the loop remains lower than the pseudocritical
temperature corresponding to the system pressure. Rapid rise in flow rate can
be observed when the fluid crosses the pseudocritical point during its passage
through the heater section, owing to the substantial density difference
between the two vertical arms.
 Beyond a maxima, mass flow rate in SCNCL drops drastically, with
corresponding jump in the maximum fluid temperature. The effect is more
pronounced with higher sink temperatures and for system pressures close to
the critical point. For pressure levels considerably away from the critical point,
monotonic rise in flow rate can be observed, quite similar to the single-phase
NCLs.
 The maxima in mass flow rate profile corresponds to a peak in sink-side
heat transfer coefficient, followed by a rapid decline with further increase in
power supply. That can be identified as the initiation of heat transfer
deterioration in SCNCLs (FiHTD).
 Power level corresponding to the appearance of FiHTD can be increased
by raising pressure and lowering sink temperature. A mechanism can also be
devised to manoeuvre the sink temperature with heater power for delaying the
appearance of such deterioration.
 Mass inventory requirement is the lowest for CO 2-based loop. At higher
powers, inventory requirement for R134a is lesser than water, with similar
order of maximum temperature and hence R134a can be a prospective fluid
under such situations, provided the chemical stability limit is adhered with.
 A generalized non-dimensional number ‘Γ’ is coined for SCNCL, which
directly signify the working zone of SCNCL. It has been found that FiHTD is
occurred for several working fluids when Γ is higher than 10-4. The condition
for a healthy operation of SCNCL is ρ* > 1 and h* < 0 respectively.
 Under identical operating conditions, fluid temperature level for the CO2based loop is the lowest among the three fluids till the appearance of FiHTD
and hence supercritical condition can be adopted. Beyond the power level
corresponding to FiHTD, however, single-phase NCL is a safer option.
 Single-phase water-based loop presents monotonic profile of mass flow
rate, magnitude of which is well-below the same of SCNCL upto the occurrence
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of FiHTD, leading to elevated temperature level. Heat transfer coefficient for
single-phase water-based NCL is consistently higher than SCNCL, owing to
higher thermal conductivity of the working fluid.

9.1.3. Influences of geometric parameters on steady-state
thermalhydraulics of SCNCL
 Loop diameter can be viewed as the most influencing parameter.
Smaller-diameter loop imposes larger friction, reducing the flow rate and
thereby enforcing an early initiation of FiHTD. Thermal asymmetry in any
particular cross-section, as well as the local velocity magnitude, can be
substantially larger for smaller-diameter loops. However, increased diameter
results in larger material requirement, as well as greater space and cost
consideration, and therefore some trade-off may become necessary.
 Change in loop height affect both buoyancy and frictional fields.
Buoyancy being the dominant force initially, mass flow rate and power level
corresponding to FiHTD keeps on increasing with height till some optimum
level. Hardly any tangible benefit can be observed beyond that and hence it is
important to locate such optimum, possibly through systematic simulations.
 Variation in heating length, while maintaining rest of the loop the same,
hardly imposes any noticeable change. On the contrary, rise in cooler length
delays the appearance of FiHTD quite significantly due to the lower level of
heat transfer coefficient. Therefore it is better to fabricate both the source and
sink covering the entire of respective horizontal sections.
 Change in horizontal length, without affecting the heat-exchanging
sections, has similar effect of reducing the diameter. So the extent of the
adiabatic horizontal sections should be smallest possible.
 Positioning of the source and sink in the horizontal arms does not
influence the gross thermalhydraulic characteristics, apart from imposing a
pre-defined flow direction. Effect of the corner bends is found to be restricted
only in introducing minor asymmetry in profiles due to the centrifugal action.
 Despite reduction in driving buoyancy and hence the flow rate, providing
inclination to the loop is found to have insignificant influence on the FiHTD.
Therefore it can be treated as an effective option of stability control, without
affecting the regime of operation under steady-state and that can be projected
as the next step of research in the context of the present study.
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9.1.4. Experimental assessment of steady-state and stability
performance of SCNCL
 Qualitatively as well as quantitatively good agreement exhibits for
experimental and simulated data. Both the results are significantly matches
with each other, only few results are not matches quantitatively, but the
deviation is limited to less than 15%.
 The most influencing parameter for any type of NCL is sink temperature.
The rate of cooling is assessed according to sink temperature and hence the
thermalhydraulics of NCL is highly dependent on it. Mass flow rate is
increased according to the increase of power for a constant sink temperature
loop.
 One of the most important influencing parameters for investigating the
thermalhydraulics of any NCL is doubtlessly pressure. Due to change of
operating pressure the state of the working fluid is changes sub-critical to
supercritical state. Due to decrease of density, the available buoyancy force is
decreased with further increase of pressure and the result is reduced mass
flow rate.
 The buoyancy force dependent on both the density gradient between
heater and cooler as well as the vertical distance between them. Center wise
or average vertical distance between heater and cooler decreases with increase
of tilt angle. Vertical distance is maximum in case of vertical loop and hence
this type of loop generate the highest mass flow rate.
 The flow direction can be predefined by tilting the loop in x-y plane. Thus
the flow rate is highly deflect in this case. Whereas, after tilting in y-z plane,
the system remains in symmetric in nature and hence the influence of tilting
in y-z plane is less pronouncing than x-y plane.
 Experimentally dynamic performance analyses have been performed by
sudden increase and decrease of the input power for the source section. For
the selected range of study, no unstable results are found in the experiments
and for both the cases the system is remains in the stable condition.
 In case of step input load condition, the influencing parameter is heater
power, thus heater responses quickly than cooler. Therefore, the temperature
differences across the heater is significantly more than the cooler. A detailed
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experimental analyses have been confirmed that the system is stable for all
the selected operating conditions.

9.1.5. Transient analysis for stability appraisal of SCNCL
 The system goes from stable to unstable region by crossing the lower and
upper thresholds are due to the haphazardly changes of buoyancy and
frictional forces. Basically, the buoyancy and the frictional forces interplay
between each other and make a balance for the stable system. But, when any
of the forces are unevenly growing or diminishing then the system is not
capable to sustain in stable state.
 It has been found that the density changes across heater section for
lower threshold power is large and hence generated buoyancy force is higher
than optimum, as a result the system goes to the unstable zone.
 The input power for the upper threshold is directly related with the sink
temperature of the system. While, the lower threshold powers hardly changes
with the sink temperature.
 A complete stability map has been developed with respect to sink
temperature of the system. The generated buoyancy force is extremely high
for low sink temperature condition and hence unstable zone is extra-large for
this condition. The unstable zone is reduced with increase of sink temperature
and after a certain condition, this zone is totally obliterated.
 Before changing the direction, mass flow rate oscillates with growing
magnitude until it reaches an optimum amplitude. Once, the highest or
critical amplitude occurs, then the flow changes its direction and a new
sequence begins with a new sets of oscillations.
 After changing the direction of flow, oscillations grows gradually until
the next change, but if the first peak in a given direction is huge, then the flow
direction reverses rapidly without additional increase in oscillation amplitude.
 A Lorenz like chaotic flow is observed in unstable zone of operation of
SCNCL. At the time of changing the flow direction, the vortex are formed in
the elbow sections, while side by side growing opposite directional flow are
observed in the horizontal and the vertical sections of the loop.
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 Due to the presence of the local buoyancy, the fluid near the upper wall
of the heater section and the lower wall of the cooler section are affected first
and alter the flow direction.
 A comprehensive dynamic performance study suggests that, the span of
perturbation greatly affects the amplitude of oscillations of the systems. The
oscillations is maximum when the changing occurs instantly and the
amplitude of the oscillations are reduced according to the perturbation time.
 A stable system always tries to diminish the uneven occurrences, which
are developed due to the changes of operating parameters and tries to remain
in stable state. But, when the uneven occurrences are tremendously high then
the equilibrium condition breaks down and the system finally goes to unstable
state.
 An instant change of input heat flux produces a shock to the system and
the result is the generation of higher amplitude of oscillation than slow
changes.
 In case of gradual or slow changes, the systems get required time to selfchange according to input condition. Whereas, for instant change of input
condition the systems are not able to get self-change and thus an uneven
oscillations occurs.

9.2. Scopes for Future Work
The concept of SCNCL is relatively new, with lots of potential for
application to several engineering fields in near future. Being a fresh idea,
related knowledge base is relatively thin and involves several conflicting
theories and controversies. Due to several advantageous features of SCNCL,
it becomes a fascinating field of research for several researchers. Both
numerical and experimental evaluation on thermalhydraulic and stability
analysis of SCNCL have been carried out in the present study. Although, an
enormous research efforts has been put for the development of study of
SCNCL, there are still some scopes to improve the performance of study with
more additional features. The current investigations have not only generated
numerous stimulating results but have also pointed towards various possible
direction of further research. This study can be extended by several ways,
which are described in below.
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 A detailed study over the influence of geometric parameters have been
carried out in the present dissertation. In future, this study can be extended
by adding various sections with the base geometry. The number of heating
and cooling sections can be added to observe the behaviour of the system. The
adiabatic vertical arms also can added on either sides of the heating and
cooling sections.
 An extensive analysis is performed for different inclination angles by
both numerical and experimental approach. This study can be extended by
involving rolling motion into the system.
 Apart from affecting flow rate, loop inclination also influences the loop
transients. A thorough study can be performed for studying the effect of loop
inclination on transients.
 In the present numerical study, 2D model is used for transient analysis
of SCNCL with sCO2 as working fluid. In extension of this work a detailed
transient analysis can be carried out by using 3D loop, with different working
fluids.
 The experimental analysis has been carried out with considering R134a
as working fluid. The present experimental study can be prolonged for
different fluids. The results can be obtained by using sophisticated measuring
instrument.
 By numerical study, it has been identified that thermalhydraulic of
SCNCL utterly affected by several geometric parameters of the system. A
detailed experimental analysis according to various geometric parameters of
the loop can be carried out.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Uncertainty Analysis
According to Kline and McClintock’ method, consider a variable 𝑁
(dependent) which is calculated from various measurements such as, 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 ,
𝑢3 , …….., 𝑢𝑛 and governed by the function
(1)

𝑁 = 𝑓(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑢3 , … … . . , 𝑢𝑛 )
Then overall error is given by
2
2
2
𝜕𝑁
𝜕𝑁
𝜕𝑁
∆𝑁 = [(
∆𝑢1 ) + (
∆𝑢2 ) + (
∆𝑢3 ) + ⋯
𝜕𝑢1
𝜕𝑢2
𝜕𝑢3
1/2

2
𝜕𝑁
+(
∆𝑢 ) ]
𝜕𝑢𝑛 𝑛

(2)

And uncertainty in the parameter 𝑁 is given as
1/2

∆𝑁
∆𝑢1 2
∆𝑢2 2
∆𝑢3 2
∆𝑢𝑛 2
= [(
) +(
) +(
) +⋯+ (
) ]
𝑁
𝑢1
𝑢2
𝑢3
𝑢𝑛

(3)

In this study, energy balance equation (𝑄̇𝑡ℎ = 𝑚̇𝑐𝑝 ∆𝑇) is used for
calculating the mass flow rate. Thus, mass flow rate is a function of heat
transfer rate and temperature difference between heater inlet and outlet
(specific heat of R134a is assumed to be constant), given as:
(4)

𝑚̇ = 𝑓(𝑄̇𝑡ℎ , ∆𝑇)
Hence, uncertainty in the mass flow rate is describe as follows,
1/2

2
∆𝑚̇
∆𝑄̇𝑡ℎ
∆(∆𝑇) 2
= [(
) ]
) +(
𝑚̇
∆𝑇
𝑄̇𝑡ℎ

(5)

The uncertainties of rate heat transfer and temperature difference are
calculated as 7.5% and 2.2% respectively. The overall uncertainty in mass
flow rate is calculated from equation (5) is 7.8%.
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